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CHAPTER 1 BASIC CONCEPTS OF
SAMPLING THEORY

Bosic Co\.epts of
Sarnpling Theory

NOTES

oBf EcTrvEs

After going through this chapter, you should be able n :

. know the basic conoepts o1 sampling.
o know about principles ef sarnpling theory.
. explain probability and non-probability sar"pling.
. to know how to use random number tables.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

Population and Sample

In a statistical investigation, the interest usually lies in the assessment of
the general magrritude and the study of variation with respect to one or nore
characteristics relating to individuals belonging to a group. This group of
individuals under study is called population. Ttrus in statistics, population is

an aggxegate of objects, animate or inanimate under study. The population

may be finite or infinite. A frnite subset of statistical individuals in a

population is called a sample and the number of individuals in a sample is

called the sample size.

Need for Sampling

For any statistical investigation, complete enumeration of tJ:e population is

rather impracticable. For example, if we want to have an idea of the average

per capita income of the people in India, we will have to enumerate all the

earning individuals in the country, which is rather a very difficult task. If
the population is infinite, complete enumeration is not possible. Also if the

units are destroyed in the course of inspection, then 100% inspection is not

desirable. But even if the population is finite or the inspection is not

destructive, 1007o inspection is not taken recourse to because of multiplicity
of causes, narrely administrative and frnancial implications, time factor etc.

and we take the help of sar.pling. The situations which give rise to sampling

are enumerated below :

1. When results with naximrlm accuracy or reliability with fixed budget' or

with the minimum number of units with a specified degree of reliability
are required.

2. When the units under investigation show considerable variation for the

characteristic under study.

3. When the scope of tJre investigation is very wide and the population is not

completely known.

4. When the total count of the population is not possible or is costly or

destructive.

Complete Enumeration Survey

The total count of all units of the population for a certain characteristic is

known as complete enumeration, also termed census survey. The money,

manpower and time required for carr5ring out complete enumeration will
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generally be large and there are many situations with limited means where

complete enumeration will not be possible' There are also instances where it
is not practicable to enumerate all units due to their perishable nature

where recourse to selection of a few units will be helpful.

Sample Survey

When only a part, called a sample is selected from the population and

examined, it is called sample enumeration or sanple survey.

A sernple suwey will usually be less expensive than a cerxtus survey and the

desired inforrnation will be obtained in less time. Ttris does not imply that
economy is the only consideration in conducting a sample survey. It is most

important that a degree of accuracy of results is also maintained. Occasionally'

the technique of sample survey is applied to verifo the results obtained fron
a census survey. In many situations, a well conducted sample survey can

provide much more precise results than a census survey. The advantages of
sanple surveys over census surveys are

1. Reduced cost of survey.

3. Greater scope.

2. Greater speed of getting results.

4. Adaptability.

Despite the above advantages, sample surveys are not always preferred to

census surveys. The advantages of sampling over complete enumeration can

be derived only if:
1. The units are drawn in a scientifrc manner.

2. An appropriate sanpling technique is used.

3. The size of units selected io 11t" sarnple is adequate. If information is
required for each unit then census is the only arutrteer.

1.2 PRINCIPLES OF SAMPLING THEORY

The main aim of sampling theory is to -ukg 5srnpling more effective so that
tJre answer to a particular question is given in a valid, eflrcient and econonical

way. Ttre theory of sampling is based on three important principles.

I. Principle of Validity
This principle states that the sarnpling desigrr provides valid estimates about
population parameters. By valid, we mean that the s"'nple should be so

selected that the estinates could be interpreted objectively and in terms of
probability. Ttrus, the principle ensures that there is some defrnite and pre-

assigned probability for each individual in the sampling desigrr.
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II. Principle of Statistical Regularity
This principle can be explained in the following words :

"A moderately large no. of items chosen at random from a large group, are
abnost sure on the average to possess the characteristics of the large group.
This principle stresses upon the desirability and importance of selecting
sample designs where inclusion of sampling units in the sample is based
upon probability theory.

III. Principle of Optinization
T?ris principle takes into account the desirability of obtaining a sa,,,ple design
which gives optimum results. In other words, optimization is meant to develop
methods of sample selection and of estimation which provide.

(i) a given level of efficiency with the 6ifi6rrrn possible resources or
(il) a given value of cost with maximum possible effrcrency.

Thus the principle of optimization minimizes the risk or loss of se,npling
design, that is, the principle stresses upon obtaining optimum results
with minimization of the total loss in terms of the cost and nean square
etTor.

1.3 PRINCIPLE STEPS IN A SAMPLE SURVEY

I. Statement of Objectives

In a sample survey, the first step is to lay down a clear statement of objectives
in tJre survey. The user should ensure that these o$ectives are commensurable
with available resources in terms of money, manpower and the time limit of
the survey.

II. Definition of Population
The population from which the semple is to be drawn should be defined in
clear and unambiguous terms. For example, to estimate the average yield
per plot for a crop, it is necessary to define the size ofthe plot in clear terms.
Ttre sa"'pled population (population to be sampled) should coincide with the
target population (population about which information is required). The
demographic, geographical, administrative and other boundaries of the
population must be specified so that there remains no ambiguity regarding
the coverage of the survey, that is, the survey becomes a feasible procesa.



III. Deternrination of garnFling Frame and Sampling Units
The main requirement of sample surveys is to fix up the sampling frame,
that is, the list of all s""'pling units with reference to which relevant data
are to be collected. It is the sa'''pling frame which determines the sampling
structure ofa survey. The population should be capable of division into units
which are distinct, unambiguous and non-overlapping and cover the entire
population.

IV. Selection of Proper Sampling Design

If an appropriate sampling design is selected, the frnal estimates will be
quite reliable. The size of the sample, procedure of selection and estimation
of parameters along with the amount of risk involved are some of the
important statistical aspects which should receive careful attention. If a
number of sampling desigrrs for taking a sample are available, then the total
risk that is the cost and precision should be considered before making a final
selection ef ths sampling design.

V. Organization of Field lVork

The achievement of the airrs of a sample surwey depends to a large extent
on reliable field work. If freld work is sincerely according to the instructions
laid down and if there is a careful supervision of the freld staff, there
remains no doubt about achieving the aims of the survey. It is therefore,
necessary to make provisions for adequate supervisory staff for inspection
of field work.

VI. Sutn-rarJr and Analysis of Data

In a sample survey, the final step of the analysis and drawing inferences
5o- s sqrnple to a population is a very vital and fascinating issue. Since
the results of the survey are basis for policy naking, it is the most essential
part of the sample survey and should be handled properly. The analysis of
the data collected in a survey may be broadly classified as follows :

(c) Scrutiny and editing of the data. (b) Tabulation of the data.

(c) Statistical analysis. (d) Reporting and conclusions.

Finally, a report of the findings of the survey, suggesting possible action to
be taken. should be written.
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r.4 SAMPLING T]hnT (DESCRIPTION)

These units may be natural units of the population such as individuals in a
locality, or natural aggregates of such units such as family, or they may be
artificial units such as a farm etc. Before selection the sample, the population
nust be divided into parts which are distinct, unambiguor:s and non-
overlapping such that every element (smallest compooent part in which a
population can be divided) of the population belongs to one and only one
sampling unit. Since the collection of all sampling units of a specified type
constitutes a population, the sampling units should be so specified that each
and every element in the population occurs just in one sampling rnit.
Otherwise some of tJre elements will not be included in any sarnple. For
gsa"'ple, if the s'rnpling unit is a family, it should be so defined that an
individual does not belong to two different families nor should it leave out
any individuals belonging to it.

r.5 SAMPLING FRAME

A complete 1i"1 o;5o"'pling units which represents the population to be
covered is called so'npling frame popularly known as frane. The construction
of a sampling frame is sometimes a major problem. Generally, it is assumed
that a frame is perfect if it is exhaustive, complete and up to date in respect
qf seanpling units and character structures. So the frame should always be
made up to date and free from errors of ornission of and duplication of
sarnpling units. A sanpling frane is subject to several t5rpes of defects which
may be broadly classifred as follows :

I. A Frame May be Incomplete

When some s6mpling units of the population are either completely omitted
or included m.ore than once, then the frame is said to be incomplete.

II. A Frame May be Inaccurate

When some o1 11rc sampling "'its of the population are listed inaccurateb
or aome units which do not actually exist are listed in the frame.

III. A Fra'ne May be Inadequate

When it does not include all classes of the population which are to be taken
in the survey.
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IV. A Frame May be out of Date

When it has not been updated according to the exigencies of the
occasion although it was accurate, complete and adequate at the time of
sonstruction.
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I.6 PROBABILITY AND NON.PROBABILITY
SAMPLING

I. Probability Sampling

ltris is the method of selecting samples according to certain laws of probability
in which each unit of the population has some definite probability of being
selected in the sample.

It is to be noted here that there are number of samples of specified types S'
52, ...... , S, that can be formed by grouping units of a given population and
each possible sample S, has assigned to it, a known probability of selection
p,. A clear specifrcation of all possible samples of a given type along with
their probabilities of selection is said to constitute a snrnpling design.

II. Non-Probability Sampling (Purposive)

I'his is the method of selecting sq-ples in which the choice of selection of
sampling units depeuds entirely on the discretion or judgnent of 159 5qynpler.

This is called non-probability or purposive or judgment sampling. In this
technique, thg sernpling units are selected with sone definite purpose in
view. For example, if we want to give the picture that the standard of living
has increased in the city of New Delhi, we may take individuals in the
sc'nple from rich and posh Iocalities like defence colony, south extension,
greater kailash etc., and ignore the localities where low income group and
tJre niddle class families live. Ttris sampling method is used for opinion
surveys, but cannot be recommended for general use as it is subject to
drawbacks of prejudice and bias of the s'rnpler. However, if the sampler is
experienced and an expert, it is possible that judgnent s""'pling may yield
useful results. It however suffers from a serious drawback that it is not
possible to compute the degrees of precision ofthe estirnate 1io- ghs eernple
values.

Self- I t structio Lal Materia|
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1.7 COMPARISON
ENUMNRA,TION

OF SAMPLE AND COMPLETE
STJRVEY

The information on a population may be collected in two ways. Either every
unit in the population is enumerated called complete enumeration or
enumeration is Iimited to only a part or a sample selected from the population
called sample survey. A sample survey will usually be less costly than a
complete census because the expense of covering all units would be greater
than of covering only a sample fraction. Also it will take less tirne to collect
and process data from a sample than from a census. But economy is not only
the consideration. T'he most important point is whether the accuracy of the
results would be adequate for the end in view. It is observed that the results
obtained from carefully planned and well executed sample survey are expected
to be more accurate than those from a complete ceru;us. A complete census
ordinarily requires a huge and unwieldly organization and therefore many
tylres of errors creep in which cannot be controlled adequately. In a sarrple
suwey the volume ofthe work is reduced considerably and it becomes possible
to employ persons of higher caliber, train them suitably and supervise their
work adequately. In a properly desigrred sample survey it is also possible to
make a valid estimate of the margin of error and hence decide whether the
results are sufficiently accurate. A complete census does not reveal by itself
the margin of uncertainty to which it is subject. But there is not always
choice of one versus other. For example, if the data are required for every
small ad"'inistrative area in a country, no sample survey can deliver the
desired infor:mation but only the complete census.

Some of the aspects involved in planning and execution of a sample survey
may be classified as follows :

I. Specification of Data Requirements
While specifying the data requirements, the sampler should always include
the following points :

(o) Statistical statement of the desired information.
(b) Clear specifrcation of the domain of study.
(c) Form of data which are to be collected and Iimitations of budget.

(d) Degree of precision aimed at.

II. Survey Reference and Reporting Periods
FYorn the operational point of view, it is desirable to decide about these
periods well in advance. Ttre survey period is the time period during which
the required data are collected. It is advisable to divide the survey period
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into shorter sub periods to ensure an even representation ofthe sample. The
reference period is the time period to which the data information should
refer. The reporting period is the time period for which the information is
collected for a unit.

III. Method of Data Collection
The planning and execution ofa survey is in{luenced to a large extent by the
method of data collection. After a very careful examination of the sampling
frame, design, budget and objectives of the survey, a decision should be
taken regarding the choice of the method of data collection that is to collect
primary data or to use secondary data. In case the primary data is to be
collected, a clear cut mode of collection should be given as to whether data
are to be collected by personal interview, mail enquiry, physical measurement
etc.

IV. Processing of Survey Data
Processing of the collected data in a survey may be broadly classifred as :

(a) Scrutiny and editing of data.

(b) Tabulation of data.

(c) Statistical analysis.

It is therefore, necessarSr to plan the survey work in such a way that the flow
of work material through various stages of data processing ensures the desired
degree of precision in survey results.

V. Preparation of R€ports
The guidelines as formulated by United Nations (1g49) for preparation of
sample survey reports should be adequate for the purpose, The report may
have sections such as objectives, scope, subject coverage, method of data
collection, survey reference and reporting periods, sampling design and
estimation procedure, presentation of results, accuracy, and cost structure.
It should be useful in giving a summary of the main results which can be
used by the financial agency for policy decisions.

VI. Methods of Selecting a Random Sample
Since the theory of sanpling is based on the assumption of random sampling,
the technique of random s"'npling is of basic significance. Some of the
procedures used for selecting a random sample are as follows :

VII. Lottery Method
In practice a tickeUchit may be associated with each unit of the population.
Thus each sampling unit has its identifrcation mark from one to N. The
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procdune of selecting an individual is simple. All the tickets/chits are placed

in a container, in which a thorough mixing or reshuffling is possible, before
each draw. Draw of ticketdchits mav be continued until a sample of the
required size is obtained.

This procedure of numbering units on tickets and selecting one after
reshullling becomes cumbersome when the population size is large. It may
be rather difficult to achieve a thorough shulfling in practice. Human bias

and prejudice may also creep in this nethod.

lO Self-Ir.structior,alMarerial

1.8 R.ANDOM NUMBER TABLES

A random number table is an arrangement of digits 0 to 9, in either a linear
or a rectangular pattern, where each position is frlled with one of these
digits. A table of random nuobers is so constructed that all the numbers 0,

1, ....., I appear independent of each other. Some random number tables in
coutmon use are :

(i) Tippet's random number tables.

(ii) Fisher and Yates tables.

(iii) Kendall and Smith tables.

(iu) A million random digits.

A practical method of selecting a randon sample is to choose units one by
one with the help of a table of random numbers. By considering two digit
nunbers, we can obtain numbers from 00 to 99 all having the same frequency.

Sirnilarly, three or more digit numbers may be obtained by combining three
or more rows or columns of these tables. lhe simplest way of selecting a

so'nple of the required size is by selecting a random number from 1 to N and
then taking the unit bearing that number. This procedure involves a number
of rejections since all the numbers greater than N appearing in the table is
not considered for selection. The use of random numbers is therefore modifred
and some of these modified procdures are :

I. Rernainder Approach

L€t N be a rdigit numbers and its rdigit highest multiple be N. A random
num.ber & is chosen from 1 to N and the unit with the serial number equal
to the remainder obtained on dividing I by N is selected. If the remainder
is zero, the last unit is selected. As an illustration let N = 123, the highest
tnree digit multiple of 123 is 984. For selecting a unit, one random number
from 001 to 984 has to be selected. Let the random number selected be 287.

Dividiog 287 by 123, the remainder is 41. Hence the unit with serial number
41 is selected in the sample.



II. Quotient Approach

Let N be an r-digit numbers and let its r-digit highest multiple be N' such
that N'lN - q. A random number & is chosen from 0 to (N' - 1). Dividing A

by g the quotient r is obtained and the unit bearing the serial number
(r - 1) is selected in the sample. As an illustration, let N = 16 and hence
N' = 96 and g - 96/16 = 6. Let the two-digit random number chosen be 65
which lies between 0 to 95. Dividing 65 by 6, the quotient is 10 and hence
the unjt bearing (10-1) = 9 is selected in the sample.

III. Independent Choice of Digits
This method of independent choice was suggested by Mathai in 1954. It
consists of the selection of two random numbers which are combined to form
one random number. One random number is chosen according to the first
digit and other according to the remaining digits of the population size. If
the number chosen is zero. the last unit is chosen. But if the number made
up is greater than or equal to N, the number is rejected and the operation
is repeated.

1.9 SAMPLING ERRORS AND THEIR SOT]RCES

$qrnpling error arises from the fact that samples differ from their populations
in that they are usually small sub-sets of the total population. Therefore,
surwey sample results should be seen only as estimations. Henry (1990) note
ttrat sampling errors cannot be calculated for non-probability samples, but
they can be determined for probability samples. First, to determine sarnple
error, Iook at the sample size. Ttren, look at the sampling fraction-the
percentage ofthe population that is being surveyed. The more people surveyed,
the smaller the error, This error can also be reduced, according to Fox and
Tlacy (1986), by increasing the representativeness of the sample. A standard
error is the extent to which we expect a calculation from a sample of
individuals to differ from what the sam.e calculation would be if we had
information for the whole population. Alternatively, it can be thought of as
the amount of variation around the estimated value due to the fact that only
a sanple of people was taken. Fortunately, sampling elror can be quantified
with reasonable accuracy.

Standard errors for estinates of means and proportions can be used in two
ways: constructing confidence interwals and performing hypothesis tests.
Strictly spenking, a confrdence interwal refers to what one would expect to
occur under repeated sampling. So, a g5 per cent confidence interwal rneans
that, if a given value was the true population value then in 9b per cent or
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19 out of 20 repeated samples, we would expect the estimated value from a
sample to lie within the range of the confrdence interval. Although it is not
strictly true, a 95 per cent confidence interval can also be thought of as the
area bounding an estimate within which there is only a 5 per cent chance

that the true population percentage is outside this range.

Instead of putting a range around the estinate, we may also want to test
whether a certain estimate is different from another value. Ttris value may
be one we come up with, or another estimated value from the survey. To see

whether this difference is sigrrifrcant in a statistical sense, a researcher can

perform a hypothesis test. They would come up with a hypothesis, and then
decide whether they can or cannot reject this hypothesis based on the
estimated value from the sample, and the associated standard error.

The most fundamental point and interval estimation process involves the
estimation of a popu.lation mean, Suppose it is of interest to estimate the
population mean, p, for a quantitative variable. Data collected from a simple
random sample can be used to compute the sample mean, r-, where the value

of r provides a point estimate of p. When the sample nean is used as a point
estimate of the population mean, some error can be expected owing to the
fact that a sample, or subset of the population, is used to compute the point
estimate. The absolute value of the difference between the sample mean,

r-, and the population mean, p, written lr- - pl is called the sarnpling
error. Interwal estimation incorporates a probability statement about the
magrritude of the sampling error. The sampling distribution of .r- provides

the basis for -such a statement,

Random sampling is not some sort of magical talisman that protects an

investigator from all errors, rather it is a way of predicting the likely effects

of one particular kind of sampling error. As we said above, the error whose

probability is expressed in the confrdence and precision frgures is that enor
of accidently getting a sample which is not exactly represerltative of the
population. There are a great many other sources of error in research against

which random sampling gives no protection, nor does it estimate their
likelihood.

One common such source of error in this class is survey questions which do

not, for one reason or the other, provide uteasures of what you wanted to

measure. For example students might lie in answering a question about

academic honesty or they simply night not remember accurately how many

times they had used the library in the last month. Another uncontrolled type

of error is experimental error. A research assistant records the wrong tine
for a rat's performance in a m.aze or a scale is miscalibrated and hence

reports the wrong weights. In addition, Random sampling is no protection

against sampling a biased population. For example a written questionnaire



is biased towards those who are literate in the language of the questions. A
phone survey is biased toward those who have phones and who are home to
answer them.

1.10 NON.SAMPLING ERR,ORS AND THEIR SOT]RCES

561-s"'"pling errors can be defined as errors arising during the course of
suvey activities rather than resulting from the sampling procedure. Unlike
snrnpling errors, there is no simple and direct method of estimating the size

of non-sampling errors. In most surveys, it is not practical to measure the
possible effect on the statistics ofthe various potential sources of error arising
from things other than the statistical sample. However, there has been a
considerable amount of research on the kinds of errors that are likely to
arise in different kinds of surveys. By examining the procedures and
operations of a specific survey, experienced survey analysts may be able to
assess its quality. Rarely will this produce actual error ranges, as for sampling
errors. [r most cases, the analyst can only state that, for example, the errors
are probably relatively small and will not affect most conclusions drawn
from the survey, or that the errors may be fairly Iarge and inferences are to
be nade with caution. In rare instances, researchers may be able to say with
some confidence in what direction the error rnight be.

Non-sampling errors can be classified into two groups: random errors whose
effects approximately cancel out if fairly large samples are used; and biases
which tend to create errors in the same direction and thus cumulate over the
entire sample. With large samples, systematic errors, and resultant biases,
are the principal causes for concern about the quality ofa suwey. For example,
if there is an error in the questionnaire design, this could cause problems
with the respondent's answers, which in turn, can create processing errors,
etc. These types of errors often lead to a bias in the final results and analyses.
In contrast to sampling variance and random non-sampling error, bias caused
by systematic non-sampling errors cannot be reduced by increasing the sample
size.

11611-s""'pling errors can occur because of problems in coverage, response,
non-response, data processing, estimation and analysis. An error in coverage
occurs when there is an omission, duplication or wrongful inclusion of the
units in the population or sarnple. Omissions are referred to as under-coverage,
while duplication and wrongful inclusions are called over-coverage. These
are caused by defects in the survey frame: inaccuracy, incompleteness,
duplication, inadequacy and obsolescence. There may be errors in sample
selection, or part of the population may'be omitted from the sampling frame,
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or weights to compensate for disproportionate sampling rates may be omitted.
Coverage errors may also occur in field procedures.

Response errors result Ilom data that have been requested, provided, received

or recorded incorrectly. The response errors may occur because of inefficiencies
with the questionnaire, the interviewer, the respondent or the survey process.

Subject matter experts are often in a good position to identify flaws in such
aspects of the survey. Poor questionnaire desigrr is a common aspect of non-
sampling error. It is essential that sanple survey or census questions are
worded carefuliy in order to avoid introducing bias. If questions are misleading
or confusing, the responses may end up being distorted. As alluded to above,

an interviewer and facilitators oan influence how a respondent answers the
survey questions. This may occur when the interviewer is too friendly or
aloof or prompts the respondent. To prevent this, interviewers must be trained
to remain neutral throughout the interview. They must also pay close attention
to the way they ask each question. If an interviewer changes the way a
question is worded, it may impact on the respondent's answer.

Respondents can also provide incorrect answers by their own volition. Faulty
recollections (recall bias), tendencies to exaggerate or underplay events, and
inclinations to give answers that are more'socially desirable', are several
reasons why a respondent may provide a false answer. Individuals may
conceal the truth out of fear or suspicion of the survey process and the
institutions sponsoring it (i.e., governments and their agencies). Other
respondent errors may arise through a failure to understand the underlying
concepts or a basic lack of knowledge about the information requested. Non-
sampling errors can also arise from the sur-vey process. Using proxy responses

or a lack of control over the survey procedures arejust two ways of increasing
the possibility of response errors. Processing errors sometimes emerge during
the preparation of the final data frles. For example, errors can occur while
data are being coded, captured, edited or imputed. Coder bias is usually a
result of poor training or incomplete instructions, variance in coder
performance, data entry errors, or machine malfunction. Sometimes, errors
are incorrectly identifred during the editing phase. Even when errors are
discovered, they can be corrected improperly because of poor imputation
procedures. Non-response errors-another category of non-sampling error-
can also result from having not obtained suffrcient answers to survey
questions. Complete non-response errors occur when the survey fails to
measure some of the units in the selected sample. Reasons for this type of
error may be that the respondent is unavailable or temporarily absen! the
respondent is unable or refuses to participate in the survey; or the dwelling
is vacant. If a sigrifrcant nunber of people do not respond to a swvey, the
results rray be biased, since the characteristics of the non-respondents may
differ from those who have participated.
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1.TT IMPORTAIVT
OF SAMPLE

ASPECTS OF PI,ANNING STAGE
SURVEYS

The very important and main objective of a sample survey is to obtain
information about population which is a group of units defrned according to
the objectives of the survey. The population may consist of all the households
in a village/locality, all the fields under a particular crop, a population of
persons, families, frelds, animals in a region, or a population of trees, birds
in a forest depending upon the nature of data required. The information that
we seek about the population is normally, the total number ofunits, aggregate
values of various characteristics, averages of these characteristics per unit,
proportions of units possessing specified attributes etc. Our next step is to
collect a data which can be collected in two different wavs:

(i) complete enumeration method

(ii) sampling method

The first approach can be considered as its special case. A sampling method
is a scientific and objective procedure of selecting units from the population
and provides s gaynple that is expected to be representative ofthe population.
4 sa'.pling method makes it possible to estimate the population totals,
averagea or proportions while reducing at the same time the size of survey
operations. Some of the advantages of sample surveys as compared to complete
enumeration are reduction in cost, greater speed, wider scope and higher
accnracy. Having agreed to go for sample surveys, the next qrlestion is how
to draw the sample ?

1.12 PLANNING AND EXECUTION OF SAMPLE
ST]RVEYS

Sample sunreys are widely used as a cost effective instrument of data collection
and for making valid inferences about population parameters. Three rnajor
stages ofa survey are planning, data collection and tabulation of data. Some
of the inportant aspects requiring attention at the planning stage are as
follows:

(i) formulation of data requirements-objectives of the survey
(ii) ad-hoc or repetitive survey
(jji) method of data collection
(iu) questionnaire versus schedules

(u) survey, reference and reporting periods
(ui) problems of sampling frames
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(uii) choice of sampling desigrr

(uiii) planning of pilot survey

(lr) freld work

(r) processing of data, and

(ri) preparation of report.

All the different aspects listed above are important and interdependent. We

now explain the above mentioned planning aspects in detail:

1. Forrnulation of Data Requirements

The persons or organization requiring the statistical information are expected

to formulate the objectives of the survey. The user's forrnulation of data

requirements is not likely to be adequately precise from the statistical point

of view. It is for the survey statistician to give a clear formulation of the

objectives of the survey and to check up whether his formulation faithfully
reflects the requirements of the users. Ttre survey statistician's formulation
of data requirements should include the following:

(j) clear statement of the desired information in statistical terms

(ii) specifrcation of the domain-of study

(iji) the form in which the data should be tabulated

(iu) the accuracy aimed at in the frnal results and

(u) cost of survey

2. Survey: Adhoc or Repetitive

An adhoc suwey is one which is conducted without any intention of or

provision for repeating it, whereas a repetitive survey is one, in which data

are collected periodically for the same, partially replaced or freshly selected

sample units. Ifthe aim is to study only the current situation, the survey can

be an adhoc one. But when changes or trends in some characteristics over

time are of interest, it is necessary to carry out the survey repetitively'

3. Methods of Collecting Primary Data

Ttrere are several methods that may be used to collect information. The

method to be followed has to be decided keeping in view the cost involved

and the precision aimed at. The methods usually adopted for collecting

primary data are described below:

(i) Direct Personal Interwiew

(ii) Questionnaires Sent Though Mail

(iii) Interviews by Enumerators

(iu) Telephone Interview



4. Questiqn " aire Vs. Schedule

In the questionnaire approach, the informants or respondents are asked pre-

specified questions and their replies to these questions are recorded by

themselves or by investigators. In this case, the investigator is not supposed

to influence the respondents. This approach is widely used in main enquiries.

In the schedule approach, the exact form ofthe questions to be asked are not
given and the task of questioning and soliciting information is left to. the

investigator, who backed by the training and instructions has to use his
ingenuity in explaining the concepts and definitions to the informant for
obtaining reliable information. While planning a survey, preparation of
questionnaire or schedules with suitable instructions needs to be given careful

consideration. Respondent's bias and Investigator's bias are likely to be

different in the two methods. Simple, unambiguous suitable wordings as

well as proper sequence of questions are some considerations which contribute
substantially towards reducing the respondents bias. Proper training, skill of
the Investigators, suitable instructions and motivation of investigators
contribute towards reducing Investigator's bias.

5. Survey, Reference and Reporting Periods
(o) Survey period: The time period during which the required data is

collected. Reference period: The time period to which the collective data
for all the units should refer.

(D) Reporting period: The time period for which the required statistical
information is collected for a unit at a time (reporting period is a part
or whole of the reference period). The reporting period should be decided

after conducting suitable studies to examine recall errors and other non-
sampling errors. For items of information subject to seasonal fluctuations,
it is desirable to have one complete year as the survey and reference
period, the data being collected every month or season with suitable
reporting periods for the same or different sets of sample units.

6. Sampling Frarres

One of the main requirements for effrciently designing sample survey is a

well constructed sanpling frame. In actual practice, quite often frames are
not always perfeet. Various types of imperfection such as omission, duplication
etc. exist in the available frame. In multi-stage sampling, the problems of
securing a good sampling frame arise fro each ofthe stages. Usually a frame
for higher stage units, such as towns, urban blocks and villages is more
stable than one for lower stage units such as farrns and households, which
are more subject to changes. In agricultural surveys, normally the frames of
first few stages of units upto village level are used from records while the
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frame of households, fields etc. within the villages are prepared afresh. This
approach reduces the chances of imperfection in sampling frames.

7. Choice of Sampling Design

The choice of a suitable sampling desig:n for a given survey situation is one
of the most important step in the process of planning sample surveys. The
principle generally adopted in the choice of a design is either reduction of
overall cost for a pre-specifred permissible error or reduction of nargin of
error of the estimates for given fixed cost. Generally a stratified uni-stage or
multi-stage design is adopted for large scale surveys. For effrcient planning,
various auxiliary information which are normally available are utilized at
various stages e.9., the area under particular crop as available for previous
years is normally used for size stratification of villages. If the information is
available for each and every unit of the population and there is wide variability
in the information then it may be used for selecting the sample through
probability proportional to size methods. The choice of sampie units, method
of selecting sample and determination of sample size are some of the important
aspects in the choice of proper sample design.

8. Pilot Surveys

Where some prior information about the nature of population under study,
and the operational and cost aspects of data collection and analysis is not
available from part surveys. It is desirable to desigrr and carry out a pilot
survey. It will be useful lbr

(i) testing out provisional schedules and related instructions
(ii) evolving suitable procedure for freld and tabulation work, and

(lii) training field and tabulation staff

9. Field Work
While planning the freld work ofthe suwey, a careful consideration is needed
regarding choice of the freld agency. For adhoc surveys, one may plan for
adhoc staff but if surwey is going to be a regular activity, the field agency
should also be on a regular basis. Normally for regular surveys, the available
field agency is utilized. A regular plan of work by the enumerators along
with proper supervision is an important consideration for getting a good
quality of data.

lO. Processing of Survey Data

Ttre analysis of data collected in a survey has broadly two facets:

(i) tabulation and summar5r of data and

(ii) subject analysis
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The first task which is of primary importance is the reduction of collected
data into meaningful tables. The tables should be presented along with the
background information such as the objective(s) of the survey, the sampling
design adopted, method used for data collection and tabulation, and margin
of error applicable to the results. These margins of error provide the idea
about the precision of estimates. Subject analysis to be taken up after
preparing summary tables, should include cross tabulation of data by the
meaningful, geographical, economy, demographic or otlrer breakdowns to study
their relationship and trends among various characteristics. This is a detailed
technical analysis and is likely to be tirire consuming. Hence the part should
not be tied up with the first part as otherwise the publication of the survey
results might get delayed.
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1.13 PREPAR"ATION OF REPORT

Although there are no set guidelines for presentation of results and
preparation of report, however sone points which serve as guidelines in the
preparation of sq'nple survey reports are given below:

(i) Introduction and reyiew of literature
(id) Objectives

(iii) Scope

(iu) Subject coverage

(u) Method of data collection

(ui) Survey references and recording

(uii) Sampling design and estimation procedure

(uiii) Tabulation procedure

(lr) Presentation of resultg

(r) Activity of results

(ri) Cost structure of the survey

(ril) Agency for conducting the survey
(riii) References.

STATISTICAL ORGANISATIONS

r.14 CENIN,AL STATISTICAL ORGANISATION (CSO)

The Central Statistical Organisation is a body which
coordination of statistical activities in the countrv.

is responsible for
and evolving and
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maintaining statistical standards. Its activities include National Income
Accounting; conduct of Annual Survey 6f Industries, Economic Censuses and
its follow up surveys, compilation of Index of Industrial Production, as well
as Consumer Price Indices for Urban Non-Manual Employees, Human
Development Statistics, Gender Statistics, imparting trainirig in Olficial
Statistics, Five Year Plan work relating to Development of Statistics in the
States and Union Territories; dissemination of statistical information, work
relating to trade, energy, construction, and environment statistics, revision
of National Industrial Classifrcation, etc. It has a well-equipped Graphical
Unit. The CSO is headed by the Director-General who is assisted by 2

Additional Director-Generals and 4 Deputy Director-Generals, Directors and
Joint Directors and other supporting staff. The CSO is located in Delhi.
Some portion of Industrial Statistics work pertaining to Annual Survey of
industries is carried out in Calcutta.

Activities of the CSO

The following are the main activities of the organization:

1. The Enterprise Survey Unit (ESU) of the Economic Census and Suweys
Division of CSO is responsible for carrying out certain Follow-up Surveys
relating to non-agricultural activities. For carrying out these surveys.
Economic Census frame giving count of enterprises at villagdblock level
is used for selection of sample villages/blocks to the extent feasible.

2. Under the Follow-up Surveys, the activities of Mining and Quarrying,
Manufacturing, Tlade, Hotels and Restaurants, Transport, Storage and
Warehoushing and Services have so far been covered.

3. Data in these surveys are collected by interview method. However, for
enterprises maintaining books of accounts, information are collected on

the basis of these records. A moving reference period is adopted for
collection of rnost ofthe information to reduce the recall lapse. The surwey
period is generally of one year duration and this period is divided into 4
sub-rounds of three months each to fully capture the effect of seasonability.

4. The detailed information collected in the Follow-up Surveys relate to
employment, emoluments, fixed capital, working capital, receipts, expenses,

source of frnance, outstanding loan, etc.

5. The ESU has so far carried out 12 Follow-up Surveys. In all 27 reports
based on these surveys have been brought out. List of surveys along with
the reports released is enclosed.

Objectives of the CSO

The CSO holds meetings and conferences from time to time. The main
objectives of these conferences are:
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To provide a platform for discussion on the statistical issues of comrnon

interest to the Central Statistical Organisations;

To provide an overall perspective to the development of statistical system

and to make recommendations/suggestions on issues having bearing on

the development of the statistical system;

To solve the technical issues relating to statistics;

To set up Working Groups on specifrc issues/tasks relating to olficial
statistics;

To provide guidelines in the collection of statistics and maintenance of
statistical standards and quality, besides uniformity in statistical
standards;

To consider the Action Taken Report of the follow up action on the
recomnendations of the previous meetings of CSO; and

To review the role ofthe Statistical Advisers in the Central Governnents.

1.15 NATIONAL SAMPLE SURVEY ORGANISATION
(NSSO)

The National Sample Survey Organisation, is an organization in the Ministry
of Statistics and hogramme Implementation of the Indian Government. This
organisation is the largest one in India and has been conducting regular
socio-economic surveys. Below, we give its origin and explain its functions:

Origin and Functions of NSSO

Initiated in 1950, the National Sample Survey (NSS), is a nation-wide, large-
scale continuous swvey operation conducted in the form of successive rounds.
It was established on the basis of a proposal from P.C. Mahalanobis to frll
up data gaps for socio-economic planning and policy making through sample
surveys. In March 1970, the NSS was reorganised and all aspects ofits work
were brought under a single Government organisation, narnely the National
Sample Survey Organisation (NSSO) under the overall direction of Governing
Council to impact objectivity and autonomy in the matter of collebtion,
processing and publication of the NSS data.

The Governing Council consisted of experts from within and outside the
Government and was headed by an eminent economisUstatistician and the
member-Secretary of the Council was Director General and Chief Executive
Offrcer of NSSO. The Governing Council was enpowered to take all technical
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decisions in respect of the survey work, from planning of survey to release
of survey results. A.fter the formation of National Statistical Commission in
2005, the Governing Counsil of NSSO has been dissolved from 30.08.2006
and in its place Steering Com'"ittee of National gample Surveys has been
formed on 15 Decenber 2006. The Steering Com:nittee consisted of 8 Non-
official and 8 Official members. The Non-official members are men of eminence
in either ofthe fields of economics, statistics and social sciences. The offrcial
members are all senior offrcers of the Ministry of Statistics and Programrns
Inplementation, Planning Corn'.ission and State Directorates of Economics
and Statistics. The Director General and Chief Executive Offrcer (DG and
CEO) of NSSO is the Convener of the Steering Committee. The NSSO is
headed by the Director General and Chief Executive Officer (DG and CEO)
who is responsible for coordinating and superrrising all activities of the
organisation and is assisted by a small secretariat called Co-ordination and
Publication Division (CPD). fire NSSO has four divisions, namely, Survey
Design and Research Division (SDRD), Field Operations Division (FOD),

Data Processing Division (DPD) and Coordination and Publication Division
(CPD). An Additional Director General heads each division except CPD, which
is headed by a Deputy Director General.

Survey Design and Research Division (SDRD)

SDRD which is located at Kolkata, is responsible for the following activities:

. Planning of the Survey

r Formulation of sampling design

o Formulation of Concepts and Defrnitions

. Drawing of survey schedules

. Writing of instructions

o Preparation of validation and tabulation programmes

o Finalisation of survey results and release of reports

o Providing technical guidance on sampling techniques to various olficial
agencies.

Field Operations Division (FOD)

FOD has its headquarters at New Delhi and Agricultural Wing at Faridabad.
It has 6 Zonal ollices located at Bangalore, Kolkata, Guwahati, Jaipur,
Lucknow and Nagpur,48 Regional offrces and 117 sub-regional offices. This
division is responsible for the following functions:
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o Collection of data through (j) Annual Survey of Industries (ii) Socio-

economic surveys, (iii) Price collection surveys.

. Updation of Urban Fr""'e Survey blocks.

r Sample check on area enumeration and crop cutting experiments and
providing technical guidance to the states for improvement of crop
statistics.

o Providing in-service training to NSSO officials.

Data Processing Division (DPD)

The Data Processing Division (DPD) of NSSO with Headquarters at Kolkata
and six Data Processing Centres located at Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Kolkata,
Delhi, Giridih and Nagpur provide complete IT solution from sample section,
software development to processing and tabulation of data canvassed through
various socio-economic surveys of National gample Survey Organisation. Ttris
division is responsible for the following functions:

(i) Maintenance of Sampling Fr"-e and updation of Urban Frame Survey
database.

(il) Selection of samples and preparation of sample lists for conducting
socio-econou.ic surveys undertaken by the NSSO.

(iii) Preparation of Data hocessing Training Manual and Organising All
India and D.P. Centre wise Data Processing TYaining Workshops.

(iu) Receipt of schedules from field and their checking vis-i-vis sample list.
(u) Scrutiny of fiIled-in schedules is undertaken during initial period of

the surwey for obtaining frrst hand knowledge of the quality of surwey
operation as well as for frnalization of data processing system taking
into consideration the field reality.

(ui) Manual checking of identification particulars and extensive scrutiny of
schedules before Data-Entry, popularly known as pre-data entry
scrutiny.

(uii) Data entry and verifrcation of filled in schedules.

(uiii) Validation of data through various stages covering both content check
, and coverage check, for which in-house validation packages are

developed by the Infornation Technolory OT) Wing of the Division.
(rr) Organisation of Scrutiny Feedback Workshops in collaboration with

SDRD and FOD.

(r) Preparation of directory and multiplier files for estimation of
parameters.
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samptins Theorv (ri) Tabulation of validated data as per approved Tabulation Plan for

various schedules.

(rii) Processing and tabulation of montl y rural retail price schedules and

NOTES release of quarterly bulletin.

(rili) Assistance to State Statistical Bureaus in processing of state sample

data through facilities available at various centres of DPD to the States.

(riu) Providing training in application of computer and on data processing

to the State.

(ru) Statistical Bureaus, ISS probationers, ISEC trainees etc. Besides in-

house training programmes on computer and administrative rules and

procedures are organized for the stalf and officers of DPD.

Coordination and Publication Division (CPD)

CPD is located at New Delhi and is responsible for the following causes:

(i) Coordinating the activities of all the Divisions of NSSO.

(ii) Dissemination of survey results and analysis through the biannual

tectrnical journal 'Sarvekshana' and 'National Seminars' to discuss the

survey results.

(ili) Providing technical and secretarial assistance to Steering Committee

of National garnple Surveys.

(iu) Supplying survey data of various rounds to individuals, researchers,

research institutions and other private and government bodies'

(u) Liaison with other Departments/lVlinistries on various matters
concerning NSSO.

(ui) Providing the technical and secretarial assistance to DG and CEO of

NSSO Procedures for obtaining NSS Reports

(uii) Copies of NSS Reports can be obtained from the Deputy Director

General, SDRD, NSSO, Ministry of Statistics and Programme

Implementation, Mahalanobis Bhawan, 164 G.L. Tagore Road, Calcutta-

700108 on payment basis.

(uidi) Copies ofNSS Reports can also be obtained from the Deputy Director

General, CPD, NSSO, Ministry of Statistics and Programme

Implementation, Sardar Patel Bhawan, Parliament Street' New Delhi-

110001 on payment basis.

(rr) To obtain the report(s) a Demand Draft in favour of Pay and Accounts

Officer, Ministry of Statistics and kograome Implementation, payable
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at Kolkata/New Delhi, is to be sent to the above noted offrces at Kolkata
or New Delhi respectively.

(r) The cost of survey report (hard./soft copy) includes the cost of media

but are exclusive of collection costs.

(ri) Inland subscribers willing to obtain the report by post must send the
postal charges at following rates in addition to the cost of the reports
Speed Post Rs. 85 per copy and Registered Post Rs. 30 per copy.

(rii) Subscribers from abroad will be intimated about the exact postal charges

on receipt of their request for the NSS Reports.

Procedures for obtaining NSSO Data

(d) Obtaining data on payment

(o) Validated unit level data relating to various survey rounds are available
on CD-ROMS which can be obtained from the Deputy Director General,
Computer Centre, MIO Statistics and PI, East Block No. 10 R.K. Puram,
New Delh!110066 by remitting the price along with packaging and postal

charges as well as giving an undertaking duly sigrred in a specified
format. (Click to get the format of undertaking)

(6) The anount is to be remitted by way of demand draft drawn in favour
of Pay and Accounts OIficer, Ministry of Statistics and Programme
Implementation, payable at New Delhi.

(ii) Obtaining data free of cost by signing Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU)

(c) The approved research Institutes and Universities can obtain NSSO data
free of cost for research/studies concerning national development and
planning by signing a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)

(6) A specific proposal containing the following details has to be sent to the
Director General and Chief Executive Officer, NSSO by the intending
Research Institutey'University:

1. Nane and address of the UniversitylResearch Institute

2. Na:nes, addresses of the Researchers/Project investigators

3. Academic background of the researchers

4. fitle and synopsis of the research project(s)

5. Specific requirements of NSSO data

6. Expected data of completion of the research project

7. Any other details considered relevant by the researcher.
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(iii) Obtaining data ftee of cost for research projects duly approved
by NSSO

(o) The approvd research Institutes and Universities can obtain NSSO data

free of cost for specific research projects by getting them approved by the

NSSO.

(6) lhe research Institutey'University is required to sigrr an agreement in
specifred format for the purpose.

(c) The Institute/University must send a proposal containing all the details
(i to uii) above The University will sigrr an agreement instead of a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU).

(d) The data along with the necessary docurnentations will be made available

to the researchers if the proposal is approved and the agreement is

sigrred.

NSSO is Involved in Three Types of Surveys

1. Socio-economic surveys

2. Annual Survey of Industries

3. Agricultural surveys

In case of socio-econonic surveys the entire responsibility of the survey from

its design to release of the report is the responsibility of NSSO. In case of
the other two activities the organisation is entrusted with collection of data

from the field only. The Socio-economic surveys involve Survey Design. Field

Operations. Processing of data collected and releasing of the results based on

surveys. The organisation is guided by a Steering Committee estatrlished by

the Government. Ttre selection of the subject of the survey, questionnaire

desigrr, instructions to field staff etc. are frnalised by the Steering Committee.

The subjects on which surveys are conducted vary over the years. Important

subjects like, employment-unemplo;rment and consuner expenditure, are

regularly covered. The organisation is headed by a Director General and

Chief Executive Officer.

NSSO consists of four divisions, each headed by an Additional Director
General:

1. Field Operation Division

2. Data Processing Division

3. Survey Design and Research Division

4. Coordination and Publication Divieion
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The head quarter of NSSO is located at New Delhi. It has a few regional
headquarters also. The Field Operations Division has its headquarters at
Delhi and Faridabad with a network of six zonal offrces 48 regional Offices
and 117 sub-regional ofEces spread throughout the country. The Data
Processing Division with its headquarters in has Data Processing Centres at
Delhi, Giridih, Nagpur, Bangalore, Ahmedabad and Kolkata. Ttris division is
entrusted with the responsibilities of data entry, processing and tabulation
of socio-economic data. I'he Survey Desigrr and Research Division having
responsibility of designing the questionnaire, sample design, etc. and analyse
the results has its headquarters at Kolkata. The Coordination and publication
Division is located at New Delhi.

Apart from the regular agencies engaged in data collection, a few other
organisations are also actively involved in information collection on.
educational variables through their large-scale household sample surweys
among which the National gample Surwey Organisation (NSSO) is the
proninent one. Ttre NSSO in its 52nd round (July 1g95June 1g96) carried
out a nation wide survey on social consumption to ascertain the extent of
utilisation of facilities in the field of Education and Health. The present
survey was in continuation of the two surreeys on social consumption carried
out by the NSSO as a part of its 35 round (July 1980June 19g1) and 42nd
round (July 1986.-Iune 1987). The survey has generated few interesting
indicators that are otherwise not available from regular sources. Literacy
rate (15+ population), distribution of persons (aged lb years and above) by
level of education attainment, distribution of students of age group 5_24 by
primary, middle, secondary/higher secondary and higher education, gross,
net (classes I-V and VI-VIII) and age-specific (ag; 6-10 and 1l-L3 years)
attendance ratio, proportion of students getting free education by level of
education, average amount of per capita private expenditure on education
and proportions of attending, attended and never attended children by age
group are some of the important indicators. The entire document contains 1?
statistical stateDents and a few charts.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 1

l. compare and contrast cenaus suwey and sampls eurvey. which surrey do you find the best?
Justify your comments.

..\
-_1
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 2

1. Mention three main principles of sampling theory. Discuss their advantages and
disadvantages.
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1.16 SUMMARY

A frnite subset of statistical individuals in a population is called a sample
and the number of individuals in a sample is called the sample size.

The total count of all units of the population for a certain characteristic
is known as complete enumeration, also termed census survey.

A complete list of sampling units which represents the population to be
covered is called sa"'pling fr"-e popularly known as frame.

A clear specification of all possible samples of a given tlpe along with
their probabilities of selection is said to constitute a sampling desigrr.

Ttris is the method of selecting samples in which the choice of selection
of sampling units depends entirely on the discretion or judgrnent of the
saynpler. This is called non-probability or purposive or judgment sampling.

Since the theory of sampling is based on the assumption of random
sampling, the technique of random sampling is of basic significance.

A random number table is an arrangement of digits 0 to 9, in either a
linear or a rectangular pattern, where each position is filled with one of
these digits. A table of random numbers is so constructed that all the
numbers 0, 1, ,...., 9 appear independent of each other.

l.r7 GLOSSARY

Population-In statistical investigation the interest usually lies in the
assessment of the general magrritude and the study of variation with
respect to one or more characteristics relating to individuals belonging to
a group. This group of individuals under study is called population.

$qrnple-A portion ofa population, serving as a basis for estimates ofthe
attributes of the whole population.

$qrr'pling Frarne-Ttre main requirement of sample surveys is tb fix up
the sampling frarne, that is, the list of sampling units with reference to
which relevant data are to be collected. It is the sampling frame which
determines the sempling structure of a survey.

Probability Sanpling-This is of selecting samples according to certain
laws of probability in which each unit of the population has some definite
probability of being selected in the sample.

Survey Period-It is the time period during which the required data are
collected.

Sar''ple Survejr-A part or a sample selected from the population.
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1.r8 REVIEW QTIESTTONS

l. What is the need ef snrnpling?

2. Define population, sampling unit and sarnpling frame for conducting
surveys of the following subjects. Mention, other possible sampling
units, if any, in each case and discuss their relative merits :

(i) Election for assembly with adult fraachise.

(iD Annual yield of apple fruit in H.P.

(iij) Housing conditions in a rural area.

3. Explain; what do you understand by probebility sa'npling and non-
probability sampling. What are their relative advantages and
disadvantages?

4. Compare 5arnple survey and complete enumeration survey. Give some
examples in support of your answer.

5. Write a short note on the following :

(a) I'ottery method

(6) Random number tables.

1.19 FT'RfiIER READINGS

. Sampling Techni4ues, Willi""' G. Cochran, Wiley India Rrt. Ltd.

. EIEmEnts of Sa.mpling Theory and Method,s, Z. Govindarajulu, Prentice
Hall.

o Probabilit! & Statistics for Scicntists and Engineers, Pearson Education.
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CHAPTER 2 SIMPLE RANDOM
SAMPLING

SZ S.lf-Instructional Matcrial

oBJECTTVES

After going through this chapter, we should be able to :
. know simple random sampling.
. calculate values of the sample mean.
. explain expected value and sampling variance of the mean.

o know sample mean and sample mean square.

STRUCTURE

2.1 Introduction

2.2 Simple Random Sampling with and without Replacement

2.3 Notations

2.4 Estimation of Population Mean

2.5 Estimation of Sample Mean Square

2.6 Variances of Estimates of Population Total and Proportion in SRS
without Replacement

2.7 Determination of Sample Size from Attribute and Variable Data

2.8 Illustrative Examples

2.9 Summary

2.10 Glossary

2.11 Review Questions

2.12 Further Readings

2.T II{TRODUCTION

The main purpose of statistical surwey is to obtain information about the
population. For this purpose, we require data which can be collected either
by complete enumeration method or sa'.pling method. The sampling method



is more scientific and objective procedure of selecting units from the population
and it provides a sample which is expected to be representation of the
population as a whole. The distinctive feature of survey by 11t" ,rsg ef 5arnpling
methods called sample surveys sampling error. It gives the discrepency
between thu sa"'ple estimates and the population values which would be
obtained from enumerating all the units in the population in the same way
in which thg srmple is enumerated. These discrepencies are unavoidable
because sample estinates are based on data for only a sample of units. The
so"'pling method enables us to estimate the average magnitude of these
discrepencies to be made.

The purpose of sampling theory is to make sampling more effrcient. It attempts
to develop method of sample selection and of estimation that provide, at the
lowest cost, estimates that are precise enough for our purpose. This principle
of specifred precision at minimum cost occurs repeatedly in the presentation
of the theory. In order to apply this principle, we must be abie to predict, for
any sempling procedure which is under consideration, the precision and the
cost to be expected, So far as the precision is concerned, one cannot tell
exactly how large an error will be present in an estimate in any specific
situation. firis will require the knowledge ofthe true value ofthe population.
Instead, the precision of a sampling procedure is judged by examining the
frequency distribution generated for the estimate if the procedure is applied
again and again to the same population. A further simplification can be
introduced. With the samples of sizes which are common in practice, there
is often good reason to suppose that the sample estimates are approximately
nor:lally distributed. With a normally distributed estimate, the whole shape
of the frequency distribution is known if we know the mean and standard
deviation (or the variance). A considerable part of the sample survey thoery
is therefore concerned lvith the findings of these means and variances.

Sinple Randon
Sanpling

NOTES

2.2 SIMPLE RANDOM SAMPLING WITH AND
WITHOUT REPLACEMENT

In this method, an equal chance of selection is assigrred to each available
unit of the population at the first and each subsequent draw.
Thus, if ttre number of units in the population is N, the probability of selecting
any unit at the frrst draw is 1/N, the problem of selecting any unit from

among the available units at the second draw is I

sample so obtained * *u"*,-ir;"""- "*rdl 
t"u so on' The

S e lf- I rlst ruct ional M ate r ial
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Remark: The probability ofa specifred unit ofthe population being selected
at any given draw is equal to the problem of its being selected at the first
draw.

The probability that the specified unit is selected at the rth draw is clearly
the product of (i) the probability of the event that it is not selected in any
of the previous (r - 1) draws and (ji) the probability of the event tJrat it is
selected at the rih draw under the assu:mption that it is not selected in any
of the previous (r - 1) draws.

Now the probability that it is not selected at the first ' N - 1
oraw =-T-.

.'. Probability that it is not selected at the second draw given that it was not

selected at the first d"u* = 
N - 2
frl ano so on'

lhe probability (d) is
N -2 N-3 N-(r*t) N-r+1
N-l N-2 ""' N-(r-z) N

The orobabilitv (ii) is 1
''-'-- N-(r-1)'

Thus, the probability that the specifred unit of population is selected at the

rth draw - N-r+l. I 1

N N_r+1 = -:-, which is the probability of its being

selected at the first draw and is independent of r.

The simple way of obtaining a probability gnynple is to draw the units one
by ohe with a known probability of selection assigned to each unit of the
population at the frrst and each subsequent draw. The succesive draws may
be made with or without replacenents of the units selected in the preceeding
draws. The former technique is called sa'npling with replacement and the
later sampling without replacement.

2.3 NOTATIONS

We shall assume that the sampling units are drawn without replacement.
We denote the following symbols.

N : I'he number of sampling units in the population.

y : The characteristic under consideration

li : The value of the characteristic for the ift unit of population.

rN_ r\r
i N = N L_y, , the mean value of the characteristic per urrit of population.

N-1
N



.q2 = 1 $r",,-o.,t' 
r liv I

N-r,1i*' "' = 2y- llt? - n g" 
l' 

tt'" -"u" square for

the population.

r ,iL. ." N-r
V(y) = N I0, -rN)' = :1::S,,, the variance of single observation in

the population.

n : The sample size i.e., t}l,e number of units in the sample.

14
t" = ; )--rt, the sa-nPle mean.

" f *S, -,2s" = ,-1|=rltt-t^)-,t}:,e sample mean square.

2.4 ESTIMATION OF POPT]I,ATION MEAT{

Simplc Raod,om
Sarnpling

NOTES

...(1)

We may number the units itt ths sr"'ple serially as 1,2, ...., r, ..., z in the
order in which they were drawn.

Thus, rewriting (1), we have

we have Elr,l = r 
{; },}

'|But P," = +."lv
rIFr ,1 r Sa.'. EtYil = ;)-t = lx G=r,2,...,r,

lY ,=t

Erj.t =,{;L,,}
where yj now stands for the value of the unit included in the sample at the
rfr draw.

,]\r

Now by def. elyil = 2p* t,
t=l

where {, denotes the problem of drawing a specifred unit y, at the rA draw.

...(2)

E(i^) = jln\;)* n{r;)+...+ E(rl)+.. .* B(y,^)l ...(s)

...(4)

Self- l nstruatioral Ma,erid,l 36
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I\I(}!IS

Ut-g, (l) in (3), we get

zrr- I 1, -'rnl!")=;LntNl=lu

lbus, 
'1 

ie an unbaeed estimate of }v.
Alitor : We can write

1g 1[.x 'l

;I* = ;LI",nl
where o, = It' 

ifY, is in the samPle
' [0, otherwise

f.' o 'l 
'f rv l- 'l;I*i = ;LI{Et"')hl

Now E(q) = 1 x {Probability that X, is included in the sa:nple}
+ 0 x {hobablity *tn 

I il $if

...(o,

n
=-iv

f., o I .rSo I 1g- 'L;*4*J = ;LI#r,l= #Lr, = r-"

2.6 ESTnUATION OF SAI|IPLE MEA$I SQUARE

rre have zp;'l = **"t ...0)

= ri,.Siri _ri

= ti.#[Iv: -ivri]

=,i.#.#[["r-"*]
= oi.(#) s" = !2r,.(t-#)"' ...e)

l. Actflrrtlrutint al Llorctittl



It follows that

'[;p,"r] ='lt,"!,,r] = l1*nt*"tl

= ri.(r-f)s' ...(3)

fuain ifyi and yi are used to denote the values of tbe units drarn at P and
rfr drawg respectively, say y, and y, then we have

l\t
ngi{) = [Prp;,ri*!i ...(4)

i*i=l

where P1,a denotes ttre problen of drawing y, at tbe cd draw given that y, is
drawn at the P draw.

1Now P, = * and by extension of '\ir neeult

prr, = jV_

Ueing tbeee values in (4), we get

ztyiy!] = ffi,fr;",
It followe that

r fg 'l t f o '1

fr'l,I",,y,j = ;fu tl,?,1;r:1

=afo".i,[6,11",]

fo"t"-uffru,,t]

#'[i,,,,]=ffi,f1,, (6)

...(5)

Simplc Ron&,m
Sao4lfu

NOTETI

l''
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tE Sclf.Inttra.tion4lMoteri4l

= #.o|[l"l-,tt]

= iv lt $".'l'_ r lt t \ I
r-r f ivf;''J 

"t"-OLII': 
-* tn ).* tk]

= 
ff l.t, -s' - j'N

w-1"^ N N-1

S2
= yi_N

UsrnC (3) and (7), we gpt

- f t n 12
E(y,)' = EliIr, 

Ilr.,-' I

= i'llr".*rn "']

= #lri_,,".r[,p,n r,)]

= #["{t* .(' -*)"'}. "o -'r {,; -$}]

rlrus, Efril = ri.[*-+)s, ...(B)

Now we obtain expectod value of the ga'nple mean aquale :

ar"'t ='t+[;r -"or)] = *['],, -",ri:l



| | -,.( n\^, -, l- n \^"1 simPte Random

= ,t- lLn !"N . l' - ;J "', 
- o ti - 

11 
- o,J "',1 

s,mptins

I 
using (8)

= 52 + s2 is unbiased estimatc of Sr.

2.6 VARIANCES OF ESTIIT{ATES OF POPUI,ATION
TOTAL AIYD PROPORTION IN SRS WITHOUT
REPI,ACEMENT

In this section, we discuss the following two estimates:

(o) Sampling Variance of the Mean

Let V(y-,)denot" 11ts sampling variance of the mean. Ttren

v(y,) = EUi.^ - E (r,)l"l = t @".1 - le 1t,,1y,

Now E(t,) = i*andE(yl\ = yi.f1-*)t,
\n N l

:. v("-,,1 = |.l-l)s, = rv*n s'?

\n N) N n

/Ar--\
The factor l# | is a conection for the finite size of the population and\/v /
is called tJre fitxite population correction factor or simply the finite multiplier.
Usually tJre value of ,S2 will not be known. Its estimate frorn the go,,,ple will
therefore be used in estimating the sampling variance.

N -n s2firus, Est. V(y-") = iU ; (... E(s,) =S,)

The estimate of the S.E. is given by

/Fl" "r!sl.D.rr.(ynr={ N E'

(6) Expected Value and Sampling Varianceof c
Lc,t s2=SP+e ...(1)
where .E (e) = 0 and E @2) = V(*)

NOTES
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N(yltsS

tn &df-hd'?:aton4l uatcri4l

I .f. t l-l.'. s= (s'+e)z="Lt.rul- Since, e=s2-52

:. E[ezl = 8[s. +Sir _ 2s2SPl
/

= E(sr.)+/S{-zs4E(*)

= E(s{) - Sa

= tri(st),! - [E(d),

= V(sl).

Also E(e) = 9(C) - E(6P)

=SF-S'?=0
Since, e s/ill be grnqll as compared to S, with a pmbability approaohing I as
4 -e e, w€ may erpand tho RHS as a serbs.

-f_ 1e Lez ITtrus, s-Slt+i"l-r"r...J
N€gl€cting powerB of e higher thnn secoad and tqking exFctation on both
sides, we get

",",=rl'-*9] ...Q\

Now V(s,) = El(s,)Pl - E[(sr)],

r fn -12

=#tLltn-r")'l -s
1 fr 'll

.,- -1,c 
E lIr.'-ol"'| -s' ...(s)

Li=r J

thus, tlre variance of (d) can be calculated and from (2) E(s) can be calculated.

lbe expreesion for the variance ofs2 in the limiting case cao also be obtained
fron the moments as

rn^2\ P, - YZ 2 ..2y(a.t=:-=_+_u
o ' o{n-rn" ...(4)

Using, Pearronian notation fc departure frorn nomality, this can be written
aa

v(d) = s,.[+.rh]
where F, = F

...(5)



For normal population p, = 3,

v<'"> = 2r1't

f-qTtrus, S.E. (s2) = {;",
To obtain variance of s, we have

V(s) = Els -E(s)rl = E (s), - (O(s)),

r , ^,12

= sz - s2 lt-lIE1l - Y(")'-.-L- r s. I = 4sa

Using (5), we get

o'fP'-r* z 
1u(")=?L o n(n-D)

For nonnal population p, = 3,

.'. y(";=j.'-' - 2(n-t)

2.7 DETEMIINATION OF SAMPLE SIZE FROM
ATTRIBTITE AND VARIABLE DATA

For estimation of the population nean, we know that the mean of the random
sample will be approximately normally distributed if the size of the sanple
is not too small and if the population from which it is drawn is not verv
different from the normal. We may, therefore, expect that

h -t- N=;
V" - tn1 = {f 

.S on an average in 68% cases and

...(6)

, IAI--
ly"-tNl =rrl}=,,,-.S on an average in 95Zo cases.

Self-InotruatiarrtalMatefial 4l
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Thus, in general, we expect the following inequality:

...(1)

Where t*-r is the value of the nornal variate corresponding to the value

_c[t-1 of the normal probability integral, to hold on an average with a

probability 1- c. The equation (1) gives confidence limits and the interval
between these limits is called confrdence interval. The probability with which
tJre inequality holds i.e., 1 - o is called the confrdence coefficient.

We now calculate the size of sarnple required for estimating the population
parameter with a specified precision. Ttre precision is usually specified in
terms of the margin of error permissible in the estimate and the coelficient
of confrdence with which one wants to make sure that the estimate is within
the pemissible margin of enor. Thus, if the error permissible is, say, ey"
and the conlidence coefficient is 1 - a then we must know the size of the
sq"nple so that

Thus, from equation (1), we have

tl"'-t s'

r{lr1-r,l > e}"} =a

e- v:,
n= 

-;L

.'.1tt".-rs'
I.'--_^tt e. yfr

The determination of sample size from equation (3) pressures the knowledge

s
of il' which is the coefficient of variation for the population. This can only

be estimately roughly. Consequently, qquation (3) gives only a rough idea of
the size of the sample required for estimating the population mean with a
specified precision.

...Q)

...(3)
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STUDENT ACIIVITY 1

1. Sow that fo ia an unbiased estimate of yr - prove that

E@) =Yn

Sclf-Irsrru.,ion.,lUot.ri4l /E
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STUTXNT ACTIVIW 2

1. Show that s2 is an unbias€d estimate of ,92 or prove that

z(f) = s2

4 S.V-rett'Iati.r,4l ud.ri.tl
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2.8 ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

A rand,om sample of size 2 households wos drawn from a small colony of 5

households hauing monthly incomz (in Rs.) as giuen below:

Household : 2 2 4 D

Inaotw (in rupees) : 156 149 166 1&4 155

(i) Cakvlate population nean Y, uariance (a2) and mean square error (S').

(ii) Enumcrate all possible somples of size 2 by thc replacemcnt method
and show that :

(a) the sornple nedn giues dn unbiased. estimate of the population meon

and. find its sarnpling uariance;

(b) somple uariance (*) is an unbiased estimate of the population
uariance o2: and

_. /., _ ., )'
@ ,(t) = ry is an unbiased estimator of v(t), i.e.,

4

nv(i) = v(i),=o,/2.
(iii) Enwnerate all possible samples of size 2 by thc without replacemznt

method and show that :

(a) the sample mzan giues an unbiased estitnote of the population m.ean

and find. its sam.pling uariance;

(b) thz somple uariance (*) is an unbiased estimate of tht population
uarinnce 52: and,

f"l r(y) = 3 Q, - y)' t 20 is an unbiased. estintator o1 V(i\, i.e.,

p"(i) = ,(r) =(t-+)" = *".
Solution. (i) The population mean of 5 households is grven as

Y = (156 + 149 + 166 + 164 + 155)15

= Rs. 158.00

The population variance is given as

o'? - (156'? + 1492 +... + 155,) - 5 x 158,1/5 = 38.80

.'. Sz = No2l(N - 1) =5 x 38.8i/4=48.50
(ii) The total number of possible samples is 25 (= 5r).

Also, each of the 25 possible samples has the eame probability {U25)
of being selected. Therefore, using the data in Table I giveu below.

Sclf-Intarua'ionalMate.ial a,
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Samplins Theory Table I. /lll saynples of 2 units from 5 unite in simple random
sampling with replacenent

Sample Units Prdbo,blhtf Sample Samplz Sompling Sampling
no, in the obteruationa mean efror oariance

sample

(D (rr) (ur)

b -7) ("+)'
(wr) (v r)

0

4914

tool4

64/4

v4

4914

0

2A914

225t1

s6l4

tool4

28914

0

a4

tzu4

6114

22514

414

0

8U4

u4

s6l4

12114

8U4

0

19.t10

lt lt

(N) N)

ct)

(w)

2

3

D

7

8

I
l0
ll
t2

13

L4

IO

t6
t7

18

19

20

2L

22

2S

24

25

Average

156.0

r52.5

161.0

160.0

155.5

152.5

149.0

167.6

loo.o

t52.O

161.0

ror.o

166.0

165.0

160.6

160.0

156.5

r65.0

164.0

159.5

loc.5

162.0

160.6

159.5

155.0

158.0

I,t

1,3

2, 1

2,2

2,3

2,4

3, 1

3,3
3,4

4, 1

4,2
4,3
4,4
4,5
orI

O,Z

5,3
5,4
o,o

v25

v25

v25

25

u25

u25

v26

u25

v25

1n5

u25

u25

ln6
u25

7125

v25

u25

1J25

u25

w6
u25

7126

1125

v25

1n5

156

loo

156

156

149

749

149

149

149

r66

166

166

166

166

l&t
164

164

164

t64

_t-oo

t-Do

IDD

155

155

156

149

roo

164

r56

t49

-t oo

t64
155

156

149

166

164

loo

156

149

166

164

155

lao

149

164

155

- 2.0

- a'.5

3.0

2.O

- 2.6

- o.o

- 9.0

- 0.5

- 1.5

- 6.0

3.0

- 0.5

8.0

7.O

2.3

2.0

- 1.5

7.O

6.0

1.5

- 2.6

- 6.0

2.6

1.5

- 3.0

(a) The expected value of/ is given by tJre average value of colunn (VI),
which works out to be the population mean 158.0, thus verifying that the
estimator is unbiased.

We find from columns (VD and (VII) in (Table r- that these estimates
difrer, in general, from 7 (= 158.0), and that.the error usually varies
1'-4 snrnple to sample.



Further, it is of interest to note from column (VII) that each sample

nean (y) gven by coltrn" (VI) is an unbiased estimate of the population

mean (F) as the average of column (WI) is zero, which proves the result.
The sampling variance is the mean of the squares of error [column (VII)I

whidr worke out to 19.40 (= 38.80/2).

(b) the sample variance (s2) is given by lyr- X r)212 which is twice the value
given in column (VIil). Also, E(s') = 38.80o'z, which shows that s2 is an
unbiased estimator for the population variance in sinple random
ssinpling, Dr.

(c) An estimator of V(7) is grven by

u(y)=(yr-yr)zl4
the values which are given in column (8) of Table I for possible samples' Ttre

expected value of u(y) is the average of the values in column (8), showing
thst

E lu(y)l = V(y) = a2t2

firus, tJ:e estimate u@) is unbiased.

Table II. t[l s'rnFles of 2 units from 5 units in simple random
sampling without replacement

Sarnple Unitc Ptobdilirt Somple
no. in sample obceraations

Enor Sampling
oarionce

_3
b -D 8,0, - r)'t4

Sampln
,neart

(t)!,!t

(r) u) (il|) (N) (f) (r) (wI) (V I)

I
2

3

1,2

r,8
L,4

1,5

2,4

2,4
2,6
s,4
3,5

4,5

vlo 166

vto 166

vro 166

v10 149

v10 149

u10 149

v10 166

L49 t62.5 - 6.5

166 161.0 3.0

164 160.0 2.0

165 155.5 - 2.5

166 L57.5 - 0.6

164 166.5 - 1.5

155 162-0 - 6.0

164 165.0 ?.O

155 160.5 2.5

tDD rct.c r.o

7.96

15.00

9.60

0.15

43.36

33.75

5.40

0.60

18.15

72.t5

4

6

8

9

l0

Average 158.0 14.55

(iii) In case of random

possible s"mples is

sampling, without

"[= 1;;] r "."

replacement,

be seen that

the number of

each of the 10

Sinple Randont
Sampling

NOTES
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possible sarnples has the same probability (U10) of being selected. Using
the data in Table II above, we have

(c) the expected value of!, which is given by the average of column (VI) of
Table II, works out to be the population mean 158.0, thus verifying that
! is an unbiased estimator of 7. Further, ths 5ampling variance which
is obtained by averaging the squares of errors given in column (YII)
works out to be 14.55, verifying that V(y) = 3o78 (= 3,5,/10).

(6) Since, the sample variance (s'?) is given by (y, - fr),/2, which can be
obtained easily, the average of 10 sample mean squares gives.E(s2).

Here, O(s'2) = 485/10 = 48.5

Also, the population mean square = 48.5

Thus, the sample mean square provided an unbiased estimator of the
population meatr square (S'!), verifying that

E (s2) = S2

(c) An estimator of YO) is given by

uO) = 3(Yr -v2r2/2o

the values which are given in column (VIII) of Table II and may be used
here. I'he expected value of u O), which is the average of the values in the
column (VIII), is 14.55, showing that the estimator is unbiased, i.e.,

35'znu (y) = v (y) = 
10

2.9 SI]MMARY

If the number of units in the population is N, the problem of selecting
any unit at the frrst draw is 1/N, the problem of selecting any unit from

aynong the available units at the second draw is -j- .o6 so on. TheN-1
sample so obtained is called simple random sample.

N : The number o1'5arnpling units in the population.

Y : The characteristic under consideration

J; : The value of the characteristic for the ift unit of population.

1Jl
yN = 

^r 
)y,, th" mean value of the

population.

aS SctfJr..lnctio ol Materi4l

characteristic per unit of



- r a " 1[:i" ,.l

"' = 
"- I 0, - ! *)" = rv - r l,?rr: 

- lr r-"' j' the mean square for

the population.

t JL. .2 N-l^o .-Vtrl = p )(rt -i*)" = 
.'N - S' , tJre variance of single observation in

the population.

n : The s""'ple size i.e,, thLe number of units in the sample,

r-A
t" = ; Zr', 

the sample mean.

_ 1 3.
t" = n_rL\,-!)- , the sample mean square.

2.10 GLOSSARY

o Finite multiplieeThe tactor N= z is called frnite population correction
N

factor or finite multiplier.
o Expected value-It is a predicted value of a variable calculated as the

sum of all possible values each multiplied by the probability of its
occruTenoe.

] 2.I1 RE\rIEW QT]ESTIONS

l. In simple randon sampling the probability of selecting any given n
units in succeesion in a specified order is, by definition,

11 I
r1f N-1 "N-n+1

Hence, show that everyone of the {C" possible clusters of size n has an
equal probability of being selected.

Show further that if simple random sqrnpling were to be defined as a
method of selecting n units such that everyone of the NC" possible

clusters has an equal probability of being chosen, it implies that the
probability of selection assig:ned to each available unit of the population
at the frrst and each subsequent draw in unit-by-unit selection is equal.

Sinple Rand.om

Sampling

NOTES
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2. The following procedure has been used for selecting a sample of fields
for crop-cutting experiments on rice.

'Against the name of each selected village are shown three random
numbers smaller than the highest survey number in the village. Select
the survey numbers corresponding to given random numbers for
experiments. If the selected survey number does not grow rice, select
the next bigger rice-growing survey number in its place."

Exanine whether the above method will provide an equal chance of
inclusion in the sample to all the paddy-growing survey numbers in
the village, given the following:

1. Name of village .......... .

2. Total number of survey numbers .....300.

3. Random numbers .......... 18, 189, 239.

4. Rice-growing survey numbers ..... 49 to 88 and 189 to 300.

Show that the survey number 49 has a chance of 49/300 of being
included in the sample, the survey number 189 a chance of 101/300,
while the remaining survey numbers have a chance of only 1/300 each,

(I.C.A.R. 1951)

Consider a simple random sample of size two drawn from a finite
population (yr, y", yr). Corresponding to the three possible samples, s,

= Ou y), s, = (tr, J3) and s, = (1", l), let a linear estimate e (s) for
estimating the population mean be defined as follows :

e (sr) =

e (s") =

e<s,) = f,n+Lrte
(a) Prove that the estimate e (s) is unbiased for all values ofy,, y, and

J3'

(b) Find the variance of the estimate e (s).

(c) Show that there exist population values yr, y2 and y, for which the
estimate e (s) has a smaller variance than the sample mean A,.

(d) In particular, show that V(e) <V(r,) if y, = 1, y2=2 a11dyr- 3.

4. A sample of size n is drawn with equal probability and without
replacement from a population of size N. Iet

^\-tN = Lar yr

8.

2L
3"', 2-"
11
3"



be any linear estimate of the population mean J=rv , where the o, are "'":::;ir|"^
some constants and yy' denotes the value of the unit included in the
ge"'ple at the rd draw,

(o) Show that J1y is an unbiased estinate of yrv if and only if I NOTES

Lo, = t
r=1

(b) Show that under (2) the variance of iiu is given by

szf !- . Ivli,_) =:=lwl"l_rl\-r!, NL r=r I

...(2)

...(3)

where 52 is the mean square for the population.

(c) Show that V (ix) is minirnized subject to Q) if a,= I for t = 1,,n
2, ..., n. Hence prove that R is the best unbiased estimate of Jiv

in the class of linear estimates given by (1).

5. To estimate tJre population mean lrv of a finite population of size N,
a random sample of size rn fixed in advance is drawn with replacement.
Let u denote the number of distinct units in the sample, the is distinct

unit occurring ,t, times with i k, = ^. Consider the estimates
i-l

- l-i *' ''Y^ = *7-, "'
1"and Y, = :I y,- ufi-'

where y, is the value of the is distinct unit in the eample.
(o) Show that both the estimates are unbiased and that the estimate

Iu is more efficient than !,, il
Ef1) . 1[r*-;t'1

\u) rn\ N )
(b) Show that the probability distribution of u is given by

p(u) = N-^iN)oro-
\u )

where the sh differeoce of0 is defined by

as o,= i(-r)"-.[t)"'
;o \r)

Self-Ins,ruational lf,aterial 6l
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^s 
0 = >(-lt"-,"(i)t

(c) Hence or otherwise, obtain tJle expected values of , *d 1.
u

6. Show that an unbiased estimate of the variance ofy,, is grven by

Est. v(r..) = 11-ll ",ru' \.z N)
where s2 1" 11ts sa'nple mean square based on z distrinct units.

7. I..et a,(i = t,2,..., M) denote the ith name in one list and.bi (i =L,2,
..., M the 7th na.me in the second list. Assume that no nane appears
nore than once in any.list. I.c,t D be the number of names comnoin
to both the lists. To estimate D, draw a simple random samplq of m
names from the first list and n names from the second list, I-ef d b
the number of names oornmon to both the snynples. Find an unbiased

estimate of D and its variance.

2.12 FT'RIIIER REN)INGS
. Satnpling Techni4tns, Willio"' G. Cochran, Wiley India Rrt. Ltd.
c Elcments of Sampling Tlwory and. Methods, Z. Govindarqiulu, Prentice

HalI.
o Probobility & Statisti.cs for Scizntists and Engiwers, Pearson Education.

troD



CHAPTER 3 STRATIFIED RANDOM
SAMPLING

Slntlifi(d Rardo,rr
Sa plitq

NOTES

oBfEcTrvEs

Aftzr goirq through this chapter, we shnuld. be able to :

o define stratified sqrnpling.

r know Neyman allocation'

o know Optinum allocation.

. explain sample sizcs in different strata.

o know about estimation of the gain in precision due to stratifrcation.

. knorr about different systems of allocation.

STRUCTURE

3.1 Introduction

3.2 Estimate of Population Mean and Variance

3.3 Determination of Sqrnple Sizes in Different Allocations

3.4 Gain in Precision Due to Stratification

3.5 Variance of the Weighted Mean Under Difrerent Systems of
Allocation

3.6 Comparison of Stratified Sampling with Simple Random Sampling
without Stratification

3.7 Illustrative Examples

3.8 Summary

3.9 Glossary

3.10 Review Questions

3.11 Further Readings

3.T INTRODUCTION

ltre precision of a sanple estimate of the population mean depends not only
upon the size of the sample and the sampling fraction but also on the

Self-ln*trudinnal M.tt?.rial 53
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...(3)

variability or heterogeneity of the popultion. Thus, apart from the size of the
sr"nple, the only way of increasing the precision of an estimate is to devise
the sampling procedures which will effectively reduce the heterogeneity. One
such procedure is stratified g"'npling.

The procedure consists in dividing the population into & classes and drawing
a random sample composed of& random samples, one each from the different
class. The classes into which the population is divided are called strata and
the procedure is termed as strstified randorn sqnpling. An example of
stratified randon sampling is furnished by a survey for estimating the average
yield of a crop per acre in which administrative areas are taken as the strata
and the random samples of predetermined numbers of frelds are selected
from each of the strata. The Seographical proximity of fields within a stratum
is expected to make it more homogeneous than the entire population and
thus helps to increase the precision of the estimate.

It consists in dividing the population into & classes and drawing a sample
composed offr random variables samples one each from the different classes.

The classes into which the population is divided are called the strata and
the process is termed the procedure of stratified random sampling.

3.2 ESTIMATE OF POPULATION MEAN AND
VARIANCE

Let N, denote the size i.e., The number of units in the lrh stratum, n, the size

of the sample to be selected therefrom and &, the number of strata with

...(1)

where N and n denote the number of units in the population and sample
respectively Further let yu be the value of the;tt unit in the ift stratum. Then

the population mean tN can be expressed as

= fo,!*,
_N,where p, = il- and yr, is the population mean for the ith stratum.

Since, the sample in each stratum is a simple random sample, }, , is an

unbiased estimate of tu, and it is natural to take

k

v. = 2P' Y",
l=1 -

hh

)N, =N and Lr,=n
t=l i=l

t"=#it,r-* ...(2)



as an estimate of the population mean which is the weighted mean of the
strata sample means with strata sizes as the weights. This gives an unbiased
estimate of tJ:e population mean, as

f h _ 1Eg) = l).p, y", 
IL?i I

h

= )o,E(t^) =\n,t*, = y,
i=l i

Hence, the result.

Now we obtain the sampling variance of !.,.
Since, the s""'ple in the ith stratum is a simple random sFynple,

v(v^,) = (+-+)',' ...(5)

where Sf is the population mean square for the ith stratum and is given by

1N,
s,, = ,i L-,0,i-vr,)'

__t+ _ 1:. v(r.), = v 
lho,t",)

o ,...-. €fr r)
= lroi v(t,) = )l;- 

",.J 
,: s:

t=1

.!/ r r \
Est v(y,), = Ll;-;)n? s?

...(4)

. '.(o,

...(7)

Again sf, the mean square of the sample fron the ith stratum, provides an
unbiased estimate of Sf. It follows that an unbiased estimate of the variance
of y, is given by

...(8)

Since, it is seen from (7) that the variance ofthe estimated population mean
in strabified sampling depends upon S,, the variabilities within the strata. It
shows that the smaller the S,, i.e., the more homogeneous the strata, the
greater will be the precision of the stratified sample.

3.3 DETERMINATION OF SAMPLE SIZES IN
DIFFERENT ALLOCATIONS

We know that the variance of the estimated mean in stratifred sampling
shows that the precision of a stratifred sanple for given strata depends on
n, whidr can be fixed at our choice. The guiding principle in the determinatioo
of n, is to choose them in such a manner so as to provide an estimate of the
populatioo mean with the desired degree of precision for a minimum cost.

Stratilied Random
Sampling

NOTES
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Sampli,ts Theor! fire allocation o1'169 snrnple to the differeot strata made in accordance with
thin principle is called the principle of optimurn allocation.

If C, is the cost per experiment in the dih stratum, then the total cost is given

^ sr^() = ) .u;n;
t=l

If C, is same from stratun I stretum, say c, thcn total cost is

C=cn
To determine optimum values of n,, rrhen the cost function is represented by
(1), we consider the function

q = V( j,) + lrC where p is sone constant.

Now

h (.r I \ ^ ^ tL Iv(i,)+ pc= tl; njp:s:.utlc,",i
r /,^s. .-\,

= t | !g-rFc/, | + teros independent of n,. ...(3)filJo' )
Clearly, V( y-. ) is minimum for fixed cost C or the cost C of a survey is

minimum for a frxed value of V(9,), when each of the square terms on the
RHS of (3) is zero.

i.e., where n, = ffi o = 1,2, ..., k)

...(1)

...(2)

...(4)

Equation (4) obviously, shows that :

(i) The larger the size of the stratum, the large should be the size of the
sq'nple to be selected therefrom.

(ii) Ttre larger the variability within a stratum, the larger should be t}te

size of the sample from that stratum and

(iii) The cheaper the cost per sampling unit is a stratum, the larger the

sample from that stratum.

Now are obtain the exact values of n..

Using (4) in (1), we get

t -cc = t #c,, where C^ is the budgeted"o - fi ,lttc,

amount within which it is deeired to estimate the mean with the maximum

precision.



I

Ji =Zp,\Jqtco
i.l

Di= co

Ip,s,Jc,
i=t

thus, the totd sample sirc required for eetirneting the populetion
sith narimun Fcitim for fred coet Coir giva by

c"f@,s,lJc)
n= +-

PiSd

Jq

Las,€
fire allocation 

", 
* ."-;. using equation (5) is known as o1*inun

dlocetion. Whea C, = c (j = 1, 2, . . ., k) and conscquently tlre coet of the
sur:vey is pmpctional to the size of the sample, the optinum values of z, are
given by

or=o $
lr's'i-l

| "'co=c"llre allocatiou of the sample using (D yields the estimate of tbe mean sith
the maximum precieion and this allocation ig known as Neyman allocation.

When the population mean is to be estimated with a given variance, say Vo,
gf, 6 rrinirrrurn 666f, we eraluate the constant ofproportionality by subetitutiag
for z, fi.om (4) in

., le's'€-i= ''r ,Jrr v, *f Ins,'
M'.'p, = f .

PiSiE ...(e)
vo *i"',

ln,s,Jc,

...(7)

...(o,

...(6)

h

1'.' g = lC,n,)

...(8)

lbus, Dr=

8o#I**tb|d/l Yorial 3,
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So that the minimum sample size required for estimating the mean with
fixed variance Vo under optimum allocation is given by

...(10)

% *f ir,s,'
Put Ci = C, we frnd that the minimum sample size regarding for estinating
the mean with frxed variance Vo under Neyman allocation is given by

8,,",)'
" = u-*Tor"

8.4 GAIN IN PRECISION DTIE TO STRATIF'ICATION

ln comparing the precision of the stratifred with unstratified sinple random

sanpling, we assume that the population values of the strata means and

standard deviations are known. Usually, however this will not be the case'

What is available is only a stratilied sample and the problem is ta estinnte
thz goin in precision dtn to stratificotion.

L,el nr,n",, . ., nr represent the stratified s'rnple. Then the variance of the

estimated mean ]., and an unbiased estimate of its variance are given by

and

v(,.," = I[;-+),,'",'

Est v(y.)" = l[;-+),,,o

...(1)

...Q')

...(3)

On the other hand, if the total sample is selected as a simple random sample

without stratification, the varation of the estimated population mean would

be:

v(y")o = Y#+
Ttre problem therefore is to estimate 52 given t,,,tn,,'..,1,, and sr2, sr2,

-u sr'.



We have

lh
(N - 1) Sr = t(N, -1)S,2 + liv,tl4 -r;f ...(4)

i-r i=l

", 
= #E(iv,-1)sr'.#l$or; -";,] ...(b)

' **0O -r;f = f r, r;i * y=n'. ff - zr-" ttr, 
y*

t
= I.iv, !v! + N-ynz - 2ju.N.ir

i-1

= tv6,g;?_r,or)l

Also V(la)= EO"?-tN?

or i*? = sjn!) -v(-yo,)

Tlrus, Est. (yx;) = 9n? - Est.V(y1", )

= in" -(t - t ).o,; - [.a-nJq- ...(6)

tv(i^,) = [*-i)*,
SimilarlS an utrbia.€d estinste of y]r2 is given by

Est' (tx2) 

= :", -Tfi'-'t1 ,,r,frLnt A/rl ', ,

Using (5), (6) ad (7) and '\e fact that sf providee aa unbiased estimate of
Sr', an unbiased estimate of .9 is given by

Est.,sP=fr;*,-u*

*fi'h"{*' ['; +)-'] -1."-*t+ +),r-]]
# $t*-u'r
**' Li"" I[+ +),,"i(r-a)-rx]

...(7)

S,'atifrld Ra$dom
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...(12\

=#i(",-t)"1

**' 
ho,,*, 

-y,f -fn,"-r,,(;-+)"t]
Putting Nr = NP,, we get '..(8)

Est. s2 = io,"l'*fr[;,r,t -t)' -ie,p-r,l*1 ...(9)

... consider # f, 
,"" -r)+' + ;\ fp"o-", "1rJ

= #1"*t-#I"t.#l"t-ril*: = E""t
Hence fiom equation (3), the unbiased eatinate of V( !, ). based oa a stratified

sample is given by

Est. v(y-,)" = ff n*. s
(I 1\-, o N-nl'
t ; - +J ln'"f * ffil |ao; -i')" -
r -r'l
>o,o-r,);l

Now an unbiased estimate of V( I.,) ie given by

Est. v(i.), = I (*-#)r,tt
Hence, an unbiaged eetimate of the reduction in variaoce due to stratificotion
is given by

E8t. [v(t;)n -v@,r,]

N-n* (ff l)"

= h(I-*),,''

[l*t, -t)'-f,o,o-*,*l

...(10)

...(11)



((consider (; #) lr,'t -i (,t;-#)"','

The ratio of (12) to (11) expressed as a percentage gives an estimate of the
percentage gain in efficiency due to stratifrcation.

These results assume a particularly simple form in the case of proportional

allocation when the value of y, is the same as that of the sample mean !^.
In tlris case tui= f,pr

.'. (12) becomes

= !,":[*-;),,

I Loo:-f ir,"t -ff,or'r.f,];or':

t, 
2re:- I i,,": - Zt,,', * f Le,"i

f*P", 
(i.,-i*)' ;i (' ?)r]

N_n
Est. [v(ri)" -vE.tp] = ffi

...(13)

Assuming that the meaD squares within difrerent strata are equal

i.e., S? = Sl(say)fori = 1,2,...,k ...$4)

a better estimate of S,2 can be obtained by pooling the sums of squares
within strata to" 1h" sernple,

Thus,

...(15)

It can easily be verified that s.,2 is an unbiased estimate of S.2. Hence a
better estimate of the variance of sample mean can be obtained when a
stratified earnple with proportional allocation is available. This is given by

Est v@.), = ffr".
vs,")o = (* +) ! r,s,'

'.' Est. vo-f = #f4r"t.si =*:*40,

.,.(16)

Strctified Ratld.o,n
SantpLing

NOTES
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=ff*
r . S -\tt et LnityL, - !')- = \h - L) n s;

where n = Lh'
Substituting s2. for each s,, in (13) and using (17), we get

Est. [v(,,')n -ve*)pl= #+ l*,0-uo",' :i['-+)"r]
| (,r.1| | I"'ll

= afifolna-l)s!-"tl'-+ll
L \ ))

-&13e-1)n si-@-Ds',1

= t#ff(ns,2-s2,) ...(18)

Ttre estimate of the relative gain in e{ficiency due to stratification is thus
obtained as the ratio of (18) and (16). i.e.,

B"t.lv<r^l, -vg),1 _ N(ft - 1) fd_ rlEst.V(y,), (N - l)n I si l

= L1f4-'ln L"i" J

...(17)

...(19)

...(20)

The quantities sl and F so2 are called the mean squares within and between

strata respectively and are best calculated from the table of analysis of
variance given below.

Source of varia nte d.f. Sum of Squanes Mean squares

Between strata k-L
h.

ln,Qn-v,)2
i=1

i sbz

WitJrir strata n-h ZZ<u -t",t'
i=r j=l

82

Total n-l
h ,,\

ZZ<tii-t")' s2



ltre efficiency of stratification is sometimes calculated directly by comparing sttdtified Random

t]re overalr m ean square s2 with s.2. The relative gain in precision is given satnptittg

by

*.o.= i-t=ffifrt:t'
_ k+(nsT .,)- 

"-1l.B-^J

We know that variance of estimated population mean is given by

I f .t r I'vs) = tlj--rlp:s:?ilni niJ'
For optinum allocatior\

o'= + i co

r/vi LprsrrE
Using (2) in (1), we get

...(21)

The estimated gain in precision is -1; times the estimate of gain given by

equation (20).

3.5 VARIANCE OF TTIE WEIGHTED MEAI\ I]NDER
DIFFERENT SYSTEMS OF ALLOCATION

...(1)

...(2)

...(3)

...(4)

...(5)

For proportional allocation of sa:nple among the strata, n, = np,.

,( h \2 t h

v(r)N = il}"uj -f fr,s,'

v(i*)p = (* +) f,o,s? ...(6)

Now under Neyman allocation,

o.S.ni = niu
fr,&

Usrng (4) in (1), we get

NOTES
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samptins TtPory Occasionally, it may happen that the optimum value of n in a stratum may
exceed N, the total number of units in that stratum. Under this situation,
the best that can be done is to Take n = N for that stratum requiring 1007o

sampling, while for other strata, the optimum sanple size is re-calculated as

where the E denotes summation over all strata except the ith.

The optimum variance in this case is given by

ni = (co-N,c,) + --F--l- ;j =t,2,... k,j +1 ...(7)

{,., \t,SiJg

...(8)

The corresponding formula in the case of Neyoan allocation reduces to

nc h

ni = (co- Np) + Zpf,J4
{"i J =r

p,S,
= (C,, - N,C,) -T---:-.!---!-

lolslJcJc
J =1

n,S,
= (n-N,) #;i=1,2...k,j+i ...(9)

Io,s,
and varrance rs

v(y,)N = t;[) [t,,",)' - #;,;"; (10)

3.6 COMPARISON OF STRATIFTED SAMPLING
WITH SIMPLE RANDOM SAMPLING WITHOUT
STRATIFICATION

I. Proportional Allocation
We know that the variance of the estimated population mean in stratified
sa'npling with proportional allocation is given by

v(j,)p = []-*)ir,",, ...(r)

v(y*\o= G+CI[i,,",t)' - ]to,s:



The variance of mean under simple random sampling is

(L I ) ^ov(y")R = l;- rvj"- ...(2)

where the subscript R denotes simple random sampling without straffication.

For the purpose of comparing (1) with (2), it is necessary to express 52 in

terms of S,'z.

The total sun of squares in the population can be split up into two parts, viz,

(D within strata (ii) between strata accordingly as :

t ivi 4 /vr *

II<ru -vo)" = I)'tru -!n,)2 + !N,{r" -r')'
t-r j=l i=1 i=r

lhis can be written as

(N - 1) s, = i,r, - r)s,, + irv,{r", - rrv)' ...(s)
i=l i=l

For the purpose of simplification we shall assume the N,, to be large enough

to permit the approximations

N,-l - 
Ar-1

Ni -l and N =1'

Dividing both sides of (3) by N and applying these approximations, we get

hh
s, = tP,srt +lnJln,-tu)z ...(4)

t=l i=l

1^
.iv

N_n
Multipling both sides Uv .v"= and transfernng' we get

v(j)n -v\)p = 
!-!f n,{l*,-!*)' ...(5)

lhus, the expression shows that the more the strata differ in their population

means, the larger is the gaip in precision of stratified sampling with
proportional allocation over simple random sampling without stratification'

II. Neyman Allocation
For the comparison of variance of the estimate under Neyman allocation and

under proportional allocation, we have

Stratifled Randon
Sdnpling

NOTES
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v(ilP - v(j,)y =

...(6)

where

Ttrus, we see that the larger the difference between the strata S.D., the
larger is the gain in precision of Ne5rman allocation over proportional
allocation.

s,=

"'lr,ts;i

t1 r \-L ,( r \2 r I

l;- 
"J E"q, -il|,,+,1 * fr fr,s,,

.f t lh r2'l

* llr,s,'-lIa+ | |" Lj'l \'-1 / J

i;r,t",-qf
h

Ia{
I

-3,1' = Io, [s,'gs] -zs, s,]
,=l

Further by addine (5) antl (6), we see that

v(j)n -v1)tt = # ,,i"t*, -o"f .#i*(s,-s;)'
...(7)

The equation (7) shows that the gain in precision of stratified so'npling with
Neyman allocation over eimple random sanpling arises from two factors i.e.,
(j) difference between strata means and (id) different between strata S.D.

III. Arbitrar5r Allocation
When a sample in allocated arbiharily anong tlre strata, tbe variance of the
estimated mean is grven by

Llr r \
vg,)s = Il*-#ln's,'E\ui t\ i )

Whereag when it is selected as a simple random sq'npl€, the variance ie
given by

= lcsr.[,IrJr, -,[i*uJ*

= ie,si +Si-z*i = fasi+sl



(r l ) ^,ve)n = l.;-lvj'-
Thus,

v(i")n - v(v,)s = (;-+)"'- ;[*-+),,'t'
Substituting 52 from (4), me get

v(y)n -vo-,)s = (: +)l;""t.f o, (r-", --'f]-

i[*-i)*'u'

= (*-#)p,",' - |[;-+),,'u'

.(*-#)T*,!*,-!i"

= l[*-ff),'u'. (;-+)E e,(!*' -!*)' ' (8)

= ?[* + f.fr]o,','.(i-#):"(r-", -r")'

iv....pi = F.
The second term on RHS of (8) is always +ve. But the frrst term may be +ve,

-ve or zeno depending upon this the values of n,

It has been shown to be non-negative when the go"'ple is allocated according
to Neyman allocation. It can be verified to be zero in case of proportional
allocation and also when

n' * PF?

Ilhus, in the case of arbitrary allocation, the frrst term may not only become

-ve but be larger in magnitude than the IInd term, making a stratified
sq'nple less efficient than a simple random sample.

Sttdtifud nandom
Sanpling

NOTES
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NOTES

3.7 ILLUSTRATI\M EI(AMPLES

Example l. Consi.d.er the strata of s.d..'s of areas for uilleges in a city as
shown in tlu following Table.

Strstum

Number

Size of Village

in Bighas

N. tn, s s

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

2

3

4

0-500
501 - 1500

1501 - 2500

> 2500

63

t99

53

25

112.1

276.7

558.1

960.1

56.3

116.4

186.0

361.3

129.6

267.0

276.1

982.2

Thc aboue giuen table presents thc sumtnary of data for complete census of all
thz 340 uillages. Thz uillnges were stratified by size of thcir agricultural area
into four strato as shown in column 2 of Table. The number of uillages in tlw
d.ifferent stra.ta are given in colurnn 3. The poputation ualws of thc strota

mzans for thz orea undzr whzat (t *,) ""a those of thz stand,ard, deuiations

for tlw area und.er wheat (5,") ond for the agricultural area (5") are giuen
in the subsequent columns.

Calculote the sampling uariance of tlv estitnoted areo undcr wh.eat for a
sample of 34 uilloges, if the uillages ore selected by

0 simple randorn sanpling,

OI) stratifted random sanpling and allocated in proportion to the sizes of
tlu strata (N,),

0II) thz products NS., and
(N) the prod.ucts N5"..

Solution.

Caee I : For Simple Random Sampling
We know

1

N-1

(* \2

[I"'0"',J
N

hht
tNjs,,,, - 1s.,., + IN,t^,, -

70 Self-Ltsttuction4lMd,teria,l
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The relevant calculations are showo in the following table :

Table : Calculstion of the sfinpling variance

4 s, 4sl Ntr.v,
''1;j 

wl N, S.,, s N,3,, 1,",r
Ntstrfu

(1) l2l (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) {8) (9) (10) (l1) (L2)

2

4

199

56.3

116.4

186.0

361.3

3,170

13,550

34$00

130,&0

200,000

2$96,000

1,834,000

3,264,000

112.1

276.7

960.1

7,060

55,060

29,580

24,000

791,000

15,235,000

16,509,000

23,042,000

3,550

m,160

9,860

9,030

125.6

267.(

276.1

982.1

8,160

53,130

u,630

24,560

1,540

10,100

6,640

3,320

Total 340 181,860 ?,991,000 115,?00 55,577,000 45,600 r00,480 21,600

1

From (i), s, = # [7,994,000 - 182,000 + 55,577,000 - 39,372,000]

= 70,850

... y(r-)- _ N_n.1gz _ 806 x?0.8b0 = 1,87bN z 340 x 34

Case II : For Stratified Sampling
(i) Proportional Alloeation when n, is proportional to N,. Then,

y(r ) = N;"il,c z - 306x7'994'ooo -N,o ,1vis,i 
= =rtffff = ezz

Case III : For Ne;rman Allocation (jV, * N,S,,,)

The allocation of the sample to the different strata will be in proportion to
Np,. shown in col. 9 of Table I. On substituting in (22), we get

r l! )' 1 i
v (y,)* = #l liv,s* | -#Iiv,s,l

ry /, \i=1 ) " i=t

= --J-f(+s'ooo)' -z.ee4.oool = 460
(340)'L 34 I

Cass IV : For Nlocation Proportional to Np"r
d,s..

Using, ", = Z * ---:-J, we have

lIwrs", I
\;'t ')

, (t \/t c'z\ r r
v(t.)" = #:lI N,s* llI N,+l-#I,v,s,?

ry ,, \i_r ,/\,=l "", ) rr i=r

= 1 I1'/loo4cn't/rrAoor-?qu I

(e+of [ae-' 
(100'480) (21'600) - 7'ee4'000] = 483

Stratilied Raadom
Sanpling

NOTES
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72 S.Wr,,/ttuc,ionol Materi&l

Bsarnple 2. A yield, survey on rice was carried. out in lkgalle District (Ceylon)

in Maha 1951-52. Twenty-eight uillages uere selected and d.istributed in the
uarious strota opproximotely in proportion to the ocreoge under rice. Three
plots of 1180 acre eoch were harueste,J in each uilloge. The ualues of the
means ond. the mean squares of thz uillage mzans for thz d.ifferent strata are
gioen in following Table. Obtain thz estima.te of the district mean yicld by
combining thz strata mzans in proportion to the number of uilloges in the
strata. Calculate its uariance and hznce estimntz thc efficiency of stratification
as compared to simple random santpling, treating tlrc uillage mzans as the
true means of the respectiue uillages.

Crop-Cutting Experiments on Rice, Kegalle District (Ceylon)
Maha 1951d2

(Means and Mean Squares of Village Mean Yields per Plot)

Stratun
Number

N. n. ynt

(Oz. I Plot)
s,

(Oz. I Plot)'

I
2

3

4

o

189

242

146

t78
287

3

3

10

369

301

368

17L

305

4,330.9

14,8t2.4

17,309.0

1,658.5

3,452.7

SoL The relevant calculations are given in Table II. From column V we have
Est. y,v = )t =301.6

To obtain the varianc-e of J-, ,

Esr. v(v-,), = t)+ i f
= 298.23 - 7.57 = 29O.66

N/(lV - 1) = 1, we obtain

Est. v(v-.)" = #{i e,,?.f_n,t^? -lt r,t.,)

-$ t'd-d{ll3\ n, "t )J

=l_! r'l
ed- L,o42l V'885 + e5'300 - e0'e60 - 1'646 + 2e8)

= 379

Hence,

Efficiency of stratification

See Tablc II on Nert page.

379
= 2gL = 1'30 or 130 Percent'

v (l)*
v('',)s
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71 Self-Ir.stru.tio,rol Mal'fi4l

Example 8. A sdnple suruey on fertilizer practices was ca.rried out in Raipur
district of Modhya Prod.esh. The ft.ue tehsils in thc district were token as
strata. A sanple of 100 villages was selected with replacement ond with
probability proportional to thz cultivated area in the uillages. The following
table giues basic data in regard to total number of uillages (N,), nurnber of
selected uilloges (n,), total culttuated area (c,), estimdted area und.er rice per

uiltage (2,,) and th.e estimdted rLean square (s,,') for different strata. Giuen

an unbiased estirnate ofthe aueragc area under rice per uillage in the district
and its estimated, uariance. AIso calculate the percentage gain in efficiency
due to stratification as compared to the case if the strata were ignored and
the uillages were selected frorn the whole population with replacement and
with probability proportional to cultiuated. area in thz uillage.

llf6rns qnd Meon Squares of Area Under Rice Per Village

Stmtum
number

Totq.l No.
of

uilloges
N,

No. of
uilloges
in the

Sample
nl

Total
cultiuated,

Ares
c

t-=rs rt
"' n,4N,P,,.J

I
2
,
4

5

524

657

892

1,176

21

tb

12

26

25

477,807

317,041

252,824

568,565

577,985

2,757.3

3,575.0

2,641.0

1,923.7

1,422.8

405,839.7

74,545.0

137,865.5

113,578.5

75,538.7

TotoI 3,802 100 2,194,222

Solution. An unbiased estimate of the average area under rice is given by

= 2,247.8

and its estimated variance is given by

Est. [y(a)] = L of€ = r,rrr.,
=ni

If a sample of siz.e n is selected from the whole population with replacement
and \rith selection probabilities Pi Q = l,2, ..., IO proportional to cultivated
area in the village, an unbiased estimate of the reduction in variance of the
estimated average area under rice per village, due to stratification, is obtained
as 8,058.6.

We have now unbiased estimates of the variance of the estimated population
mean from a stratifred sample as well of the reduction in variance due to

h_srz. = /- P;zn,
j=1



stratification. Thus an estimate of the percentage gain in efliciency due to strutifi(d Random

stratification may be obtained as the ratio of the two estirnates and is given sonPtins

by

Gain in efliciency due to stratification

Est.[V (2") -v (2..,\]
1oo = $!4# roo = 601

Example 4.2000 cultiuators' holdings in Jharkhand (India) were stratified
accord.ing to their sizes. The number of holdings (N ), mean area und.er wheat

per holdings (Vr\ and. stondard. deuiation (s.d.) of area und.er whcat per

hold,ing (S) are given in the following Table for each straturn :

Stratum
number

Number of
hold.ings

(Nt)

Mean q,rea und,er
wheat per-holding

(q)

s.d. of area
un<Jer wheat
per-holding

(s,)

2
a

4

6

394

461

381

334

169

113

148

16.3

24.3

34.5

42.1

50.1

63.8

8.3

13.3

tD..l

19.8

24.5

26.0

35.2

For a smaple of 200 farms, conpute thz sample size in each shatum under
proportional dnd, optinum allocations. Calculate thz sampling uariance of
the estimated area und.er whzat from the sample :

(i) If the farms are selected. under proportional allocotion by with and
without replacemcnt methods,

(ii) If thc farms are selected undcr Nqrman\ allocation by with and. without
replomment methods.

Also compute the goin in efftciency frotn these procedures as compared to
simpl.e random satnpling.

NOTES
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v (t,o) w, = (I rqs,)"' = l.45ss

sompting Theory Solution. Consider the following Table :

Table : calculations of allocations, means and sampling variancee

Sttu,tum
number

jv Yi s, w nW w,s,
nqS,
twiq vriYi w,7,t w,s,.,

(r) or) ou) ov) (v) NI) (vt) ffaI) ux) 6) 8r)

I
I

3

4

6

394

461

381

334

169

113

148

6.4

16.3

24.3

34.5

42.1

50.r

63.8

8.3

13.3

r5.l
19.8

24.5

26.O

35.2

0.19?0

0,2301-r

0.1905

0.16?0

0.08.15

0.0565

0.07,10

40

46

38

33

ll
l6

1.64

3.O7

2.8
3.31

2.O7

r.47

2.61

19

36

34

39

24

t7
3l

l.06

3.76

4.( t

3.56

2.Ag

4.72

61.29

112.51

198.12

r49.88

141.78

301. 14

1S.612

40.E81

43.488

65.6SQ

50.?rt

34.2m

91.872

Total 2000 1.0000 200 17.06 200 26.32 971.04 344.276

For Proportional Allocation,4 is proportional to N, or n = nW.
The numbers of holdings to be selected from strata are given in column (vI
or III) of the table and are 40, 46, 88, gA, 12, 11 and 15, respectively.

V (%-r) without replacement = t(N - n)/nM I l{,Si

= L.5492 'Prop' stands for proportional allocations
If finite population correction is ignored, we have

y (y-o-o) with replaceme 11 = 7f nI W,S,' = 13214

For Optimum Allocation, we have

n.*NS ot n,="_$=' L W'S'

Ttre numbers of holdings to be serected from strata are given in column
(VIID of the table and are 19, 36, 84, 99,24, Ll and Bl, respectively.

v (t,r,) wo, = (I *,",)"" -}w,s? lN = 12818

'Wor' stands for without replacement

'Wr' stands for with replacement

If frnite population correction is ignored, we get



For Sinple Random Sanpling, Ttre variauce of the estimate of nean is given strclified noudom

by SanPling

(1 1\ ^v(iutwor = {.;-"J"' \

= v*,*ffi[I ",r,-(I w,r;'

+l w,s,'-(I Us,;'l = Bo42o

If finite population conection is ignored, we get

Y (irr)., = Vo.o + I w, 1r-. -V)a' = gltzs

'SR' stands for stratifred random sampling

(i) The relative precision of proportional allocation is given by

(c) without replacement mettrod VsRlVv,p = 1.9636

(b) with replacement methods VsRlVpnop = 1.8084

(ii) the relative precision of optimum allocation is given by

(o) without replacement method V snlV.6 = 2.37 42

(6) with replacement method VsRlV.il = 2.t4L6

Example 6. The number of pepper stand.ards for selectetl uillages in each of
the three strata of orissa zonz is shown in the following table.

Straturn Total number
of villages in
thc stratum

Number of uillages
selectud. ftom the

stratum

Number of pepper
stund.ard.s in each

of the eelected villdges

I

2

e

441

405

103

11

12

41, 116, 19, 15, 144, r59,
212, 57, 28, 119, 76.

39,70,38,37, 161, 38,

27, 119, 36, 128, 80, 208.

252, 385, 192, 296, 115,

159, t20,

Estimate the total number of pepper standards along with its standard error
in orissa zone.

Also, estimate the gain in precision due to stratifibation.

Solution.
An estimate of the total number of pepper standards is given by

Consider the following Table I (ghown in the next page)

NOTES
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I Stratified Rand.om
y" = I Niji = 8737654 'St' stands for stratifred sampting

i

An estimate of variance of YL. is

,(f,,) = i"t[* +),i =rro,asz,s+o.zs

or standard error of 7", = ,ftL6,432,94029 = 10,?90.4r

Estimate of lhe variance of the total number of peppcr standards, when
simple random sampling is assumed, is given by

/a r \ ( h

,(i*) = l;-oJ"tT ",":-i Y.i ",oi 
-(i ",0)')

= L67,269,559.37

Ttrus, the percentage gain in precision due to stratification

- ' 
(r* )-^ i 

(r" ) x 100 'sg' stands for stratified .-16o6 sq'npling.
u (v", )

t67,269,559 37 - tL6,432,9 40 29
x 100 = 43.65

tL6,432,94029

NOTES

8.8 SUMMARY

o The classes into which the population is divided are called strata and the
process is temed the procedure of stratified random sanpling.

o The allocation of the sample to the different strata made in accordance
with thin principle is called the principle of optimum allocation.

o The variance of estimated population mean is grven by
A.

v('.) = >[+ +],:"i
r T'lre variauce of mean ,-4u1 gimple random sampling is given by

(L 1\ ^,v(y")n = |.;- N.l"-
o The more the strata differ in their population means, the Iarger is the

gain in precisson of stratified sampling.

Self-It*tructiottal Material 79
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3.9 GLOSSARY

. Shata" The classes into which the population is divided are called strata.

8fl gclf-I na'.ruc,ional Naterial

8.r0 REVIEW QTTESTIONS

l. A population is divided into 2 strata of sizes N, and N, units. Let Q
denote {n,!n"ll[nr'lnr'1, where nt, n2 ia a general allocation of the total
sample size n, and nl, nr' is the optimum allocation for the estimation
of mean in stratified random sampling.

(i) Show that the relative precision of a general allocation to the
optimurn allocation is given by

R'p = qgy,y + NJry(ONrU + N,) (NrU + qNr)

where U = Sr/Sz

(ii) Show that the relative precision is never less thun 40(1 + Ofr.
2. kove that

v"o = %-0,.#o$i; N,(X -y-)'

lk l
-rv I tw-N,)s"i

3. The variate r. which ie non-negative follows the exponential fistribution
s-'i d.-. The population is divided into 2 strata at a specifred point ro,
and a stratified random sample of size n is taken with proportional

allocation. Derive V(io) as a function of ro. Also find the optimum
value of .ro which will minimize the variance.

4. The variate y has rectangulnr distribution in the interval @, a + d).
Ttre interval is divided into & equal sub-intervals which form /r strata of
equal size. From each stratum, a simple random sample of size nlk
units is drawn. Let V, and V, be the variances for stratified and
unstratifred sarnples of size n, respectively, prove that VlVr= k-r.

5. For the normal population N (0, 1), f(y) denotes the ordinate at y and
ro the weight between y, and yr. If the distribution is truncated at y,
and y, show that the mean M and variances S2 of the truncated
distribution are given by

M=tfj)_f!)vw



and S2-1= yt f 0t) - y, f 0z) [t 0) - r (y"))'
tD2

A population is divided into 2 strata of sizes AI, and N, and sd's S, and

Sr. ltre cost of the survey is fixed and given by C = crn, + c"tzr. Assuming
that S, and S, are nearly equal and fpc can be ignered, show that

v,"{"0, = N(Nrcr *wrc"1f (Nr,!", *lrr,[6)'.
If Nr = Nl compute the relative increaees in precision by using
proportional allocation when crlc, = 1 and 2.

6. An investigator desires to take a stratifred random sample with the
following assumptioos :

Stratun N, Sj C,
(in Ils t

1

2

400

600

l0

20

4

o

(i) Estimate tJ:e values of ntn and nrln w}:rich minimize the total
freld cost C = crn, + c"n" fot a given value of V (y,r).

(ii) Estimate the total sample size required, under the scheme of
optimum allocation, to make V (j") = 1, when fpc is igrored.

(iii) Also egtimate the cost of the survey.

7. Alter the sample in Excercise 6 was taken, it was found that the
fieltl cogts were actually Rs. 2 per unit in strntum 1 and Rs 10 in
stratun 2.

(i) How much has the field cost changed from the anticipated value ?

(iD If the exact freld cost is known in advance, lrow could the value
y(I",) = 1 be obtained for the original estimated cost given in
Exercise 6.

8. For estimating the average catch of fish on a certain part of the Indian
coast, the coastal strip was divided into two geographical strata of
equal number of fish-Ianding centres. From among the large number
of centres in each stratum, a simple random sample of 5 centres was
selected for observation and from each such centre, out of the large
number of operating units, 3 units were selected by simple random
sampling for recording the weight of catch. Ttre data obtained are
given below :

Stn,lifi l Ra don.
SaDrplittg

NOTES
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S.No. of centres Catchzs of units selected (kg)

.t 2 ?

Stratum I I
2

3

4

D

610

297

1187

t297

860

754

4Ll
92

533

357

688

515

487

ll30
656

Stratum II .L

2

4

o

1085

8t7

920

511

906

YOO

736

616

328

990

980

926

109

4L2

736

Obtain an estimate of the average catch per unit, for the coast. with
its standard error, For a given number of centres to be selected, what
is the optim'm break up between the two strata when the number of
units selected at a centre are 3 and 4. Calculate the number of centres
and the optimum break up necessary to estimate the average catch
with 5 percent standard error.

9. 4 srrnple survey for estimating the number of orchards of apple was
conducted in Mahasu distr.ict of Himachal pradesh 0ndia) during a
g'iven year. Four strata A, B, C and D of villages, according to the
acreage of temperate fruit trees as obtained from the revenue records.
were formed. The sizes of strata (in acres) were 0_8, 8_6, &_lb and lE
and above, respectively. A simple random sample of villages in each
straturn was selected and the number of apple orchards was noted in
the selected villages. The numbers of apple orchards for various strata
are given below :

Stra,tum Total
number

Number of
villages selected

Number of orclwds in
the selected uilleges

275 -LA 2,5, t,9,6,7,0,4,7, O,

5, 0, 0, 3, 0.

B 146 10 21, ll, 7, l!, 6. 19, 5, 24,
30,24.

c 93 t2 3, r0, 4, 11, 38, 11, 4, 46,
4, 18, 1, 19

D 62 l1 30, 42, 20, 38, 29, 22, 3r,
28, 66, 41, 15.



Estimate the number of orchards in the district. Calculate whether
there is any gain due to stratification, over simple random sampling.
Using the value of s,2, the mean square within the ith stratun as the
variance, give an optimum allocation of 48 villages.

lO. In a pilot sample survey conducted in the district of Wardha (India),
for estimation of total cattle population in the district, a two way
stratifrcation of the district by tehsils and sizes of the villages, as
judged by the number of households, was adopted. A total sample of
125 villages was distributed equally among all 9 strata. Villages were
sampled with equal probability and without replacement within each
stratum. All households in a village were enumerated for total cattles.
The total cattle and mean square between villages within each stratum
are given in the table given below.

Calculate the sampling variance of the estimated total cattle
population in the district, for the sample of 60 villages, if the villages
were selected by the method of

(i) simple random sampling without stratification, and

(di) simple random sampling within each stratum and allocated in
proportion to the product N1S,

11. For a socio-economic survey, all the villages in a region, including the
uninhabited ones, were grouped into four strata on the basis of their
altitude above sea level and population density. From each stratum, 10
villages were selected with srs wr. The data on the number of households
in each of the sample villages are given below :

Tehsils Size anording
to number of
households

Stratum Total
no. of

uillages

N.

No. of
uillages
sanpled,

(n,)

Total
cattle in
santpled
uillages

Mean square
between

uillages
within ,trata

s!

Arvi 0-50

5t-125

126 and above

1

2

3

127

109

81

t4

t4

1486

5085

10141

(78.9279)'

(126.2198X

(339.9322F

Wardha 0-50

5t-t25
126 and above

5

o

86

121

t4

t4

t4

1224

4242

l t334

(73.056q2

(55.2853)'

Q32.2364\2

Huigaughat 0-50

51-125

126 and above

7

8
q

123

103

63

l4
14

t4

2909

5753

10002

(128.2665)2

(10t.3872)'

(298.5456X

924 126 52228

Stmtilicd Rard.otn
Sonplirg

NOTES
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Stratum
S. lVo.

Totd rw. of
villages

Total nwnber of households in
*mpb oillagea

I 2 4 o 6 I I t0

I
2

3

1

t4l1
4705

2658

14,w7

48

60

228

t7

84

t47

262

g4

9E

62

110

25

0

87

232

31

l0
84

r89

36

44

.168

178

0

0

t70

334

26

124

104

0

7

13

66

63

l5

0

160

220

81

(j) Obtair an egtinate of the total number of households and its
standard error.

(ii) Estimate the gain due to use of stratification as compared to
unstratified srs wr.

(idi) Compare the effrciency of the present allocation with that of the
optimum allocatioq, keeping the total srrnple size fixed.

12. Uding the data given beloli and considering the size classes as sf,rata,
compare the efticiencies of the following alternative allocations of a
sample of 3000 factories for estimating the total output. The sample is
to be selected with sr wor within each stratum :

(d) Proportional allocation
(ii) Allocatioo proportional to total output
(ili) Optimum allocation

18. A survey is to be conducted for estimating the total number of literates
in a town inhabited by three communities, some particulars of whictr
are given bleow on the basis of the results of a pilot survey :

S.No. Sbe class no.
of workers

No. of
factorics

Output per

factory
(in O00 Rs)

Standard
deuiation

ftn '000 Rs)

I
2

3

4

o

1- 49

50-99
100-249

250-999

1000 and above

18260

4315

2233

r057

567

100

250

500

1760

2250

80

200

600

1900

2500

Com,munilr Total number
of persons

Percentage of
literates

1

2

3

60000

10000

30000

40

80

60



(r) Tleating the community as strata and aesumiag srs wr i! €acJr Strotltal pn
stratum, allocate a total rampte size of 2fiXl pcrrone to t.he drata So'trpltttt

in an optinun DalDor for edinatiDg t'he overall pmportion of
literatee in the towa.

(it) Estimate the efficiency of gtratificatim as comparvd to unetratiied
sanpling.
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oBf EcTtvEs

After going through this chapter, we should be able to :
o know systenatic sampling,
o know stratified randon sampllng.

o know periodic vayiation.

STRUCTURE

4.1 Introduction

4.2 T\e sample Mean and its variance
4.3 The Concept of Circular Systematic Sampling
4.4 Comparison of Systematic Sampling with Random Sampting
4.5 Comparison of' Systematic Sampling with Stratified Random

ggrnpling

4.6 Comparison of Systematic Sampling with Simple and Stratified
Random Sample for Certain Specifred populations.

4.7 Illustrative Exarrples

4.8 Sunmary

4.9 Glossary

4.10 Review Questions

4.11 Further Readings

4.T INTRODUCTION

We now consider a method of sampling in which only the first unit is selected
with the help of random numbers, the rest being selected automatically
according to a predetermined pattern. ltre method is known as systematic
samphng.

the pattern usually followed in selecting a systermatic sample is simple pattern
involving regular spacing of units. Ttrus suppose a population consists of N



units, serially numbered form 1 to N. Suppose further that N is expressible
as a product of two integers k and n, so that N = &n. Draw a random number
less than or equal to fr, say d, and select the unit with the corresponding
serial number and every &th unit in the population thereafter. Clearly, the
sample will cuntain the n units i, i + k, i+2k, ....., i + (n - 1)4. Such a sample
is known as systematic sample.

Systematic aampling resemblss glusfsr 5qrnpling. A systematie so"'ple being
equivalent to 6 sernple of one cluster selected out of& clusters ofz units each
as shown in the following dia consisting of columns and n rows each :

Clvster No. I 2 a h

1

2

3

;

n

I
L+k

l+2k

1+U-1)}

l+(n-l)k

2

2+k

2+2k

2+Q-Dk

2+(:r.-L\k

a

i+k

i+2k

i+(J:-1)ft

i+(n-l)h

h

2h

3h

in
:

nk

Sys''emdtic Sd.mpling

NOTES

4.2 THE SAMPLE MEAN AND ITS VARIANCE

Let yu denote the observation on the unit bearing the serial number
t + (j - 1) A in the population i = l, 2, ..- hi J = !, 2,,.., n and suppose that
the random number drawn less than or equal to & is j. Ttre sa"'ple selected
then consists of all the units with serial numbers listed in the ilh column in
above table. Let

;-

...(1)

...(2)

:2"
#2t

be the srynple mean

Ji,. be the population mean

Since the problem of selecting the is column as the systematic sample is
it follows that

1

E,

E(j) = i}o"=o- ...(3)

=+ Systeoatic sample meau provides an unbiased eetimate of popular mean.
Now, the variance ef garnple mean is given by

...(4)v[v,.]* = i2tt,-r-f =9",
Seif-b.tarttcti.nal Mot rial
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where S.2 denotes the Mean Square between the column means in the
population.

Now, gince we have assumed that N is an exact multiple of n i.e., N = nk
where ie an integer. We shall briefy consider the case when N = nk + r
where r is less than i. It is obvious that in t,Lis case the sample size will
vary, being either n or (n + 1) depending upon the initial number selected.

Let y,. denote the sample total and y-p the sample mean.

Ttrus,

Consider

lhen,

Now,

where,

and

v, = fit,=#ir,,iri<r
= !r, = *V,tr, iri > r

...(s)

...(6)

...(7)

...(8)

...(9)

1-!--
Since, E(y-,.) = ;Lt"*i*, it follows that this estimate y-p is biased

As unbiased estimate of the population mean can be easily formed.

b
!;. = ;; !i.IY

tu|'"

1a!. N
i!t. =,--!-

4.8 TTIE CONCEPT OF CIRCUI..AR SYSTEIT,IATIC
SAMPLING

In eystematic sampling, we observe that the sarnple size varies, being n or
n + I depending uypon the initial number selected. The difficulty arising
may be avoided by another method which ie explained below :

E(r!.) = i2r; =; *l* = #I*
= #E'" =

v(ti) = #urr,., = #Tt: = I!:!!s;'

": = *I oo-ju)

I,.=|
R



Select a number at random from 1 through N, start at the unit corresponding
to this number and thereafter select cyclically every &rh unit ([ is the integer
nearest to the inverge of the sampling fraction) until n units have been
chosen for the sarnple. By cyclic selection, we mean assigning the number
N + 1 to the first unit on the list, JV + 2 lo lhe second unit and so on, in order
to continue the selection procedure when the N-th unit has been reached.
This procedure is known as circular srystematic ao"'plinS. Clearly, this
method of selection gives rise to N possible samples, each with selection

I
probability ;. Denote by !,- the arithmetic mean of the i-th sample. Since

each unit occurs in n samples, being selected once each as the first element,

second element, third element etc., it can be seen that y,- is an unbiased

estimate of the population mean. Hence, in case of circular systenatic
sampling, 15u so"'ple mean is an unbiased estimate of the population mean.

The variance of the estimate is given by

v(yo)"" = Elir-y,,)' =
1 St- -'r2
7'7 Llt" - 1"1

where c.ry denotes circular systematic sampling.

4.4 COMPARISON OF SYSTEIT,IATIC SA]VIPLING
WITH RANDOM SAMPLING

We know that the variation of mean of a random sample of n units closer
from a population of size N is known to be given by

...(1)

where 52 is the Mean Square between units in the population.

Now, we first express the variance of systematic sample so that it can be
compared with (1).

v(y)n = (*-#)",

1€,_ _ \2
p Lltr - t*)We have Y(I,- )" =

= ;if;i,, -"-.]' = #zlzr"
= #kL13, -v-)' . Lg,- v-xv

-r-,]

. r--r]

Systema,ic Samplir.g

NOTES
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Sanplir4 lhcorx

NOIES

,O gdf-lnarucbpluaerlol

= #lo.-u"'. *,i{*-v*lt ru, -,-)]

p=

h,t

I I("u-y;Xy,-,-t-)

...(3)

v(j),

Now, intra clags comelation between unite of a colunn is gven by

The nlative precision depende on the value of p.

1

n g = -fu, the two methods give estimates of equal precision.

1

n p, -#, systenatic aampling is less accurat€ than random sampling.

-1It p < - ho_', systematic is superior to random sampling.

tle rninimrrrn value which p can take t" -+, when tbe variance of a

systenatic sanple will be zem and the redustim io varianoe over random

...Q)

..{4)

...(5)

nk'G;F
ln

.. I l(vr-r*)(rs,-r..) = (n - 1) (&n - l) s2p.
i-r j.j'-l

Using (8) in (2), we get

v(!n), = ffs'[t*ot"-r[
whictr is euitable for comparison with (1).

rrrus, W = 
q--riE=F:tl (;. rv=fr,)



sanplirrg will therefore be 100%. The maximum value of P = 1' when the

efficjieocy of systematic relative to random sampling -ill b" ffi'
In general, it is difrcult to know what values p will take population distributed

in space or time and so no general conclusions can be drawn about the

efhciency of systematic relative to random sampling'

Now, we express the variation of the systematic sample in terms of a further

break up to the extra class correlation coefficient' From equation (3) p is

expressed in terms of the sum of kn(n - 1) products ofy observations;

2*b - D of these products relate to Jl deviations separated by one row;

2,kh -D of these products relate toy deviations separated by two rows etc';

we may therefore rewrite equation (3) as

h n-:I 
^-i

(n - t)(hn- 1)pS2 = 2 > > ),(ru -7*)(r.;." -t")'
;=l o=1 j=I

we now introduce the non-circular serial correlation coefficient. po for log lc
defined by

Pc=

# L l,(vu -v..X r,,," -v4 I 
4i;! t"

p = 64& -oe"Ell[ (r, -r")(r',." - r--)]

E@" -L)s' ,"n(o-o\= i;-lx-ft":f
tL-1

=h"r("-..)P"
Substitute tJre value of p in (4), we get

hn_j ^2 f ^ n-l I
v (i"\ 

", = T +l:-+ ;-It" - "t'"1

This expression is due to Madows.

t(t,1

Ststematic SarnPli,rg

NOTES
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4.5 COMPARISON OF SYSTEMATIC SAMPLING
WITII STRATIFIED RANDOM SAMPLING

We shall consider the populatioa to be divided into n strata corresponding
to the n rrows and suppose that one .nif ig ratldoE y drawn from each one
of these strata, thus giving a stratified sample of size n. The variation of this
sample mean will be

v(y.), = ...(r)#E['+)";

...(3)

where, S,l,is the pooled Mean Square between units within rows defined by

...Q)

...(4)

To compare this variance with the variance of the nean of a syrtematic
sample, we first writB the variation of neao of s5rstematic sampling as

v(y.),, =}lio,.-o..rl. "Lij I

= lilr>",-lio.,l'nf,iln p '" j=r l

((In statified sampling, v(j,)" = f tv(i,)

= V3(+)q = #r('-i)";,,
where, Sr2 is the Mean Square of the units in the rlft straturn (row) defined
by

",' 
= *io u-r.,)'

Substituting (2) in (1), we get

v(j.t. = *(' ;)# fLo,-r.)'

= *('-*)";

t.= d4}_f1tu-t.,)'



= #>lro,-0.,1]'

= #f:io' -r's. 2,2!, - t")g,'t')f '..(o,

lbe s€cond term oD RIIS of (5) contains knb - l) product terms of the X
deviation from the reepective strate mcan3. We may group these kn(n - l)
termc irto (n - 1) groups in Euch a manner that thc factors in each term the
c6 group (s, = L,2, ...., n -l) are separatcd by c rows.

Thus, equation (5) can be written as

v(/,")., = #lZkA, -r., f . rI E,I 
(t v - i. il(y, n" -r.,* )] ...rer

Now, we introduce the within stratum non-circular serial correlation
coefficient p,", defrned by

Ptrr,. =
EQ6 -!.)(t,;."-1.i.")

c(ti;-l;l'

#-o P-* h - i. i)(v, i, " 
- i. i)

Subetituting (D in (6) and using (4), we get

...(7)

...(8)

...(8)

and stratified sample
and thus no general

#vvt',-'',r

v(!-),, = + +lt.:it" -'t0,",.]

Using (3), we get

v(i,), =, ft ;,lt. |i,t" - "b*r]
lbur, we see that relative efficiency of systematic
depends upon the values of p("b in tlre population
oonclusions cao be drawn-

Sts,ematic Sompling
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It p,", are (+ve), stratified sampling will be superior to the systemuliq sqmpling
and if negative, systematic will be superior to stratifred. The both will be
equally efficient if p,", - 0.

U Self-Instructional Materiel

POPUI,ATIONS

I. Linear Tlend. Let us suppose that the values of the successive units of
the population increase in accordance with a linear model, so that

Yt, = I! + h0

where, p and 0 are constants and lr goes from 1 to.lV.

Clearly,

...(r)

,-- = $ilu.ae) = p+f[r+2+...+N]o = #t*u

Lri = l(p+ae)'? = ivp' + 
N(N+U(2N+I)e' 

+pN(N+1)o

... s,= t l$,:_rur:l _Nw+1)r, =!!("!*rt-,N -llfi"" i:")= -'n-s" = --E-v "'(4)

Similarly, since the observations within each row increase by the same
amount. we have

s:..= 
k(1;\ 

o' ...(5)

AIso for tJre same neason, since the colunn means oorresponding to i different
systematic samples also increase by the same amount, we have the Mean
Square between column means given by

s2 = !@)_r)-sz

Now, variances of systematic, simple random and satisfied sarnple are

v(y,.)", = Ts?
v(r,)* = (;_+)",

4.6 COMPARISON
WITH SIMPLE
SAMPLE FOR

OF SYSTEMATIC SAMPLING
AI\D STRATIFIED RANDOM
CERTAIN SPECIFIED

...(2)

...(3)

...(6)



and v(v.), =

Substituting the values of ,5P, Sl, and S"2 turn (4), (5), and (6), we get

*('-i)";

1
-: L:n
n

,", = o"r;r r,

Hence,

h' -t ^,

-g-
lZn

f41) 
' 
ft+r\: (nk+rl

\z/

u* - &-\!!n*\ r'

v"=

V-:V-:V" =
"'!

or, 0r=

Thus, we conclude tJ:at variance of stratifred sample is o,,ly I 
tn 

the variance
n

lln
of a systematic sample and the systematic is also I variance of random

sample. Stratilied sqrnpling is thus, seen to be the most efFrcient ofthe three

methods for removing the effects of a linear trend with systematic sampling

following it as the next best methoC.

II. Periodic Variation. We consider populations in which sampling units

with high and low values follow one another according to a regular pattern'

Suppose such a population is represented by

y, = "i"[c+(a-r)ff)

where, lr varies from 1 to integral multiple of 20.

Clearly, the inccessive sampling units will repeat themselves after every 20'h

value. A systematic 57o sample from such as a population will consist of

sarnpling units drawn from the same position of each cycle, giving an estimate

which is no more accurate than a single value. A 57r, random sample on

the other hand will contain units from the different parts of the cycles with
the result that the means of such samples will vary within a narrower range

than the means of difrerent systematic samples, this making random samples

more effrcient than systematic samples for removing the effect of a periodic

trend.

Sysrematic Sampling

NOTES
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 1

1. Derive the formulae for sample mean and variance in case of systematic sampling.
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Srntc/a,'atic Sampling

STUDENT ACTIVITY 2

1. Compue syatematic sampling with raadom sampling.
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4.7 ILLUSTRATIVE H(AMPLES

Exarnple L. Giuen below are thz dnil! milk yicld (in litres) records of tlw first
lactation of a specified cow belonging to various uillages of Punjab. Thc milk
yields of the first fiue d.ays were not record.ed, being the colostrum period.

Do)

yizld

T

10

2

11 14 10 14

6

I t0
I
I

910
11 10

Doy

yizld

11

6

12

I
13

I
14

7 o

16

10

17

11

18 19

11 13

20

12

Day

yizA
21

12

22

10

23

11

24

11

25

t4

26

lat

27

12

28

17

29

18

30

16

uay

yield

31 32

14 14 16

36

16 16

38 39

13 16

40

17

Dav

yield.

41

14

42

16

43

to

44

14

45

14

46

tc
47

17

,tu 49

t5 16

50

17

Dav

yizld

ct

25

52

22 23

54

'C'
18

56

16 22

58 59

21 21

60

23

Day

yield

61

21

62

19

63

19

64 oo

tat

66

19

67

19

68

19

69

t9
70

19

Day

yiPA 18

72

tq

',e

21

74

20 17

76

16 18

78 79

18 18

80

22

Day

yield

81

22

82

22

Sril

20

u
20

85

20

86

18

87

20

88 89

21 21

90

20

Day

yizld.

91

18

92

21

93

22

94

22

95

20

96

21

97

21

98 99 100

21 21

Day

yield.

101

19

102

20

103

21

104

20

105

21

106

20

107

21

108

20

109 110

21 20

Day

yield

111

19

112

21

113

18

114

21

tre
20

116

22

117

2t
ttd 119 120

21 16

Dav

yield

12.1 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130

19 15 15 16 19 12 16 14 15 17

Doy 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 1,10

yicld. 16 20 15 19 16 16 20 20 .r8 21



Day

yieW

151

20

152

20

153

21

154

21

too

21

156

20

1@

15

157

20

158 159

16 16

Day

yieW

161

18

162

19

163

T8

165

19

166

18

164

20

167

to

168

14

169 170

14 13

Dqv 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180

tbtd 16 16 16 18 16 15 16 18 18 15

Dq! 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 19O

rield 18 16 17 18 17 16 t3 14 13 12

197

8
Day

yieW

191

16

192

10

193 1

8

195

I
196

o

198

I
199

4

2@

Day 201

ybW 6

202

6

203

Da!

,iel.d

141

22

149

20

150

17
142 143 l'U 145 146 147

22 21 22 21 21 21

t48

18

Find ttu effi'ciency of sllstematic sanpting at 7 and' 14 and d'ay's interual of

rccord.irrg, uith respect to cotespond'inq sinplc ra'dom sampling' in estimating

the ladatinn Yicld of the cotD.

Solution" We arrange the given data in the following Table :

(i) Here,N = 203, k = 7, n = I = T ="
Day -+

J
I 2 4 o o

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
I

10

11

t2

l3

10

8

I
10

18

l6
16

t7

22

l9
18

l8
20

11

11

10

lt
l6
16

14

25

2l
19

19

18

18

l4
10

11

l1
13

13

14

22

2l
19

2t
22

20

10

6

ll
t4

l4

15

23

23

19

20

22

2l

t4
o

13

l5
14

r7

19

2l
19

22

2l

I
8

t2

t2

l5
t4

15

18

l9
19

16

20

20

l0
7

t2
t7
16

16

16

16

19

19

18

20

18
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14

16

l6
t7
1E

19

m
2l
22

2S

26

2tt

27

28

2S

2l
2l
20

l8
16

16

19

22

l8
2l
r9

t4
lo

t7
t2

8

22

2l
2l
2l
l9
t4

16

22

20

20

18

l8
16

r8

l6
I

22

t9

n
20

16

l6
l6
2l
L7

20

20

l6
l8
t7

l0
4

?n

N
2t
22

16

,7
m
22

20

l6
t9
16

t8
16

l8
t

2l
2l
n
2l
16

t6

N
2l
20

IO

t8

l6
l6
l8
8

6

2l
zo

19

2l
19

2A

r8

2lt
2l
l5
16

l8
l8
la
8

6

_;

2l
2l
2l
t?
t6

2l
2l
2l
1E

l4
l6
l6
18

6

1

Tddl 477 496 461 191 486 172 466

Meon j,. 16.45 r7.o7 16.69 u.03 16.76 t6.8 16.08

sr... Y = Ztr. =3370

Taking random start i = 5, we get the brh earnple.

In this case, the unbiased estimate of the total milk yield is given by

t"" =7 x486=3402

Ttre variance of systematic snmpling for the population totar eetimate ig
gven by

uzf h _" yr1
= +lt vJ- --lh L?,., k )

= 20!'Irc.Es, 
+t7.072 +16592 +l?.082 +t6!t6z +162g2Z l-'

+16.o82 _#l = ol*
Ihe variance of simple random sample estimate of total milk yi"ti i, gi.,"r,
by

v(f*) = ,,(*_*)",



' f r n vz1where, t'= #LI ,>_tl-Tl
-/ 1 _ 1 

)3865.7228 = 23194.33.r v(rgx) = (203f[2e zos) zoz

Hence, the relative precision of systematic sarnpling over simple random

sampling will be

2319433x100 
= 446.73%

5192
(ii) We arrangB the given data for 14 da/s in the table given below. For

N = 203, k = 14, wehave n = 15 or 14

Takiog a random start i = 10, we get the 10th sample. In this caee, the
uobiased egtimate of total milk yield is given by

f,. = 14 x246=34/.4

Its variaoce ia given by,

v(f,.) = nl * -v' = L4 x BL202B - e27o\2 = rr4e2

Da!) 2 3 4 o 6 7 8 I 10 It 12 13 14

I
2

3

1

D

o

7

8

9

10

ll
12

13

l4
l6

10

9

l8
l6
22

18

20

2l
18

l6
22

2l
l4
t7
8

ll
l0
16

14

2l
19

l8
2l
2l
l4
22

n
18

l6

t4

tl
19

L1

2l
2l
20

19

20

t6
2l
m
16

t7

1

l0
11

14

lo

23

20

2L

20

22

t7
22

16

16

16

o

14

l3
t4
t7
2l

2l
2L

2l
16

2l
l6
r6

18

6

9

t2
l5
l6
l9
-fo

20

20

2l
20

2l
16

18

14

10

t2
l6
16

19

18

l8
2l
2l
t7
2l
l8
l6
13

4

8

l0
16

t7
l9
18

.21

20

l6
l9
t8
t9
16

t2

ll
tl
l6
26

19

18

22

2l
19

16

20

l8
r6

16

10

ll
13

22

19

22

22

20

l5
16

17

N
18

l0

6

l{
16

23

l9
22

20

2l
l5
20

20

t9
18

13

q

16

t7
19

l9
22

2l
20

16

2.O

N
18

l5
8

E

t2
l4
18

19

20

2l
19

19

l8
2l
16

IE

8

t

t7
16

l6
19

20

2l
2l
L2

2l
2l
t1
r6

6

Total
(r,.)

I 1 215 2A %7 UL 238 n8 I 235 a9 8l n1

Mean

(Yi',

16.60 16.1? 16.40 16.68 16.47 16.06 15.87 16.28 l?.?l 16.?8 t7.57 17.W 16.50 16.21
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Ttre variance of a simple random sample estimate of total milk yield will be

"(no) = ''(i-*)",
= (2O3)2 (Ut4 - 11203) x 3865.722A2O2

= 52L87.2578

Ttrerefore, the relative precision of systematic estimate over simple random
snr"ple estimate is

52187.2578 x 100/11492 = 454.12Vo

4.8 SUMMARY

The method of selecting only the first unit with the help of random
numbers, the rest being selected automatically according to a
predetermined pattern is known as systematic sampling.

Variance of a stratified sample is lt" ti-. the variance of a systematic
gernple.

o Variance of a systematic aqmple is lt' ti-" the variance of a random
saynple.

r Stratifred sampling is the most efficient technique as compared to
systematic sampling and random sampling.

4.9 GLOSSARY

. Systematic sample I A sample which contains the n units i, i + k,
i + 2k, ..., i + (n - 1) &, is known as a systematic sample.

4.10 REVTEW QLIESTIONS

IOZ Self-Ir.struttiondlMdteri4l

1.

2.

What is systematic sampling? Give the circumstances under which it
is to be preferred to simple random sn"'pling. Explain how you will
estimate the variance of a systematic sarnple with a random start.

Discuss the situations under which systematic sFryrples are preferred
to other types of samples in censuses and surveys. Show that a
systematic sam.ple mean is a more e{Iicient estimator of the population
nean than a sinple random m.ean, but less efficient than a stratified
random sample meao in a population with linear trend.



3. Describe precisely the procedure of drawing a systematic sarnple of n

units from a population ofN units, where N is not necessarily a muldple
of n. (i) How would you estimate the mean of a characteristic in tlre
population and examine its unbiasedness? (ii) How would you combine

the estimates from three systematic seYnples of sizp n into a single-

pooled estimate which is unbiased and estimate its standard error?

4. In a two dimensional population with Af = nzk2 writs, the linear trend
is given by yu = i + i (i, i = 1,2, ..., nk), where y- is the item value in
the id row and f column.

A systematic square grid sample of z2 units is taken by taking two
independent randon starts (i' j) each between 0 and & and (i, + r&,

it + yk) fot t, y - 0, 1, ..., (n - 1). Show that the mean of this sample

has the same precision as the sample mean of size n2.

5. In a population with quadratic trend y. = i2 (i = 1,.'., 25), compare the

values ofE (t, -V|' given by every &s systematic sernple of size 5 by

(i) Yates method (") sineh er al method'

6. Data on the number of seedings in every individual foot of a sown bed

which is 80 feet in length, are given below :

(D Find the standard error of the estimate of the total number of
seedings based on a systematic sample consisting of every 10*
foot of the sown bed.

(ii) Also frnd the relative elficiency of systematic sampling when
compared to :

simple randon sn'npliog, wor, with the sarnple sizc as 8 one-foot

bed lengths.

a stratified sample of size 8 with 2 units per stratum.

(a)

1-10 11-20

16

q

22

26

t7

39

2l
t4

40

30

3140

87

14

t4

24

18

t7
t4

38

36

29

41-60 51--60 61-70 71-80

28

ll
16

22

44

26

31

26

27

20

25

39

25

18

44

55

39

4

11

9

25

16

13

22

l8

9

36

20

4A

27

20

2l
18

19

80

20 27

tl

15

t4

13

o

25

t7

7

30

26

16

l8
ll
19

27

29

3l
29

(b)
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7. For investigating the poasibility of ertimating the catch of marine fish,
a pilot suwey was conducted in a eanple of fishing centr€8 on the
Malabar Coast of India. At each landing centre in the sample, a count
wag made of tJlre number of boats landing every hour from 6 am to 6
pm. Of the boats landing eaeh hour, the firat one was selected for
observation on the weight of fish, product of this $'ith the number of
boats giving an estimate of the fish during the hour. Data on the
number of boats landing and the catch offish at a particular centre on
a particular day are given below :

Calculate the relative elfrciencies of linear systematic sampling as
compared to srs wor for estimating the population totak of r and y
when the sor"ple sizee are 2,3, and 6, taking each hour as the sanpling
unit.

8. Table given below furnishes complete enumeration data on the length
of strip (r) and volume of timber ( y) for each strip in three blocks of
the Black Mountain Forest. California.

Ilourt 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 11 12

No. of
boat6 (') 42 62 19 6 2A 56 86 59 14 14 2 I
Catrh of
fish (y) 663 aa7 22s 88 362 1295 951 1266 466 433 98 0
(quintal8)

Blnh I Blocb II Bloch III
Strip tw.

I
2

3

1

o

b

I
I

10

11

L2

13

t1
15

l6

8'"p'-' _--:--_--:_
l I 171

29426
39118
494,02

Sarip no. x !

t2 762

t2 651

t2 461

t2 521

12 653

t2 544

16165
26221
36192

12 512

12 590

d

6

8

I

s72

s72

4ll

1

o

6

b

6

6

5

16l
lo,1

94

toz

11 633

11 5t7
11 5m

10

aa
381

rito
ilgl
au
613

ffi1
416

38

11 9

11 539

r0 609

10. 119

l0 49it

10 49E

t2
13

t1

I
I
I
I
8

t2 1d
l3 ,r 61

t1 192
t547515

16



(i) Eramine the behaviour of the sampling variance of eetimates of
volume of timber based on systematic samples of sizns 2, 3, 4, 6,
8 and 12.

(dr') Compare the efficienry of aystematic sampling with those of sinple
random gc"'pling with and without replacement for the sample
gizes considered in (D.

(dii) Study the efficiency of sanpling the stripe with probability
proportional to the length of the strips with replacement.

9. Given below are data for 10 syetematic samples of eize 4 from a
population of 40 units.

nlork out the relative efficiency of cyetematic s"-pling over random
sampling.

tO. Table given below ghows a list of 70 villages in a tehsil of India along
witb their population in 1981 and cultivated area in the same year.
Making uge of the population in 1981 as prelininary information,
rurrange iJrc villages in linear order for eotirnating the total sultivated
area from a systematic sample.

I
2

3

.1

D

6

7

8

I
l0

2n
flo

1806

r7s2

2a74

2282

799

896

tt67
aml

678

66tl

IN
1170

r390

tl10
7@

7N
960

1700

27

N
30

3l
a2

3:l

31

35

1007

rffi7
622

s12

680 5l ul
wo 62 666

627t 1850 53 a27 A87

659 340 64 2f'67 322
32n9 60 65 7 6it6

29t)2 t?gJ 56 63it 410

2966 2t20 67 680 127

1716 t2N 58 68? 196

1046 8d) 69 1901 936

666 an 60 t9 t226

Syetemetlc Sample Nunberr

'-
0

'-
I

j
:
9

19

31

4

;
:
:
12

2l

38

6

D

910
79

r8

29

8

l8

30

l0
m

31

13

20

s2

l6
21

36

o

l3

s7

16 r7
2aN
88 6:l

S. Popu- Cuhi-
no. Ia,tion va:ted

anea

{acnc)

S. Popu- Cutti.
,ut. ldion uatzd

anEa
(ures)

S. Popu- CLIti.
,to. lation valed

anea
(ures)
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troo

1l

l3
l4
15

16

17

18

l9
20

2l
22

24

26

llrT
1236

5201

848

r2g8

t9t7
1800

35

4396

1607

2071

2t55

77ffi

2746

2U9

909

1169

r840

660

1140

r360

1609

1810

221iJ

L225

1250

1690

3200

t744

00

36

37

38

39

40

4l
42.

49

tt4

46

&
47

4A

49

OU

904

775

1040

7N
208l

828

4877

911

t205

r139

4064

ll14
547

1178

1159

760

502

532

438

6i|3

277

1640

424

422

o€x,

u7
7U
972

644

792

()I

62

63

&
65

66

o,

68

69

70

t8
t226

1447

l8l4
1298

728

851

7W

66:t

710

836

684

978

724

422

,!98

396

732

422

870

r€aranged frame.

(ii) From each of t}re five samples, estimate tlre total cultivated area

in the tehsil usrng the figures for cultivatcd area for the select€d

villages as given in Table.

(iid) Obtain a single combined estimate from the five en$ple eetimates.

Also, calculate the standard error of this combned estimate.

11. Compare systematic sampling with stratified random sor"pling.

12. Explain the following terms :

(o) Linear trend

(b) Periodic variation.

4.11 T'URIHER READINGS

. Sompting Techni4tns, Willian G. Cocbran, Wiley India h/t. Ltd.

c Elements of Sampling Tluory and. Methda Z. Govindarqiulu, Prentice

HaIl.
c Prcbability & Snti.stics for Scienti.sts and. Engineers, Pearson Education.

(i) Draw five circular systematic samples of size 7 each, from



CHAPTER 5 CLUSTER SAilIPLING

oBJECTTVES

After goittg through this chapter, we slwuld. be able to :
. know about cluster ger"pling.

. know about intra-clagg correlation.

. know about single cluster and its size.

e know about estimates of the mean and variance.

STRUCTURE

5.1 Introduction

5.2 Cluster Sampling with Equal Cluster Size

5.3 Variance of Estimated Mean for Cluster Sampling

5.4 Estination from the Sample of the Efticiency of Cluster Sampling

5.5 Relationship between the Variance of the Mean of a Single Cluster
and its Size

5.6 Optimum Clwter Size for Fixed Cost

5.7 Unequal Clusters

5.8 Illustrative Examples

5.9 Summary

5.10 Glossary

5.11 Review Questions

5.12 F\utller Readings

5.1 INTBODUCTION

In sampling procedure, we divide the whole population into a finite number
of distinct and identifiable units called 1[g se'npling units. The smallest
uoits into which the population can be divided are called elements of the
population and the groupe of elements the cluster€. Wheo the sampling unit
is a cluster, the procedure of sampling is called 

"1*191 
so"'pling.

Cluster Sampling

NOTES
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For many types of population a list of elements is not available and the use

of an element as the sampling unit is, therefore, not feasible. The melthod
of cluster saanpling is available in such cases. Thus, in a city list of all the
houses may be available but that of persons is rarely so. Again, list of fains
are noit available, but those of villages or enumeration districts prepared for
the census are available. ln such cases, cluster sampling is applicable and
therefore widely practised in sample surveys.

A necessary condition for the validity of the method is that every unit of the
population under study must correspond to one and only one unit of the
cluster segment so that the total number ef sernpling units in the list or
frame may cover all the units of the population under study with no omiesion
or duplication when this condition is not satisfied, then errors or biases start
interupting,

In this chapter, we shall give the relevant theory which can provide guidance

in the choice of a sampling unit in a sample survey.

l@ Self-Instruational Material

We first consider the case of equal clusters and suppose that the population

is compsed of N cluster of M elements each aod that a sanple of n clusters'
is drawn from it by the method of simple random sampling.

Denote by

J;; : the value of the characteristic under study for the jm element

y = 1(f) M in the is cluster t = 1, ..., N.

.M_ I\rlu = fr 
-Ltu 

: the mean per element of the ith cluster
J=L

= 1g_yu. = *Lyr. : the mean of cluster means in the population

. NM
t.. = =:tty;; : the mean per element in the population- NM eft-"

5.2 CLUSTER SAMPLTNG WITH EQUAL
CLUSTER SIZE

]rt. = : the mean of cluster means in a simple random sample

It is clear that tN, = R.

of z clusters.

('.' the clusters are of equal size)

Iz,"



t? = iJ}ri;-ti"\ : the mean squale btween elements in the

jeclusteri=1(d)N.

4,,,, = lisi : the mean square within clusters'Eu, Nfr'

-q t g.-
So' = fi)(ir.-yn)' : the mean aguare between cluster means

in the population.

and

s' = .-+ . i iOu - r..1' : the mean square betweeo elements in- NM -rfr fr'
the population.

Clearly, !n- is unbiased estimate of i*.

E(i*) = 1t,,r,.,

= ++'(8")

= *:[t"') + | n."u' "r' duster is fr

= #11,"='-
Ttre var of y,. is

v(i,.) = ffs; rt in = |ir,, *""

If an equivalent sample of nM elements were selected

of .1V14 elements by simple random sampling, the variable

would be

, NM-ILM S2vtlar) = tIM ,rM

JV-o Sr'
vtln t = N ;
from the population
of mean per element

.. firus, efficiency of a cluster as the unit of sampling compaled witJr that of

an element ie given by

Clust$ Somplirrg

NOTES
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Hf-ItrubwlY*rtu

Equation (1) shows thai the efficiency of cluster sampling incnease ar the
meart squarre between cluster decf,oaseg.

Also,

{:ffi=#"

T?" -t:t -liTItr'- -Y1v')(/u -t")

i.e., M sl = frcvu - r# + Ol !or-rn'-frro-r,""- ,

I I ryu - i il Q ii - y-1. ) = Z y,f - 2 y uV *. -l t i;i,.+ | i,r.rnij;;i;EE

= 
Eru" 

-i*f,w-Tlo,?r,]. v,.f,i,

= 2t u' -V N. NM i N. -lg,..a y,. *V n. + -y n.a . N j niii

= }tu'-all,?
i'ji

= I(rs -t.)'
ij

...(1)

a

= ltf-alr3t',j i

.2 l"q = fr ptr;-r;.f

= # i[<vo -r1,,,-t rt -7))"

= # |[ou -1".r* eu-ii.), -zou-r^)ov-rt,
u

" Iso' = #PT"r-i".r*fr

I0" -y,.)' = 2rr, +a1fi.
,,J ij t

-'[t"{t',)]
= \r}+M\j,:-2ajr?

= T[;"'-t"t]



= I<rtz-rls" = (u - r) rvs,,

Ttrus, MSo2 = -J-[<rvlf -US, +2y(M-l)q" -zq{a -DS,2l

= -l-10r,u - 1)s, + N(M - l)s,,r]

From equation (1) and (2), it follows that the efficiency will increase with the
increase in the mean square within clusters. Thus, we see that for cluster
snrnpling to be efficient, the clusters should be so foroed that the variation
between cluster meana is as sma as possible while the variation within
clusters is as large as possible.

Now, if the clusters are formed by grouping together rand.on sarnple of M
elements from a population of NM elements, one would expect the elements,
within a cluster to tre neither more tror less alike than the elements in
different clusters. Consequently, the mean squales between and w.ithin the
clusters will be of the same order and they will behave as random variables
with the same expected value.

For,

E Mean square between clustersl = E (MS 
t2)

...Q)

= t h+tlrr*-r".r']
= t [r+ tiir,] +'r;3 - ru- ]rr]]
= #rl1r,? * Ni,:- - . rr".]

= #if'tl':)-N'a']
= #iffi'O':)-'v'1i] '(3)

E (y,,2) = np], -i"? * ir..l

= 7"r. + a[t,? _ Ir?]

= 7 r". + {n gfi - (E(tj.1f 
}

= jfl_ + v(t1)

v(r^) = #*";

Now,

(.' E(i,.) = !"_)

.'. E[t:] = Fi,. * *H* 
#""

Self-Instructional Material f ll
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Sampling0hcory thus, (3) gives

E Mean squares between clust'ersl = #[!{p":.e4e}rusr€rsr = N_llfit"'.' jvft Ml

-ivtr:] = d
sinilarlY' 

f , as.rl
E [Mean square within clusters] = t [S,tl = t L" ] ' I

='[+T?*'u-'"r]
rl

= mi_rl|,ru_r.f l

= t'i"h n<t"'> - aln<t'it)

=#-u[""(r*..ffr,)
-rr"[rr,..##)l

Lnoh = 2nlt'",- ti' . ti"l
ij.,j

= Nujzn.*nl!,l-V'*,)
a,t

= ttui"*.*82(ru -i*)'
i,j

= t'tail,.+(NM-DE($r= rwr ffl" + (NM - 1)*

as S2 is constants here

or PGf) = >s2pds'))

.'. EMean square wit'hin clustersl = 92

Illrs, it follows that if clusters are formed of randon samples of the elemelrts

"itlr" 
p.p"fmn, t'hey will, on the average' be as efficieot ag the individual

elements themselves.

l1l2 Sctf'IustractionalMcterbl



5.3 VARIANCE OF ESTIMATED MEAN FOR
CLUSTER SAMPLING

A cluster cannot be regarded a8 comprisd of a random sample of elements
, of the population. Usually, elements of the same dluster will resemble each

other more than those belonging to different clusters' Consequently the
variable of an estimate based on cluster sampling will ordinarily exceed than
based on an equivalent sn'nple of elements selected individually at random.
The manner is which the variance of the estimate increases with the size of
the cluster can best be studied with the help of the concept of intra-class
correlation between elements of a cluster.

Let p denote the intra-class correlation defrned by

u ftru -r;.)(r" -i".)]
P = EI;V"F-

Ttre numerator in (1) can be written as

r[{(ru - 1,.) . (1,- - v;.)} {(v,, - v-,-) . (v,. - i".)}]

= a[{(r" -rr.)(ro -1,*)} * {(r" -v,.) (t. -t".)}

* {(yu - y,.) (y,. - r;.)} . 1n. - t".)']

= E[(r, -io)in-n.l]. a[(n. - t*)']
1'.' r[(r, - t-) (v,. - 7".)] = r[r* - r,, - t,: - v* r n.. v-,. I".]

= E (y*t) - E(r:) - tN. E(yi + rN. E(ri.)

Now, E(y*yi.) = #TTr*r,.=h Tlr.;r.]
1--_- 1.-,

= VL!fit=^Lt': = EQil)

Also, E(t;n) = fiZt*=lm
and, E(i) = Ei*
El(r*-!,.)(!"-t;.)]= Eoh - Eoh - v*l + i*l = o

girnir4'fy, E[(t* - t,.) (!"- I*)] = o

...(1)

...(2)

Cluster Sampling

NOTES
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S df- Irr'/ttta,tbrtol Ndk ritl

...(e)

Now, z ["u - R, Xro - y-1. )14 = frd4- f.tru - l;. I tr;r - 1,,)

, [], l' N I' . jl }gu-t,.tl -I<"u-r-,.rf= 

-M{M 

_L, 
1yi-, J r=r )

= odi{[[ v"\-*'"rJ - ["' - o''i

nfi-qlt*'"-Mi')'-tir-rrq'] = - #
Ne:rt, talcing tJ:e expectations for varying i, we get

nlQ, - t,.)(tn-r.)] = +I#
=_s,'M

^ I -lL. - .' 1

Now, zlt,.-Vn.l' = i I(r. --r*.f = f.tiv- rr,'

Arso, nly,;-Vn.)'= # T?", -in-)' = 
(ivn{-i;)s'.

Usinc (2), (4), (5) and (6) in (1), we get

jv-l.or_5.,2.

o= " "' J
NM ."

Now, when the clueters are randomly formed, it is known that

E(Msbz) = ,f au<l E(q,') =,f

r,o,=(#)
Now, by ANOVA, we know that

Total S.S. = S.S. between clusters + S.S. wit'hin clusters

NM o I{ - N U

"., II("u -i".)' = a|,o,.-t;.)' *i t(ru-r,.)'

('.' E (E (X/4)) = E(N)

...(5)

...(6)

...(3)

...(4)

...(7)

...(8)

t'=1 t=r .i-r

or (NM- 1)52 = (N -L\MSbz +N(M- 1) S,2



Elininating S,' fu- (7) and (9), we get

. ' NU1 s'tr*(M_1)olsi = fu.w-u *-
Next, eleminating Su2 from same equations, we get

NM -L ^t,,. \1S; = NM D-[(I-P4

Now, the variance of the mean of n cluster means in terms

correlation P is obtained from

NM _1

-11 

+
M(N -1) '-

=fro+ (M - 1)

s2

...(10)

...(11)

of intra-class

(M - l)pl

...(12)

in terms of intra-class

1

...(13)

if N is sufficiently large.

Again, the relative efficiency of cluster sar"pling
correlation is given by

R.E. =

M

pl

M(N -r)Ms2 s2w=- (Iftl-1)S'z 1+(M-l)p

= t#-* forNlarge

Next. ttre variance of mean ofn cluster means can also be obtained as follows :

Denote by

*' = #"u2 : the variable of the mean of a single

. cluster. ...(14)

o I Jl ,- ' (' =,,r1 N 2

s6,= # I(y,. _i".)', =nirt#rtl,.-1.)"i = 1fuou,.

M-1 -^6,2 = :i:5." : the variable of a single element within

a cluster. ...(15)

q, = #T",' = z- +?I(,u-e.)'

= fi.ufr>>tr, -!,.)" =ff1.a,"

Self-InstructiorrdlMoteriol 116
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and

On substituting the values of S62, S.,2 and 52 from (14), (1b) and (16) in (Z),

(9), (10), (11) and (12), we get

" 
= "YU 

t 

"2 
: the variance of a single element drawn

at random from the whole population. ...(16)

^2 I rr. r = r2 NM 1D = m:f /-\ta-tN.) = NM-.'NM

T|(r, -i*.)" =ffir"

o2

6o'

oo-

1f " o..'? I
o = ;uloo--ffi)

= ot2 drz

=-ffp*<, -lr1

= 
M;r o'{t-o)

and

- /N-r,\/ ^2 \-v(y^.) = I ;;., ll 
j.; 

lp+(u_401. \lv -t/\nM )-

I'his formula for variance is made up of three factors. The Ist factor is frnite
multiplier. The IInd is the variable of hean based on nM elements selected
with replacement at random, The IIIrd factor measures the contribution of
cluster s'rnpling to the variable.

Now if M = 1, we are lelt with fust two factors only. If M > llp will,
therefore measure the relative change in 15g snrnpling variance brought
about by sampling clusters instead of elements. In usual practice p is positive
and diseases as M increases, but the rate of decrease is small relative to the
rate of increase in M, so that ordinarily, increase in the size of a cluster
leads to substantial increase in the sampling variance of the sample estimate.

5.4 ESTIMATION FROM THE SAMPLE OF THE
EFFICIENCY OF CLUSTER SA]VIPLING

Data for complete population is usually unknown. Thus the information
available is sample of clusters and ANOVA of the elements in the sample.



We want to assess the relative efficiency of cluster sampling from the sample

data.

Let the sample consists of n clusters' The ANOVA for the sample will take

Source of varintion

Between Clusters

within Clusters

Total SamPle

Meon Squares

#7,"t''"-j^)2 =MSbz

fr#5r,Liu-t,.)' =u^'

#=Ai!u-t".)'--"'

In a random sample of clusters' we have

ttsll=s!, r ts,'g) = ts-.,')

However sz will not be an unbiased estimate of 52' since the element on

which it is based cannot be considered to be a simple 3nd3n ""-il? :f
elements from the population of /Wf units' An unbiased estrmate or D rs

however can be obtained from the relation'

(NM - 1)S2 = (N - l)M Su2 + N(M - 1) S-,'

Est. 52 = fri1-- tW - 1)M Est' Soz + N(M - 1) Est' S"l

s2
Now, Relative effrciencY = ffi7

Est. @.8.) =
(N-1)Ms"2 +N(M-l)fu'-:

(NM -t)Msu"

1
-M a

n-l

n(M-r)

nM-l

NM-I

Cluster SdmPling

NOTES
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5.5 REI.ATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE VARIANCE OF
THE MEAN OF A SINGL,E CLUSTER AND ITS SIZE

ll8 Self-InstructionalMaterial

The problem now is that of estimating the variance of the estimated
characteristic from a sample of clusters oiaoy sire, given tt 

" 
variance of anequivalent sarnple of crusters ofa particu'" size. Triis is possible onry if wecan express the cluster mean square Su2 as a front of the cluster size M.

Fairfield Smith (1988) made an attempt to work out such a relationship. Heargued that if the clusters were to consist of a random sample of elements.

S"2 would be eoual to {M'
using this fact, for rrost of the populations, elements of a cluster will bepositively correlated, cluster means will differ from one another more thanif the clusters wereocomposed of randomly selected elements. Itrus Sr2 willordinarily exceed S' / M. Ihus, he propo"ud the relationship

e2
Sr2 = fu where g is constant less than 1, to be calculated

from the sample. ...( l)
Fairfield Smith's law, however leads to one logical difficulty. On theassunption that the total mean square between elements in the population
is known and the mean square between cluster means in clusters of size Mis given by the relationship proposed in (1), an expression for the withincluster mean square can be derived from

(NM - r)S' = (iv- D M S: + N (M- 1) S,,

l.€., a 2 (NM -DS2 -(N -DMS2M-*--F
Equation (2) shows that the variability within clusters infront of N, the sizeof the finite population of clusters althrough strictly it should have been
independent of it.
However for large N,

s,, = ffif r-M-sl
where ,S2 will now represent the total mean square in the infrnite population
of which the finite population itself rnay be considered as a sample.
Equation (2) also shows that if we regard the population itself as a single
cluster and N is consequently l, the within cluster variable S,, will be ,

sr' = s'

...Q)

...(3)



lhus, if instead of assuming the relationship (1), we assume the relation

given by (3) which Batisfres the condition of S.2 being individual of the size

of tJ:e population, the expression for the mean square between clusters can
be written as

su,=ffi1#')
(('(NM - 1)S2 = (N- 1)MS62 +N(M- 1) S-,2

...(4)

...(5)

= (N - 1) MSuz + N(M _ glhr, (, _ r-")]

','=rrfu[#-']"
So2 now depends on N and decreases on N increases and tends N
N-+.".
Mahalaoobis (1940) and Jessen (1942) agreed with the Fairfield Smith's law
but suggested that most economic characteristics relating to the farn data
follow a slightly different law. lhey proposed that the mean square among
the elements within a cluster is a monotonic increasing frrnt of the size of
the cluster given by

S.' = otub (a t o)

where o, 6 are constants to be evaluated from the data,

Consequentlg assuning this law to hold for the mean square within clusters,
the expression for the mean square between cluster means is obtained as

su' =
(tur4 - 1) s'? - N(M -L) aMb

M(N -t) ...(6)

The constants *, o, b are evaluated from the data.

,f -iU t" egtimated from

Est. d = 
(N -L) Msnz-|NlM -L) s,2 

and o, b cpn be
MN -I

obtained if we have the estinate of the mean square between elements lr/ithin
clusters for at least two values of M.
If we regard the total population as a single cluster containing NM elements,

s2
Mu"

...(7)* = a(NMf

Self- I nstruc,iofuol tlal.rio.l ll0
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We may substitute the estimates of 3.2 and S2 in (5) and (?) add solve for

d and 6. These values may now be substituted in

(NM _I) ANM)b . N(M _DAMb;o-=ffi

5.6 OPTIMTIM CLUSTER SIZE FOR FIXED COST

It has been observed that cluster sampling leads to loss of precision' On the

other hand, it helps to reduce the cost of a survey' In this article, we shall

consider the problem of determining the optimum size of cluster which will
provide the maximum information for minimum funds available'

The cost of survey based on a sample of n clusters will, apart from the over-

head costs on planning and analysis, be made up of

(o) Costs due to time spent on enumerating all the elements in the sqrnple'

nM in number, including the time spent and cost of transportation within

clusters and

(b) costs due to tine spent and the cost of transportation between clusters.

Ttre cost of survey can, therefore, be expressed as a sum of two components

one of which is proportional to the number of elements in the sample and the

other proportional to the distance to be travelled between clusters' i'e''

where c, represents the cost of enumerating an element including the travel

cost from one element to another within the cluster, c, that of travelling a

unit distance between clusters and d distance between clusters' It has been

proved impirically that the expected value of the minimum distance between

z points located at random is proportional to

nu2 _ n-uz

Of course, Jensen proved experimentally that the approximation nD works

well in practice. Ttrus, taking the value of d = zD, equation (i) becomes

C=cpM+c,/c ...(1)

C=c{M+"rrn ...(2)

where c, will now be proportional to the cost of travelling a unit distance'

We note that if the variance within clusters is assumed to follow the following

law :

S,' = ol'F ...(3)

then the variance of the estimated mean Per element based on a sample of

n clustrs of eize M each is given bY



v(r,,.) =#+
2 (NM -r)52 -N(M -t)aMb

where sf=

Substituting Su2 Aon equation (5), e.quation (4) grves

v(i^.) = ){s'-{u -th.*o -tl
where the finite multiplier is ignored.

Ttrus. for fixed cost and for minimum value of the variance V(I".)' tfre

optimum value of n, i.e., cluster size can be calculated,

...(4)

...(5)

...(6)

Clus,er Sampling

NOTES

5.7 r.]NEQUAL CLUSTERS

Estimates of the Mean and their Variance
rV

Let the ift cluster consists of M, elements i = !, 2,... N and M"= ZMt

denote the total number of elements. lA M =y+ be the average number
N

of elemenk per cluster in the population. Then the mean of the characterstic
per element in the i6 cluster will be given by

- lM'
t'. = frZta

I'he mean per element in the population is given by

NM,'VIIY' Zu','._ i=rj-r i=1y*=_t+ = 
M^

Zu,
Several estimates of the population value of the mean per element can be

formed from a random sample of z clusters.

L Estimate i".. Consider AM. of the cluster means given by

i". =:2r, ...(1)

Sclf-Insaructi,.n,,l NdLri4l l2l
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fr o I t NNow, E(j^.t=EllLtll = *Iy-,. = i".
L" I "i-r

+ n- is not an unbiased estimate of the population me&n.

In general j*, + j*, since the clusters are of unequal size.

Ttre bias of the estimate is given by

]V

Bias(y=,.) = j^. -r-.. = #lo. +
rV

ilr ! ZM,r,.
= uo Lio- 14 = -fiLt,.<u,-nt

= - il2,r,-M>1*.-Vn.)

JV JV

2@, -4F,"-t"-] = lru, -ilit v,, -i*.1<u, -Mt

= l(Mt-U)ji.-0 an algebraic sum

... Bias $-) = - *;)'"o, 
...(2)

l-
( . N:T ).(M, - M)(va -v",) = cN (M,5.)

Hence, the estimate y,. is uot unbiased unless M, and y,. are uncorrelated.

To, obtain M.S.E. of the estimate y]"., we have

m.S.E (y1,) = v(y^.) + [Bias (y=".)12

= 
t#"1 .fft.i ...(3)



where,

rtd

srr= *i1r"-i".)' 
ctt,,t'"sq"l'Ptw

"", = #* (u,-M)(y,.-i,.)

Tbe uabiased of egtimate of Y@".) is given by

Eet' v(t") = (#)"" where su2 = *,itt.-1"'r
lbus, ftom (8) M,S.E. (y,.) 

"an 
be calculated.

II. Estimate (y1.).1aimple unbiased estieate of the population mean f*
can also be formed. Coneider AM. based ou cluster totals given by

ti. = frZ*,t, = *t#r. ...(4)

Now, E(ji.) = rl:t_+l

= #E+ = frf*s,.=r"
**, f1. is an unbias€d estinate of y-* .

Tbe sampling variable of this estimate is given by

v@;.) = #*ry
where, so.,=#kl#-")'
It will be notioed that the variable of li. depends upon the variatiou of the

product ltrt. and is therefore likely to be larger than of !o' , unless M, and

7;, vety in such a way that tbere product is almost conatant.

NOTES
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To obtain unbiased estimate of the variable, consider

s6,, = + >.(w-'".)'n-r !j\ M "* )
It can be seen that So,2 is an unbiased estimate ofSr,2. Ttrus it follows that
an unbiased estimate of the variable is given by

Est. v(y,-) = *a.*",.'
III. Estimate t-";. A third estimate which is biased but consistent is given

by

f*,r,.
i" =4-

2a,j=1

It is weighted mean of the cluster means and is the ratio of two random
variables. The estimate is biased but the bias decreases with the increase in
n. A frrst approx. to the variable of this estimate is given by replaeing y, by

Mryn and. rrby M, in the following equation.

N-z 1 1 19,
%(R,) = ,# ; ;3+l (r,-n"",)'

... v, @i) = H!##irr,o,.-M,y..)'
_ N-z o z

nN "b'

where, su.., = "! 2ffit ,.-r..r
Further, a consistent estimate of the variable is obtained from

Est. %(rn) = #*i(!,-R.,,)'
... Est. vr(y^.) = 

*;" {Nn

where, 
",,,, 

= *t ffiFr-t,:5"



fV. Estinate yll . Wu know that y,,. is a biased estimate of the population

mean i.. and that

Bias(y.) =-#"oo

since, Etsort = tl+.{z@,-fr^)(t,.-r;.)]= s"r,

it follows that we can form a fourth estimate 1i,' given by

_ N_1!o* = !o.*mtut

Thus, !,-' is clearly an unbiased estimate of y-.-. It is to be noted that this
estinate is unbiased ratio type estimate

yi = r^r-_ *ffitr,_ioi,)
M, M,

Replacing y, bV #jo and .t, by i-, @ reduces to (S).

The exact variable of (5) cannot be calculated but to Ist degree of appox,

v,(t^i) = y

where, s0'-, = ;+ Ll(*r,.-t"..1---+(r,-q1"N-l ,iL\M"" ""') M\ ' 'J

Ttre variance of y".' will be smaller than the variance of the ratio estimate

y". , provided the regression Coefr. of ffl* o, ff ," n 
^r.rto 

y,r, then

to y-'. .

It can be seen that a consistent estinate of the variable is given by

Est. %ty".'l = $'
n

...(5)

...(6)

where, ',"'" = *21(+ '")-fftu,-n)l'
Self- Instructioaol Ma,erial l!5
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 1

1. Show that the elficiencly of cluster so"'pling increases as the Eean square between cluster
decreases.
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Cluster Samplitlg

STUDENT ACTIVITY 2

1. Show that the elficiency of cluster sampling increases as the mean square within the cluster
increaseg.
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5.8 ILLUSTR"ATTIM D(AMPLES

Example l. A pilot sample suruey for study of cultiootion practices and yield.
of guaud was conducted by IASRI in Uttar Pradzsh (India). Out of a total of
412 bearing trees, 15 clusters of size 4 trees each were selpcted and yiclds (in
hg) were record.ed as giuen in the following Tabh.

Cluster 7d tree 2d ttpe 3d trce 4th tree

2

6

8

I
10

11

12

13

14

5.53

28.11

11.08

12.66

0.87

6.40

54.21

1.94

37.94

56.92

27,59

45.98

7.13

14.23

zRe

4.84

10.93

0.65

32.52

3.56

11.68

34.63

35.97

47.07

17.69

38.10

c.t /

34.35

16.89

40.76

0.69

19.08

4.21

16.92

4.81

40.05

52.55

29.54

16.94

26.24

24.76

t.t I

12.18

28.93

c.tc

15.79

-11.18

7.56

37.02

57.54

5.15

37.96

25.98

28.11

6.53

6.53

9.86

21.70

1.25

(i) Estimate thz aueroge yield. (in hg) per tree of guaua in the Umerpur-
Neerrn uillage of Allahabad along with its stondard etor.

(ii) Estinnte tlu intracluster correlation coefficient between trees within
clusters and, efficiency of clustzr sampling as compared to simplc random
sampling.

Solution. Given, M = 4, N = 103 and n = 15.

Consider the following Table.

Cluster yean (ti) 2 t'u
t

Mt? ai-

1

2

o

4

6.71

14.58

5.88

24.78

303.8067

ro27.7958

198.0666

2874.5927

180.0954

854.3056

t38.2976

2456.1936

41.237

59.r63

19.923

139.466



o

8

I
10

11

12

13

L4

15

9.20

15.81

&.u
23.36

33.19

26.91

23.08

14.7L

15.88

20.14

L2.67

795.0185

1807.5993

434.4251

2845.L765

,18{t0.9302

42U7.1930

2828.4957

2184.8911

1476.3314

1795.5999

1701.9235

338.5600

999.8244

&42.5024

2182.7584

4406.3044

2896.5924

2L30.7456

865.5364

1008.6976

167L.L744

642.tL56

152.t57

269.258

99.264

220.806

14t.542

463.533

232.633

439.787

155.878

4L.475

353.269

TotaI 292.04 %t29.341

Calculations of Cluster Means and Their Variances

Let yu be the yield of the .;tr tree in the ifr cluster,

i = t,2' .,., 15; .l = 1,2' 3, 4

(d) An estimate of the average yield per tree of guava is given as

- l iLg r\q-lt_=-))-!i=;Ly,.
nM ?zj ," i

292.04
= ---- - = t9.47 lusing the Table

Estimated variance of % is given by

(r 1) l +,- _r2u\Y") = l;-lv)"-ri \!i.-!o)

=fl_rt r f$--, ---,]- l;-NJ"rlLti-nY;)
- f 1 - 1 ) 1 

17202.4262- lb x B7e.080el
\15 LO3) 14

= f!- 1 ) x 108.800e =G.1080.\15 103/

Therefore, standard error of t = Joro'g6 = z.+g

An egtimate of the efficiency of cluster sampling as compared with simple
random sampling can be made in the form of analysis of variance given as

below :

Cluster Sampling

NOTES
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ANOVA

Source of uarfui,tinn df Mean square

Between clusters

Within clusters

L4

397

108.3 (= Msoz)

188.6 (= 3uz;

Total 24e.3 (=sr)

RE = mE= 0.b56

^ (1 - o.dz6)
e = 

G5;os?6'--r- 
=0245

Bya'nple 2. A suruey for tlw estimotion of thz nutnber of pepper stand,ard,s
and yicld. of pepper was cond,ucted in Kerala State (India). The followirq
calculations giue th-e nrcan square between cluster mcans 6p and. within
medn square (Sl) for the number of bearing pepper stand,ards in clusters of
uarious sizes formzd by grouping ad,jacent suruert nunrbers of the seuen uitta,ges.

Cluster size 7 10 20

_q2

s:
20.99

32.96

16.30

33.35

13.46

34.45

10.15

36.52

8.39

37.23

6.97

38.04

(i) Calculote th.e intra-class correlation coeffi.cicnt and efficiencies of uarinus
clusters tahen as sarnpling units, compared. with that of an element,

(ii) Study the relationship between Sf and size of cluster W frttirtg ttg
following relations :

b) S: = f* tffl, where { = 42.25s

{usj=o#
Solution. In order to frnd the effrciency and intra-cluster correlation, we
calculate 52 using the relation

-2 M-l^o ^.,> = 

-si 

+Di,

when N is large, the following calculations are prepared to get the estimates
of .& and p by using

E = (S2fMisband p = (L - E)t(M - D E



Cluster sbe .(M) 2 o 10 15 20

su,

s2

E

p

20.99

42.96

0.682

0.230

16.30

38.98

0.478

0.273

13.46

42.99

0.456

0.199

10.15

43.02

o.424

0.151

8.39

44.L4

0.343

0.137

6.97

43.11

0.309

0.118

Consider the following Table :

M

(1)

log M

(2)

sf

@)

log S 
b2

(4)

s:

(oJ

Ios Sj

(6)

log M
toe st

171 = (2) x (4)

loe M
tos 8j

(U=(2)x(6)

3

o

10

ID

20

0.4771

0.6990

0.8451

1.0000

1.1761

1.3010

20.99

16.30

13.46

10.15

8.39

6.97

1.322r

t.2122

1.1219

1.0021

0.9238

08432

32.96

33.85

34.45

36.52

37.23

38.04

1.5180

1.5331

L.5372

t.5625

1.5709

1.5802

0.6356

0.8394

0.9417

L.0244

1.0808

1.0918

0.7242

1.0646

1.2990

1.8it77

1.6709

2.0558

For ttre relationship S2u = *tlf ,*e estimat'e ofg by the least square technique

is given by

6r6--q
I bgMloss; -il logMl logsf

-;=_

j {ros'')' P+a
On substituting values, we have

_t' _ 5.6179-5.8946 = _0.592
' 5.5062 - 5.0386

Thus, the relationship between Su2 and M is

^2 s2
Do = 7tu35[

Similarly, for the relationship sj = ofuf , tlrr" values ofb and c are grven by

b=

Self-ItuetructionalMateridl l3l
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a = !$$8'!l!9 - 0'0374 
= ooso

5.5062 _ 6.0386 0.4676

log o = 1.5487 - 0.080 x 0.9164 = L,4754
Therefore, a = 29.88

firue, the relationship between Sr2 and M is
S.o2 = 29'88 itlo'o8o

the values of so'z and 
"r' 

no- the relationships

"r' = s' Iuf sn aod, sl, = zg.ea rf,.oeo,
are given below for varioug values of M along with their true valueg

M eo2 s6,
"r"

s3
3

a

l0
15

20

22.09

r6.28

13.:t4

10.80

8.49

7.16

20.99

16.30

13.46

10.15

8.39

6.97

32.69

33.99

34.91

35.92

37.11

:t8.04

32.96

3ri|.35

s4.45

36.52

37.23

38.04

6.9 SI'MIVIARY

In cluster sampling, we divide the population into finite number of groups
of elements (called clust€rs).

The intra-class correlatioh p is given by

r{(r, -i".)(r; -r=*)}

E(v, - v=,, )

o Ttre relative efficiency (R.E.) of cluster sampli,,g in terms of p is given as

p=

R.E. = .1 ,
1+(n-l)p
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NOTNS

5.10 GLOSSARY

Cluster. A group of elements from a frnite population rs

Cluster sampling. 15" sarnpling in which every unit
known as cluster samPling.

called cluster.

is a cluster is

5.11 RE\rIEW QttEsrroNs
If the NM elenents in a population are grouPed at random to foro N
clusters of M elements each, show that a random sanple, wor, of n

clusters would have the same elficiency as sampling nM elements in
random sample, wor.

Let there by N clusters of M elements each. A sample of n clusters is

taken systematically for estimating the population mean per element'

Derive the sampling variance of the estimator in terms of the

intracluster correlation coelficient (p") between pairs of elements in the

clusters and (p'") between pairs of clusters at the samples' assuming N
to be a multiple of z.

3. A population consists of JV clusters each containing M elements' A

simple random srrnple ofn clusters is selected to estimate the population

mean per element. Assuming S,2, the variance within clusters, to be

givenby aMb, b < 0 and the cost function to be C = ctnM + c, { n, frnd

the optimum size of the cluster for which the variance of the estimator

is minimum, when cost of survey is fixed.

4. For examining the efficiency of sampling households instead of persons

for estimating the population of males in a given area, the following

assumptions are made

(i) each household consists of 4 persons (husband, wife and two

children).

(id) the sexes of children are binomially distributed.

Show that the intracluster correlation coeffrcient is 1/6 and efficiency

6f sqrnpling households compared to that of sampling persons is 2007o.

(Sukhatme, 1954).

5. A population consists of N clusters, M, being the size of the ith cluster
(i = l, 2,... N). Clusters are selected one-by-one by pps of clusters, rur.

The cluster selected at the (zn + 1)th draw is rejected if the number of
distinct clusters selected in the frrst rn draws is a pre-assigrred number

&. Suppose the ith cluster occurs t?i times in a sample of rn draws,

2.

Self-ItLsaructioral Mcterial l3:l
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ni=0, 1,2 ..., i = 1,2, ..., N.If ft. is the mean of the is cluster, show
rV

that t = | \nlrn)-1t., is an unbiased estimator of tlle population

mean. Also show that an unbiased estimate of the variance of this
estimator is obtained by

N .- -\2

'(7) = i 
ni\li-!)

I m(n-t)'
6. For studying the cultivation practices and yield of apple, a pilot sample

survey was conducted in a district of Himachal pradesh (India). The
yield (in kilogrern'nes) of 15 clusters of4 trees each, selected at random
out of 308 bearing trees in a village, are given below :

(l') Estimate the average yield per tree as well as the production of
apple in the village and their standard errors.

(ii) Estimate the intracluster correlation coefficient between treee
within clusters.

(iii) Estimate the efficiency of cluggsl sn'npling as compared to sirnple
random sampling.

7. A pilot sample sunrey was conducted to study the management practices
and yield of guava in a village in Uttar pradesh (India). Of the total

Cluster I Tree 2 .,
4

1

2

3

4

o

6

8'
o

10

11

L2

13

t4

15

5.63

26.11

11.08

12.66

0.87

6.40

54.21

L.24

37.94

54.92

25.52

46.98

7.13

14.23

3,53

4.84

10.93

0.65

32.52

3.56

11.68

34.63

35.97

47.07

17.69

38.r0

o.Ll

34.35

16.89

40.76

0.69

r0.08

4.21

16.92

4.81

40.05

52.55

%).54

19.64

26.24

24.74

L.t7

t2.L8

28.93

5.l5

15.79

11.18

7.56

37.02

27.il
5.t2

37.20

25.28

28.11

6.77

1.90

6.53

9.86

2t,70

L.26



of 412 bearing trees, 16 clusters of sizp 4 each were selected and their cluster somPtins

yield records (kg/tree) are given on next page.

Clueter number 73t tree 2M tree 3tr tree 4th tree

I

2

3

4

o

6

8

I
10

11

12

l3
14

15

16

c,o6

26.11

11.08

12.66

0.87

6.40

54.21

1.94

37.94

56.92

27.59

45.98

7.13

L4.23

3.53

5.t7

4.84

10.93

0.65

32.52

3.56

11.68

34.63

35.97

47.07

17.69

38.10

5.17

34.35

16.89

40.76

26.11

0.69

10.08

4.2L

16.92

4.81

40.05

52.55

29.54

19.64

26.24

24.7 4

t.47

12.18

28.93

D-lc

29.54

15.79

11.18

7.56

37.02

23.54

5.t2

37.96

25.28

29.11

1.90

6.77

6.53

9.86

21.70

t.25

19.64

(i) Estimate the average yield per tree as well as the total yield of
guava in the village along with their standard errors.

(ii) Estimate the efficiency of clu51$ srmpling as compared to simple
random sampling.

8. A survey on pepper was conducted to estimate the number of pepper

standards and production of pepper in Kerala State (India). For this,
3 clusters from 95 were selected by srs, wor. The information on the
number of pepper standards recorded is given below :

Clustpr number Cluster size No- of pepper stondards

-l t2 41, 16, 19, t5, L44, 454,

2t2, 57, 28, 76, 199

2 t2 39, 70, 38, S7, r6L, 38, 27,

2L9, 46, L28, 30, 20

3 115, 59, 120

Self-I astructio,.al Mo','rid,l 1lN6
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Estimate the total number of pepper standards along with standald
enor for the region, given Ii tbe average cluster size for the populatiou
to be 10.

9. Write t,Le intra-class correl,ation formula for p. Use thia, to obtain the
relative efficiency of cluster sampling ia tams of intra-class conelation"

1O. Difrerentiate the followlng terrms :

(r t". Qi) ,"" oiil iii (iu\ jii,.

5.12 F'T]RIHER READINGS

Sampling Techni4uea, William G. Coctran, Wiley India R/t. Ltd.
Ehments of Samplittg Theory and Meth.d,s, Z. Govindarqjulu, prentice
Hall.
Probability & Stati*rtiae for Scientrsts ond h4 .incerc, Peareon Education.
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Sampling uith Varyitg
Probability
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CIIAPTER 6 SAMPLING WITH
VARYING
PROBABILITIES

oBfEcTrvEs

After going through this chapter, we should, be able to :

. know the procedure of selecting s 5q'nple.

o with varying probabilities.

. .know Hurwitz-Thompson estimate.

. know Midzuno system of sn'npling.

. know Narain method of sampling.

STRUCTURE

6.1 Introduction

6.2 Procedure of Selecting a Sample with Varying Probability

6.3 Sampling with Replacement-Estimation of Population Total and
its Variance

6.4 PPS Sampling vrithout Replacement

6.5 Horvitz-Thompson Estimate

6.6 Midzuno System of Sampling

6.7 Narain Method of Sampling

6.8 Illustrative Examples

6.9 Summary

6.10 Gloesary

6.11 Review Questions

6.12 Further Readings
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6.1 INTRODUCTION

The simple random sampling does not take into account the possible
importance of the larger units in the population. Ttrere are various ways of
using such alcillary information for obtaining more effrcient estimates of the
population pararneters in the sense of giving estimates with smaller S.E.
One such method is to assign unequal probabilities of selection to the different
units in the population. Thus when the units vary in size and the variable
under study is correlated with size, the probabilities of selection may be
assigned in proportion to the size of the unit.

Such a sampling procedure in which the units are selected with probabilities
proportional to some measure of their size is known as sampling with
problen proportional to size (p.p.s.)

There is a basic difference between the method of simple random s"mpling
and pps sa'npling. In the former the probability of drawing a specified unit
at any given draw is the same. In the later case, the probability differs from
draw to draw. The theory of pps sampling without replacement is more
complex than that of simple random sampling. One way of introducing
simplification into the theory is to replace a selected unit before another
draw is made. This would ensure that the probability of drawing a specified
unit at any specific unit at any given draw is the same. In this chapter, we
shall introduce the simplifred theory which will be appropriate to the
procedure 6; saynpling with replacement. Before doing so, we frrst describe
a procedure for selecting a sample with the help of pps sampling,

6.2 PROCEDTJRE OF SELECTING A SAMPLE WITH
VARYING PROBABILITIES

It consists in associating with each unit a set of consecutive natural numbers,
the size of the set being proportional to the desired probably. Thus if r'
&2; . . . t rrv are +ve integers proportional to the probabilities assigrred to the
N units in the population respectively, we associate the natural numbers
1 to r' with the I'r unit, rr + 1 to r, + r, with the II"d unit and so on. We

draw a number at random from 1 to S" = It, , ""y 
R, and select that dth unit

in the population for which.

:t:0 +.:rr + lz* . . . * *,_, ( R 3xo+ rr+ x"in preceions line where.ro is to
be interpreted as zero. It is clear that this procedure of selection gives to the
ith unit in the population a probability of selection proportional to r,. The
procdrrre is to be repeated n times if a srmple of size n is required.



The above procedure has been illustrated with the help of following example:

Example z A uillage has 10 orchards containing 150, 50, 80, 100' 200, 160,

40, 220, 60 and 140 trees respectiuely. Select a sample of 4 orchard's with

replacement and. PPs samPling.

Sol. The total number of trees in alt the 10 orchards in the village is 1200'

The first step in the selection of orchards is to form successive cumulative

totals as shown below :

Sr. No. Size Cuntmulatiue Total

1

2

3

4

o

o

8

10

r50

50

80

100

200

160

40

220

60

140

lcu

200

280

380

580

740

780

1000

1060

1200

Now with the help of random number table, we draw a random number not

exceeding 1200 to select an orchard. Suppose this number is 600. From the

cumulative total of the above table, it is seen that this number is one of the

numbers from 581 to 740, associated with the 6th orchard. Thus, the 6th

orchard is selected which corresponds to the random number 600. Draw

three more random numbers as above. Suppose these numbers are 650, 850

and 300. Then the orchards selected corresponding to these numbers are 6th,

8th and 4th respectively. We observe that in a sample of 4 orchards selected

with probability proportional to size and with replacement, the orchards

selected are 4th, 6th and 8th. The 6th orchard is selected twice.

Remark : The main drawback of the above procedure is that it involves

writing down the successive cumulative totals which is time consuming and

tedious especially if the number of units in the population are large. To avoid

the drawback of this procedure, there is another method which consists in
selecting a pair of random numbers, say (i,i) such that 1s i <Nand 1<j
< M, where M is the naximum of the sizes of the N units in the population.

lfj < r., the is unit is selected, otherwise it is rejected and another pair of
random nunbers is chosen. The procedure is repeated n time till we get the

required probabilities of selection.

Sampling with Yarying
Probabilit!

NOTES
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6.3 SAMPLING WITH REPLACEMEI\TT-ESTIIUAIION
OF POPT]I.ATION TOTAL AND ITS VARIANCE

consider a population ofN units and y, represent the value of the characteristic
under study for the irh unit of the population i = l, 2,..., N. Suppose further
that sampling is done with replacement andp, be the probability of selecting
the itb unit of the population at any given draw.

N

Ip, =t
a_1

Define a vaiate Z with values Z,= + i=\2,...,N ...(1)
t\ Pi

and consider sample mean

2,, = !fr," D'i=,

.'. Err.., = ly uz) = !. n v- = v.,' n=i n
N N v, 1$E(z,)lnizi = Zo,ft= OI* = r"

Thus, Z^ is unbiased estimate of populations mean yr" .

To obtain the sampling variable, we have

v(z)=E(z^2)-@(2,D2
i-12
1.,,

= nlll z,l _1*z
L"' 'l
rf-r-Ll

= V ElZz," *Zztzjl_tN"
L i,i J

rl-r - -L I
= VlZt<t,'t*2n<z,z,tl-ti ...(4)

tvNow E(2,21 = lo,2,"
i=l

Also E(Z,Zr) = E(Zt) E (21), aince the draws one made with replacement.

.'. E(z,zr) = yu.rn = !n2

...(2)

...(3)



;. vtzt = f,lLn,r: -vif

i. v{z^) = #l Lo,":*,,i.1,' -,"0,")

tfrv
= 41"\n,2,2 +n(n-r)i,,12 -

- L i-r

.'. vtzs = #
lv

where c"2 = lpi(Z,-Z*)'

In case of so'npling witJr equal probabilities, O, = f.
:, Z;= !1 612 =6r' Zo= jo

6..' r$ ln, _l'and v(y,) = t=;.Lo,Lfr-""1
1 t=.$(',-v,,)' - Liv:l

= iN ?i*' '-' n N='s' (("'NP'

l.€.' v(t,, = # +
Now when the selection probability is proportional to the value of the variate,
in other words, when pi * Jr , then the variate Z assumes a constant value

Z,= Itt Y,

firus, a"' = lprfZr-Irr]' = 0j-l

t f ,v

= ;lZo,",' + (n - r) -y *2 - ny *

't

o"ln'I
I

'l
2l

J

...(5)

...(6)

= 1))

...(7)

...(8)

Ib.us, we expect that whenp. ie p'roportional to some measure of size of y,,
then the estimate may be considerably more efficient than that based on
simple random sampling.

Now we estiDate the aampling variable.

-1
': = frZ(zi-2,t2

Sdtr.pling uith Varying
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l7l' &lf-I'',r'{4'bMl Yo,crA

&n ptira trprr 1 [o .l

'. E(";) = #tllzrz -nz^']

= +li z<2,,t-n<2,,t]o-'L- I
Now v{Z^y = n<2,\-ln<Z,lf'

:. E(2,t1 = v(2; + in' = 
of" *in"

trrue, E[c"z] = c"t

E (ezz, = ri [l[1" 
z:)- \#., ;)]

= * [lli""'-""']-"t]
t fof" 'l I

= ;i lILI"t"-t"rl-""'l
t\f

indz,lil'=tp,z," *g*'-2ini* = !e.2., -gn"

1
= ,_l lnos2 -o"zj=o"z

lbur, c22 is an unbiasod eetinate of o"t.

It follows that aa uobiasd estinate of V(4) is given by

o-'- = ,' ,. if+t-:l' ...(1r)Eat. v(z) = z 
n(n_l) fifivp, Nl

where ; = N 2o = *if is an unbiaeed estinate of the populatim tdal

Ivtiv. 
(,,

n*. v{2.) = *+*[t[*l-"t] ...(u)

whic.h is suitable from for oonnulational prnaoees.

...(e)

...(10) (fron (9))



6.4 PPS SA}IPLING WITHOUT REPT.ACEMENT

We shall show that in sampling without replacement when initial probabilities
of selection are unequal, the probability of drawing a specified unit of the
population at a given draw changes with the draw.

I'eL p,be the probability of selecting the ie unit of the population at the frrst
N

draw d = 1, 2' ..,, Ni Ip, = I urra let Pi, denote the probability of selecting
i-l

y, at the rs draw (7 = 1,2, ..., n).

We consider sampli;'g without replacement and assume that at any
subsequent draw, the probability of selecting a unit from the units available
at that draw iE o. to the probability of selecting it at the first draw.

Clearly,

and

Pi, = Pp i = 1,2, ..., N ..'(1)

Pi, = Probability [y, is not selected at the first draw] x

Probability [y,is selected at the II'd drawi/y, is not
selected at the I't draw.l

= prfroUUiUtV br,u is selected at the first drawl x

Probability [y, is selected at the II"d drady,o is
selected at the I"t draw.l

and A is a subset of [JE, ,
t=l

lf Er 82,....., En are mutually disjoint events

4
then P(A) = LP(E) PWE.)

t"l

pi, i ,, i'r.li"'=t''1t-P 1

lll pi ,, 'l
p" = lI -L- Ltp,

yt=\r-ni 1-r,J'

= fs- o' ''l,,
\. 1-prl"
iv

where, s= t--ett=rl-Pi
1

Clearly, pit + ph y i= 1,2,...,N unlessp, = *. tt follows that the

expected value of the variate under consideration will change with successive
draws.

P(NB)= +#

...(2)

...(3)

Sampling uith Varying
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6.5 HORVITZ.THOMPSON ESTIMATE

Let the population consists of N units and y, be the characteristic under
study for the iff unit in the population i = 1, i, . . . ,N. Suppose a sample
of size n is drawn without replacement, using aubitrary probabilities of
selection at each draw. Thus prior to each succeeding draw there is defined
a new probability different for the units available at that draw. The probability
different at each draw may or may not depend upon the initial probabilities
at the first draw.

Defrne, a random variable c; (i = 1, 2, . . . , JV) as follows :

_ ft , if y, is included in a sample of size z''' o, = l^ -.., ...(1)' 1 0, otherwise

...(2)

'where we assume that every unit has a +ve probability of being included in
thg snrnple j.e., E(a,) > 0 V'.

Now, z- = 1i l Jl- 'J"' = i1ort "'(3)

.'. E(2,) = :i ziE(o.) = li #i-s(cr,) = y; ...(4)n ii ' n uu, NE(ai)
+ Simple Arithmetic Mean of z, provides an unbiased estimate of the
population mean t,u.
To obtain 5anpling variable, we have

V(2)=V(2,2)-rN2

E(z^2) = #tl1"t,l'
= j rli,:"," t

and let

Now,

Now, from (4),

= $li't"'r''' *

...(5)

L",'rr,)

,fi:"'', "o,) "'(6)

# [i''''."]'
14 Self-Instructional Mdterial
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l'.' E(a,2) = E(a,)



rf" l -.= #1I,t,",)'",' + \E{a)E@,)zr,) ...(7)

Using, (7) and (6) in (5), we get

.i fAt N

v (z^') = # li tto,, {1 - E(o; )} ",' 
* i{Et.'o;) - E(cr,)E(cr; )} 

",", )...,.rt

In terms of y, (8) becomes

r lg. Ir-fto,ll , $ [E(a,crr)-E(cr;)E(ar)l-... Iv(z) = Nt Llt6Jt'" * L,\-- E@,)uq-lvl') ...(e)

An unbiased estimate of this variable takes the following form.

E^+ rtt=, - 1 f..g; r-z(a,)"2* $ E(ctrar)-E(or)E(q.,)un'l 
...(10)Es'' v\zn) = rL* Gaft' *,!, n<o"%)r/(o.tEo7't'1 "'rru,,

I ofg r-rta,l,.r*$ 4o,o;)-E(c')E(ar)",^. I
l'lAaat'' * L* n",pjd".-,1n6;t'tt)

- $ t-E(aiJ y,2E(a]\* $ E(qrcr)- E(at)E(.,rar) 
v,v,.E(a,ct.)- u,,, (E(a))'" fi E(a,at)E(a.t\E(oi) "-' L r'

= i. t ;i t,, 
" 

z * | 
E(srt_) -_Eigr)9(', ) 

y i! i es E(d i2) = E(a t)-,=, E(o,) " t',i E(a,) E(ar)

ltrere is one drawback of this estimate. It does not reduce to zero when aII
z, are equal, a case for which the variance is necessarily zero. Consequently,
this estinate may assume -ve values for same samples.

A nore elegant expression for the variable of the estimate is given by Yates
and Grundy. This can be obtained as follows :

Since there are exactly n values of q which are 1 and (N - n) value which
are zero, thus, we have

lV
!r
La' =n
,=l

iv
sr F/ \+ LE\cLi) = ni-l

Squaring (11), taking expectations again, using (12) and also the fact that
E(a,2) = E(q), we obtain

/Vs-,
/E(o,a) =n(n-7)

t*i-1

...(11)

...(r2)

...(13)

AIso E(a,,ar) = P(cl = 1, ct = 1)
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...(14)

1)

'l

E(a,)l I

. n(n - 1)
4,, = 

--

=P(c,=1).p(ar=yar=1)
= E(o) . E(orla., = 11

la
lf<ql = !cr,lcr1) = arp(ar) + cp(q) +... + o"p(o")+
| ,-l
| = p(q) + p(q) +. . . + Jr(an) = p(a, =

as there are n values of q wbich ale equal to 1

Jv - fiv
ttus, f, [uto,c;) - E(c1) E(cri)] = E(o,) | llz<o., 1a, =9 -

l(.i)-l Lj(.itsi

= r<ql i[atcrlar =r)-E(c;)]
. J(rl).r

= E(o) [(n-1)-(z-E(o1[
l,v.rv
I lEtcpr) = n(n - 1) , ... IE(a.clr) = (n - t)
| ,*i-r d.j-r

I

I E@tlo') = E(s,l(!) (+

Iv

Also, !E(cr,) = n
d-l

iv+ E(q) + lBlo/ = n
.i(ri)-l

...(16)
JV

... l[rtc,ar)-E(cr1)E(cy)] = -E (or) 11 -E(q)lj(ri)-l

Sinilarln

,v

,,f, [zto,crl -a(o;)E(c;)J = - E(qj) p - E(or)l
d(rj)-1

Using (16) and (16), tbe expreasion for variable (i") i.e., (8) can be nrritten
as

t flv Jv

v (2,, = # l_I 
t,"',,L - E(a') 2,2 + I E(ai) o - a (a,)) 2,2

-z i{zta,l z<a,l - z@.,a1)lz*i]
i+i=l I

= #,i11"r",) E(cr) - E(a,o )l(",' + 2,' - 2z, z,l

Sonwfutlolt

N(}TEA

ttr W.I/',,,r?{,,b|{,t,.occrid



= # ,lltr,) E(a,) - E(o.,a,t!(", - ",\'
l1re expressions for E(4,) and E(4, or) can be written explicitly for any given

sample size. e.g., let n = 2 and assune that at the II"d draw, the probability

of selecting a unit from the units available is proportional to the probability

of selecting it at the Is &aw.
': E(a,) = Probability of including y, in a sample of two

= P4P4

where p, (r = l, 2) is the problem of selecting y, at the sih draw

:. E(a,r = p,ls+t=+l ...(18)' L t-Pi)

Pi= Pi.rr =['-#)P;where '=k+
Again, E(a,o'r) = hoblem of including both y, and y, in a sample of two

= P;,' Pi4iI P1Pi4,t

:. E(a$t) = p,&+u#il
(t 1)

=pipil - + - | ...(19)
,.1-P, t- Pi )

Similar, expressions can be obtained for any sample size.

From (17), it followe that are unbiased estimate of V(2") is given by

r 3 E(cr,) x E(o,) - E(cr, o,)
Est. [V(Z,)l = ;,- ,) -"'---:--'------!----- '!- (2,- z,)2 ...(20)- 2n' ,1, E(ci a;)

which is a linear function of the squares of the differences between the z, in
15" sernple and vanishes when they are equal.

Now, we describe some systems 6f snrnpling which have the desirable property

that they lead to more efficient estimates than in the case of sampling with
replacement.

6.6 MIDZTJNO SYSTEM OF SAMPLING

Under this system of selection probabilities, due to Midzuno, the unit at the
first draw is selected with unequal probabilities of selection while, at all
subsequent draws, the units are selected with equal probability and without
replacement.

Sdmpling with Vdrying

...(17) ProbabilitY

NOTES
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lN-rr, ., N-zl
I

Lrv -n' ', N-n I

Defrne a random variable 4 (t = f, 2, . . .,N) as follows :

Now, E(a) = Pt,+Ph+...+ pi^

- pi + probability that ti is not selected at the first
draw and is selected at any of the subsequent (z - 1)
draws.

.- n-l
= p. + (r -p.) FJ.

- _ F , if yr is included in a sample of size n*'- 
lo, otherwise

N-n n-ln. -!-- N-1-' N-1 ...QL)

E(s.io,j) = Probability that y, and y, are both in the sample

Probability that y, is selected at the first draw and y,
is selected at any of the subsequent (z - 1) draws. 

"

hobability that yj is selected at the first draw and y,
is selected at any of the subsequent (n - 1) draws.

Probability that neither !, nor y, is eelected at the
first draw but bot,L of them are ielected during the
subsequent (n - 1) draws.

= o,ft+ oip|* rr-e- -o,) #+
n-l fN-n n-21

= NLLN-2tPi+Pi)+ yil

(n -2)
(N -2)

...Q2)

(n-l)(n-Z) f(rv-n) z-B'l= 0v- lxru - D Ltrv- g) ta + P; +Pr) +1---rl "'(23)

By an extension of the above argument, we see that if yu yl yr,..., Jo be the
n units, the probability of including there n units is the sample is given by

Similarly, E(a,o'ro.r) = hobability of including y., li atd, y, in the sample

E(g,o'ro.p ..., c[o) =
b-Dh-2)...@-ii)
(n -l) (n-D... (N - z - 1)



(.'. x- rC. -, =

-q;le +P,+P""'+Pol

(N - t (N - 2).... (N -n - 1) (N - n)!

(n-t)(n-2)....(n -n L)l i (N - n)!

Ttrus, ifp, are considered proportional to some measure of size of tiie units
in the population, we see that the probability of selecting a specifred savnple
proportional to the total measure of size of the units included to tr5" gq"'ple

Substituting from (21) and, (22) in (4) and (17), we obtain the Horvitz
Thompson estimate of the populatiott mean and its variance,

In particular, it may be noted that the unbiased estimate of variable of
Horvitz Thompson estimate given by (20) reduces to,

N -n $f,n, -., ^ - n-l ,, - ,l(2,-2,)z
2W _frV Llrw -nt pipi+6:;1\L- e,- ei))i6;j

We have from (21) and (22),

E(ar) E(ar) - E(a,a)

t ,. , n-1] [ ,. . z-11
= lPi 

+tr-Pitll _1j lr; + tr -P;, FJJ
n-l n-t n-l n-2-Pi6:_1-Pi N_1-tt-Pi-Pi) Nl N_2

= p,p, *fi(pi - ni n)*f]ra -p,p,)*(#+)'tr -p,r tr -p,r

n-7 n-l n-l n-2-Pi rvJ-Pi lv-r -11 -Pi - Plivl1 7{-

[. -n-t /n-r)'?1,,., - -.,lf n-r'\'z_n-1 n-2]
= p'r; 

lr-zfrll.lrv-rJ I+ 
(r-pr -p;)tlrv-r - ru- "-l

(]V - 1)2 - 2fu - l) (rV - 1) + (n - 1)2=ptp;6

*o-Pi-Pi) {o-u" -(z-1)rr,-zl N-1}
(N-l)',t 'N-2)

...(25)

Samplirrg wi h Varling

. , .eq Probabilitr
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ei = ("P, #+)#+

= #F [r,r;{r' +r-2N -ZnN +2N +2n-2+n2 +r-2nl

+ tr -r,-lr) 
{

-32+2)(N-1)(n2 +l-2n)(N -2)-(n2
N-2

Using in (20), we get QO, which is always +ve, except when the z, are equal
in which case it is zero. Thus, under Mdzuno schene of sampling, the
Yates-Grundy estinate of the variance of Horvitz-lbompson estimate is
never negative.

The main advantage of this method of eanpling ig that it is possible to
compute a set of revieed probabilities of selection p,'. It meane the inclusion
probabilities E(o,) resulting from the revised probabilities pfale proportional
to the initial probabilities of selection p,(i = t,2, . . ., N).
Now, if pi are revieed probabilities of eelection, we have from (21),

N-n , n-lrtct't = 1T1Pi+.1y-1

If this is proportional to the initial probability of selection p,, we obtain by

,v

utilizing the fact that I,E(c;r) = tN,
i.1

= <lv+tF lo,ni 
@ - nt'+ (1 - A - ei) 

(n -*liv -n)]

= ## lari trv-or.o-r, -r,rfiJ]

N-n n-L
N-lp; +6;1 = nPt

$fg--tp,.l=-t) = i"o, =,!0,=ofi\w-t -i N -t) ,.r rrr

]V

lE,*) = nL€.r

Hence,



Since pi Q = 1,2,. . ., N) must always be +ve, the initial probabilities of
selection p, must satisfy the condition.

n-l
P' > ,r(NT

Subject to this restriction, it has been shown by Rao that for the sample of
size 2, Tire Horvitz-Thompson estimate of population mean under Midzuno
schene of sampling is always more efticient than the usual estimate in the
.*" og sa"'pling with varying probabilities and with replacement.

6.7 NARAIN METIIOD OF SAMPLING

This method does not require any restriction on the initial set of selection
probabilities and at the same time leads to a more efficient estimate of the
population value than in the case of sampling with replacement. The method
consists in constructing revised probabilities of selection p,' G = l' 2, . . .

, N). The inclusion probabilities E(c,) resulting from thep,'are proportional
to the original probabilities of selection P,. The sqnpling is done without
replacement and the probabilities of selection at the IId and subsequent
draws are proportional to the revised probabilities of selection P,.at the
Iirst draw.

Thus, we have from (18),

...(1)

where, ...(2)

Methods of solving the set of equation (1) to obtain the revised probabilities
of selection p,' have been given by Narain and Yates and Grundy.
The computations are tedious for n > 2 and the method eventually breaks
down.

rr*r = r,'f"' *-fgf = "0,

s'=$ P'.-.
7i r- p,

Sompling uith Vdryiog
Probability

NOTES
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 1

1. Write in details the procedure of selecting a sample with varying probability.
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So,mpli tg with Va.ryi\g
Probability

STUDENT ACTTVITY 2

1. Mention the difference between sarnpling with replacement and sampling without replacement
with varying probabilities.
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6.8 ILLUSTRATIVE E]KAMPLES

frnple L, A uillage has 10 hold'ings consisting of 50, 30, 45, 25, 40, 26, 24,

35, 28 and. 27 fiplds, respectively. Select a sonple of four holdings with the

replacemznt mzthod and with probability proportional to thz number of fields
in tlu hold.ing.

Solution. The first step in the selection of holdings is to form cumulative
totals as shown in the following Table :

For selecting a holding, a random nunber not exceeding 350 is drawn with
the help ofa random number table. Let the random number thus selected is

272.lt canbe seen from the cumulative totals that the number is associated

with the group 261-295, i.e., the 8rh holding is selected corresponding to the
random number 272, Similarly, we can select three more random numbers.

Let these numbers are 346, 165 and 094. Then the holdings selected

corresponding to these random nunbers are tJre 10th, 5!h and 3d, respectively.

Hence, a sample of 4 holdings selected with probability proportional to size

will contain the 8s, 10th, 5th and 3'd holdings.

Example 2. If the yizlds (in 10 kg) of tha I orchards in Example. 2, are 60,

35, 30, 44, 30, 50, 22 and 40 respectiuely, estimate, along with thc stand'ard

error, thc total prod.uction of the 8 orchards, from samples selected in the

exatnple, by using Horuitz-Thotttpson estintator.

Solution Since the sanple selected in Exanple. 2, includes the orchards at
serial nu:nbers 5 and 7, the yield (in 10 kg) of two selected orchards are 30

and 22, respectively.

S.1Vo. Size Q(t) Cwnulatiue size Numbers associated

1

2

3

4

5

tt

8

o

10

bU

30

45

25

40

26

44

35

28

27

50

80

t25

150

190

216

260

295

323

350

I-)U

5l-40

81-125

126-150

l5l-190

191-216

2t7-260

26r-295

296-323

32,+-350



We have the following results fron example 2.

S.No. No, of trees 6t) Yield (Y,) Pt = (x/E
60

30

25

40

26

44

20

35

60

35

30

44

30

50

22

40

0.185

0.11r

0.093

0.148

0.096

0.16:|

0.074

0.130

Total 290 3ll 1.000

po" ths sq'nple selected, we have .r, - 26, r, = 2O, y, = 30, y, = 22, p r = 0.0g6
andp, = 0.074.

ltre Horvitz-Thorltpson estimator for population total is given by

f- = iJL
7ri

with u(t*) =2 i (',*.-"u) (+-a)'
' ,ii Tii [nt ni)

Now, we have s= I ,Pt = lJ57' 71-Pi
For the selected units,

T'r
n, = prls*r-, P'--l 

= orsos' L t-Pr)
r'1

tc"= pzl S+r--Jz-l= 0J538- L 
' 

t-Pz)
tl 1l

tc, = prpzlr_" . r_orJ = o.orss

^3022'lhus' Y"l' = 6fS69 
* 

OJS.J8 = 295.403 (in 10 kg units)

and ,(t_-\ = l0Je6e x 0Jba8- o.orbbll s0 _ 22 1'\ -'l L 0.0155 JL0t969 0J538J

= 79.91

.'. Standard error of f* = ,lr(t*) = Jzosr = a.es

Seff.|nstruct ional llatcrial 166
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Er"nple 8. From the populotion of I orchords in Example 2 select a snpb
of 2 orchards using :

(i) Randomised probability proportiond.l to size sampling systenatic
sampling

(ii) Randorn group method ond.

(iii) Probability proportionnl to size

and. estimate thc auerage prod,uction olong with thcir respectiue stondard
errors.

Solution. (j) Randomised probability proportional to size sanpling
Systernrtic Sampling.

For selecting a sample of size 2 using randomised probability proportional to
size sampling systematig gcmpling, we arrange the population units at random
and the arrangement thus obtained is :

The value of &, the sampling interval in the above example, is

Selecting a random number between 1 and 135, we get 120. Another random
number is then obtained by addiqg 135 to the random number selected. The
units corresponding to the cunulative totals 120 and 2bb are at serial numberg
4 aod 8, respectively. Ilnus, the orchards selected in the sample are at serial
numbers 4 and 8 in the original table with the number of trees being 2E and
35, respectively. -
The estimate and the esti'natcd variarrce of tlre estimate of average pmductiorl
are

Sr.
? "' 270
-;-=-=too

,.' = l-frr*rzl- nN f,or pz )

S.No. No. of trees (X,) Cumulative tntal

I
2

3

4

o

6

8

30

50

26

25

40

20

44

35

s0

80

106

131

t7L

19r

235

270



and,(n) = ou*rfl' -n(p,+ *t."4,r)(7-7)"
In our case,

N = 8, yr = 30, rr = 25, pt= ffi = O.O"S

n = 2, yz= 40, xz- gg, pz= ffi = O.tto

rhus, 
"' 

= *[#.#] = Be.Be

and,(o) = * tt-2(0.0e3 +0.180)+ 2 x 0.185261

( so 4o)"
x | _-___::_ _ -____::__ I = 0.1783
(8x0.093 8x0.130/

.'. Standard error of y' = m = 07783 = 0.4224

(di) Rondom Group Method

As the units are randomised in (i), we take the frrst 4 units as forming group

Id and the remaining 4 units as group II"d, respectively. Now, from each

gr3oup, one unit is to be selected by probability proportional to the number
of trees. For this, Iet us prepare the following table :

Group I" Group II"d

S..lVo. No. of trees Probability S. No. No. of trees Probability

I
2

it

4

30

50

26

25

0.111

0.185

0.096

0.093

)

40

20

44

35

0.148

0.074

0.163

0.130

Total 131 0.485 Total 139 0.515

{Jsing Lahiri's method of selection and referring to the table of random
numbers, the adniesible pairs selected for group I* and group IId are (2, 41)
and (3, 38). Hence, the units selected are 1 and 6 in the original table.

The Rao, Hartley and Cochran estimate and its estimate of the variance are

-: lf v, n" I- N lotl\ p2lnz )

Sampling with Varying
Probability

NOTES
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and ,(o) =

For the units selected, we have

{' - #)1" [# - "')'.,, [# - 
"')']

7Y=8, Jr=60, tr=b0, pr=

n=2, Jz= 50, x"= 44, pz=

50
270

44
270

= 0.185

= 0.163

fir = (Pr + P2+ Ps+ P,,)

= 0.188 + 0.111 + 0.098 + 0.096 = Q.{gg
nz=@a+Ps+P7+p8)

= 0.1.{8 + 0.168 + 0.074 + 0.180 = 0.b1S

rhus, y' = +l6o:,9'18u * 54 x 0.5151 
= 8e.41- 8L 0J85 0.163 J-"

and 
"(o) = rr-zarfo.aasf,16o1*-as.nrJ'

.0.515(8 
"#ffi 

_*.rr'l

= 0.0802

.'. Standard error of V = O.Z8B2

(iiD kobabifif Pnoportional to Total Size (Midzuno Satnpting procedute)
In this method, the first unit is selected by probab ity proportionar to the
number of trees and the other by simple random sampling, without
replacement, from the remaining units. using Lahiri's method of selection
and referriog to the random number table, the pair selected is (6, 1g). As the
size of the 6rh unit is greater than the second number of the random pair, d.e.,
18, the unit at serial number 6 is selected. The remaining units are now
numbered from 1 to z and, thereafter, one random number from 1 to z is
drawn to select the second unit ir, tr5g ssynple. The random number from the
table happens to be 6 and, therefore, the unit at serial number 6 in the new
arrangement is selected. Thus, the units selected by this method are at
serial numbers, 6 and 7 in the original table.
The- Horvitz-Thompson estimator for average and the yates-Grundy estimatc
of the variance for the estimate under this selection procedure are

t lv, *yrl
N Ln' hl



and ,fr) = -\-(n,n"-n,,)fzt-r.)'-\-/ N'I np /[n' nr)
We have, N=8, ./r=50, \=44

n = 2, !z= 22, rz= 20,

8-2 2-1
", = e_1x0J63+ii = 0282

8-2 2-1
tr, = eL x0.074+ii = 0206

- 2-tfploree+0.074).9.?l 
= .o*nrz = !ll(6-2r. l'-z)l

^1firerefore, f =; $0to.282+22t0.2061 =Bd.El

and "fy-) = L PZ82 x 0206 - 0.038) ,.,.,,,.,.
\ / 64 

___ 
0"055__f (5oto.282 - 22/0.206)2

= 58.2596

... Estimated standard error of f = *e-Z-am = 7.6828

For this selection procedure, the expressions for inclusion probabilities are
given by

Sampling uith Varying
Probability

NOTTS

r A sampling procedure in which the units are selected with probabilities
proportional to some measure of their size is known as p.p.s. sanpling.

r When the units var5r in size and the variable under study is correlated
with size, the probabilities of selection can be assigrred in proportion to
the size of the unit.

r Under Midryao scheme of sa-pling, the yates-Grundy estimate of the
variance of Hurwitz-Thompson estimate is never negative.

. o 1he Hurwitz-ltrompson estimate of population mean under Midzuno
scheme of sampling is more efticient as in case of sampling with varying
probabilities and with replacenent.

6.9 SUMII{ARY

6.T0 GLOSSARY

. Sanpling with problem proportional to size. It is also known as
p.p.s. sampling.
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6.11 REVTEW QUESTTONS

1. From a population of N units, a sample of two distinct units is drawn.
Ttre frrst unit of the sample with pmbabilities pr Q = 1, ..., ID,

Z p, = 1, based on measures of size X,. After dropping the unit

already selected, the second unit is selected with probability

proportionate to q, t 9i = 1, where 9, are obtained by

p, = I Pictl$- si), for i = r,2, ..., N
j.i

Ihe probability of the unit U,, included in tJ:e sample, equals 2 p,.

Prove that the variance of the estinato, | (t,lzn) of this sampling

scheme is less than or equal to the variance of the same estimator in
the case of sampling, ror.

2. In sampling with unequal probabilities, wor, a sanple of size 2 is
drawn. Ttre frrst unit is selected with probability proportiooal to sizc
sampling and the second with probability proportional to size sampling
of the remaining units. Show that Yates and Grundyrs variance
estinator is always positive for this sampling system.

8. If the lirst unit in the sample is selected with probability proportional
to size, the second with probability proportional to size of ttre remainircg
units, while the remaining (n - 2) units are selected with equal
probabilities without replacement. Prove that Yates and Grundy's
variance estimator would be positive for this sampling system.

4. I]rc results o1 6 sganple survey on the number of bearing lime trees
and the area reported under lime, in each of the twenty-two villages
growing lime in one of the tehsils of Nellore district, are given
below:

I
z

3

o

tt

7

32.77

7.97

0.62

15.61

42.85

40.03

9.39

2328

754

105

949

3091

1736

840

Area under lime ftn acres) No. of bearing lime trees



8
o

10

11

t2
13

L4

15

16

LI

18

l9
20

2L

22

6.33

t.ua

94.55

53.71

0.67

0.82

2.15

0.43

123.36

0.29

3.00

4.00

2.00

6.21

45.85

311

0

3044

2483

L28

LAz

60

0

11799

26

3r7

190

180

752

3091

Fron this population,

(i) select five samples of 10 villages each with probabilities
proportional to area under lime, with replacement by Lahiri's
nethod.

(iD from one of these sanples, estimate the total number of bearing
lime trees in the above tehsil together with its standard error.

(ili) compare the efEciency of probability proportional to size sampling
wr with that of sinple random sa"'pling.

5. A pilot scheme for the study of cultivation practices and yield of guava

was carried out in Uttar Pradesh during 1980-81. ltre villages were
selected with probability proportional to area under fresh fruit. The
data concerning t,Le selected villages from the selected tehsil are given
below :

1

2

3

4

c

b

166.15

24.73

100.77

87.L4

116.28

60.22

Area under fresh ftuit
(in acres)

Area und.er guava uop
(in acres)
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NO,IES

8
9

10

11

u2

13

L4

15

t6
L7

18

19

20

2l
22

at
:A
2It

2t3

YI
%
w
80

31

82

:tit

u
85

:m

87

a8

39

44)

4I
42

43
tU
tl'
46

47

6.00

27.OO

68.00

13.17

8.(n
8.00

22.N
10.00

80.00

99.00

?.38

68.00

13.00

14.00

30.00

10.00

13.00

7.00

8.00

24.N
3.00

24.00

38.CX)

'r 13.00

4.00

12.00

l.m
6.(D

1.00

18.00

19.00

5.00

r2.(x)

r2.00

7.38

7.00

2.OO

8.00

t.cx)

10.00

az.oo

13.59

11.70

10.62

13.85

L2.9,!'

10.73

88.64

16.92

9.09

165.51

10.tt4

96.16

a2.a
10.97

89.07

18.70

:26.il0

1.60

12,67

2.00

6.72

m.76
61.66

16.12

3.90

2.44

8.90

15.91

t.u
14.88

28.01

3.44

L1.82

24,39

9.88

17.66

s.26

6.89

0.84

18.02

32.85

lq, Sclf.In tructional Uaterial



(d) Consitlering the above 47 villages as constituting the population,
divide it into three classes, one having area under fresh fruit lese
than or equal to 25 acres, the second between 25 and 60 acres and
the third over 60 acres. From eactr of these classes, select a sarrple
of two villages with probability proportional to the area under
fresh fruit and without replacement, using the random numbers
in the order given below :

20873 15319 5736 19978 28865

(ii) Estimate the total area under guava and its standard error uaing
(a) Horvitz-lhompson estimator
(b) Des Raj ordered estimator
(c) Unordered Murthy estimator

(da) Divide the villages in each class into two equal groups at random
and select one villages from each group with probability
proportional to the area under fresh fruits, with the help of the
random numbers given above. Estimate the total area under guava
with its etandard error.

The data given below relate to 15 villages of one stratum, collected in
a survey conducted in Andhra Pradesh for estimating the number of
cashewnut trees. The area under cashewnut in different villages, as
reported by Patwaris, and the actual number of cashewnut trees in
different villages are given in Columns (2) and (3) of Table given below :

(1) (2) (3)

I

2

3

4

o

o

8

I
l0
11

L2

13

l4
to

71.45

46.28

Lt6.27

178.11

276.98

22.72

67.34

26.21

82.85

0.36

97.16

178.16

17.83

521.46

17.34

2614

t927

5162

6U,8

r0u2
1045

2359

1228

3107

1082

3217

8039

1013

19489

ool

So'mpting ui h Vdrying
ProbobiJiry

NOIES
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(i) Draw a probability proportional to size snrnple of size 2 without
r€placement from this stratum and obtain an unbiased estimate
of the total number of trees and the variance of the estimate bv
adopting Horvitz-Thompson estimator.

(ii) Divide the stratum into two groups at random and select one
village from each group with probability to area under cashewnut
trees. Estimate the total number of trees with its standard error.
You may use the randon number 20153 and 44227 for selecting
units.

7. Data on the number of boats landing (r) and the catch offish (y) at a
particular centre in the Malabar Coast of India on a particular day of
12 hours (6:00 am to 6:00 pm) are given below :

Select a somple of size 3 with probability proportional to the number
of boats landing, by the following methods :

(i) Hartley-Rao's pr.obability proportional to size systematic sampling
(id) Rao, Hartley and Cochran's random group method (RHS method)

From the selected samples, estimate the total catch of fish in a day
along with respective standard errors.

8. To obtain an idea about the relative performance of various sampling
procedures for samples of size 2, two populations of size N = 4 were
studied by Yates and Grunds, and Des Raj, which are given below :

Obtain the sampling variances of the following for sample size 2 :

(i) Probability proportional to size sampling sampling with
replacement

(ii) Ordered Des Raj estimator

Hours 1 2 3 4 o 6 8 9 10 11

(in number)x 42 52 19 t) 23 56 36 59 t4 14 26

(in maunds)v 568 887 223 88 352 t295 934 t265 486 443 980

8. No. o/
the unit

D. Population A
l! i)

Population B
(v)

I
,
3

4

0.1

0.2

0.3

o.4

L,2

2.1

3.2

0.8

t.4

1.8

2.0



(iii) Unordered MurthY estimator

(iu) Horvitz-ThomPson estinator
(u) Midzuno system of samPling

(ui) Probability proportional to size sampling systematic sornpling

(uii) Rao, Hartley and Cochran method

Compare the efficiency of each method with that of sampling with
replacement.

9, A population consists of 7 units of sizes 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60' and 70'

A sample of2 units is to be drawn by probability proportional to size

wor. Find the probabilities of inclusion in the sample for (i) each unit
and (ii) each Pair of units.

10. A sample of 10 villages was drawn from a tehsil with probability

proportional to size wr, size being 1951 ceusus population (X = 415,

149).

The relevant data are given below :

(i) Estimate the total cultivated area and its standard error.

(ii) Obtain the sample size required to ensute the relative standard
error of 2 percent.

11. Write a short note on

(o) Hurwitz-Thompson Estimate
(b) Midzuno Scheme of SamPling

(c) Narain Scheme of SamPling

6.12 FTIRIIIER READINGS

o Sampling Techniques, William G. Cochran, Wiley India F/t. Ltd.
. Elenunts of Sampling Thcory and' Methods, Z. Govindarajulu, Prentice

Hall
o Probability & Statistirs for Scicntists ond Ettgincers, Pearson Education.

DtrN

Village 1951 census
populatinn

@)

Cultiuated,
area l!,/
in atres

Village 1951 census
population

(x)

Cultivated
area (y)

in wes

1

2

4

E

5511

865

2535

3523

8368

4824

924

1948

3013

7674

o

7

8

9

10

7357

513 r
4654

1146

rt oo

5505

4051

4060

809

1014

Satuplittg uith Varying
Probobility

NOTES
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CIIAPTER 7 TWO STAGE
SA]VIPLING

16 S.lfJrwtructiond Matcrial

oBf EcTtvEs

After going through this clwpter, we slwuld. be abl.e to :
. know about two stage sampling, multi-stage sampling.
. estimation of the variance of the sample mean in case of two stage

sampling.

o about comparison of two stages sampling and one stage sampling.

STRUCTURE

7.1 Introduction

7.2 Two Stage Scrnpling, Equal First Stage Units : Estimation of
Population, Mean and its Variance

7.3 T\no Stage Sampling, bqual First Stage Units : Estination of ttre
Variance of the So"'ple Mean

7.4 Allocation of Sample to the 1\x'o Stages : Equal Firet Stage Unitg
7.5 Comparison of Two Stage with One Stage garnpling

7.6 Efrect of Change in Size of First Stage Unite on the Variance
7.7 Estimation of the Population Mean

?.8 Two Stage Sampling: Unequal First Stage Units
7.9 Concept of Multistage Sampling

7.10 Illustrative Examples

7.11 Summary

7.12 Glossary

7.13 Review Questions

7.14 Further Readings
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7.1 INTAODUCTION

IVe have, seen that the larger the cluster, the less emcient it will be. It is
thus logical to expect that for a given number of elements, greater precision
will be attained by distributing them over a large number of clusters and
15gn sntnpling a larger number of elements from each of them or completely
enumerating them.

The procedure of first selecting clusters and then choosing a specifred number
of elements from each selected cluster is known as sub-sampling or two-
stage sanpling. The clusters which form the units of sampling at the first
stage are called the firet stage 'nits and the elements groups of elements
within clusters which form the units og sa,,,pling at the second stage are
called sub.'units or second stage units. The procedure can be easily
generalized to three or more stages and is termed as multi.stage sampling.

7.2 TWO STAGE SAMPLING, EQUAL FrRST STAGE
UNITS: ESTIMATE OF THE POPULATION
MEAN AIVD ITS VARIANCE

we frrst consider the case of equal clusters and assure that the population
is composed of NM elements grouped into N first stage units of M second
stage units each. Let z denote the number of first stage units in the sample
and rn be number of second stage units to be drawn from each selected frrst
stage units. Further we assume that units at each stage are selected with
equal probability.

Now let.

!,, : Lhe value of the jth second stage unit in the ith frrst stage unit
J = 1,2, ..., tn, i - L,2, ..., n.

/-;. = the mean per second stage unit in the ls frrst stage unit in the
population ; i = t, 2, ..., n.

. NM
- I li. s.y* = ttfr *Lt, = the mean per second stage unit in the population

_ 1s^,
ln = 

^ ftr 
ij = the mean per second stage unit of the irh first stage

unit in the sample.
and

o-,, = :*zn"
sarnple.

= 
lir,-
n ?r- "" = the mean per second stage unit in the

Self-Irrstructior.al ltraterial 1A7
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We shall now show that j^^ is an unbiased estimate of the population mean

y-.. and then proceed to derive its variance.

Since, the snrnple is selected in two stages, the expected value is also

appropriately worked out in two stages, first overall possible sanple of m
from each ofn fixed first stage units and then overall possible samples ofz.
Ttrus. we have.

fr o 'l f r ^ I
E(r" ) = El:>i.'-lzl;'ln<t,^ritl

Ln;i I L.tv; J

...(1)

Ttrus, sample mean of all the elements ltt 15" snmple gives an unbiased

estimate of the population tuean.

Now. to obtain the variable of the estimate, we have

='l:z'4= #i" = +;l#i,,] ='

(*i") .,1#f,o,^,'t)

[*i"] .'l#l[*-#)"']

[;r'.J.;+;(* #)':

ve) = vlEO"^tn)l+ Elvg,^t d7

=v

=v

=v

= (r-l)";.1f1-]ls-,",-fn N)" n\m M) s,,, =fr+'
...(2)

lNwhere, tr'= t-I1o-y.,)'
--r =" - L Sr,, = l$-l ,n,,-1,.1"and o.- = Nfr"t - NftU_1,r,t ,i

Ttre variance (2) is made up of two compounents. If the selected frrst stage

units had been completely enumerated i.e.,m =M, the variance of the sample

mean would be the first component only. Actually, each selected first stage

unit is only partially enumerated by means ofa sample of second stage units
drawn from it. The second term thus represents the contribution to the

sampling variance arisiog from suFsampling the selected first stage units.



Now when z = N, i.e., every first stage unit in the population is sampled, we
are left with the second stage component. This case corresponds to stratified
sampling with first stage units as strata and simple rendom sample of r-r
drawn fron each of several strata. We can thus look upon u 

"rr5-sq'nplingdesign as a case of incomplete stratified, the frrst component representing
the additional contribution to the variance of the estimate of mean arising
fron incomplete stratification.

When N is large relative to n, so tfrat ff can be taken

than v(!n) =
su'
n

v(yn) = +.(* #)+
When M is large relative to nr, then A;L = t, tn"o

/l -+)s" * s'" 
"'(4)v(r")= l;,/ _ nm

And when finite multipliers at both stages can be taken as unity,

s...,+ -::-nn

7.3 tWO STAGE SAMPLTNG, EQUAL FrRST STAGE
TINITS ; ESTIMATION OF THE VARIANCE OF
THE SAMPLE MEAN

The estimation of variance of the se'nple mean in two stage sampling involves

the estinates of Su'z and Sj .

Let the mean square between frrst stage unit means ia the sanple be

",, = *I (!i^-i,-)"

...(3)

...(5)

...(1)

Also let s.2 denote the mean square between second stage units drawn from
the ls first stage units in the sample defined by

1g
-2 - --:- \'/- -- ''s,- = ;_l LVij-lar

(n - 1)su'z = fl^'-nio 2

i=l

...Q)

From (1),
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...(3)

...(5)

...(6)

tu - t) 81",1 = r[ir.')-, n o,.t

') = '[i'";,,u]
= "l;{o".(*-#)u'}]

Now r[lr.

Y(j^) = E(|,n\-tz(y^)|"

i.e., E(ji,o2 ) = v(,il * (E(j^))"

'(*'.') = #l;':. .'(*-#)u.,] ...(4)

['o=#)
Again '.' v(t -) = D(t,*2) - j*2

,. nEF*,]= ['-#)";.(*-#)";,."r.,
Using (5) and (i1) in (3), we get

Eboz:=*'.(*-#)u; ,i
| 

." - ,, E(so,) = #ii",r."(i-f)s;,] I

{'-#)",' -(*- *t)ur -"r,.

... a(su), = .rl+t1 -(r-fi)s; -,,.r] .**(*-#)",
. r lti-

= 
-Lo;":-ir.r-(r-ff)"] 

. (* #)u"'

= 
-["**-r-r-(r-1)';] 

. (*-#)"'

*[#*-'r s,, - (r -fi)s,,] . (*-#)*,

"".(*.#)";'

futr.pll,lag llhrorr

N(}ttg

It tJrlf.Irl/rrrldal lctcriol



Now, we know that for fixed d, E(o,r) .. S,t,

Also for vaying i,

E l'+.rs,'l = *ir,, = s,,-\nti')- N?i
tt ,t I

m*, l;.I','.1 = 11' ...(?)

afitsl+s'+..'+s;2)] = S,'= ] rrr",'l+E(s,3)+... +E(4,)t = q'
1

- + ;tsi + Srz + .... + S"tl = s]2

I+ : [E(S,t) +E (Sr2) + ... +E (S.r)] = sll

* 1 ia(r,') =s-' =a11:e'l=s1..'n i:i Ln 'l -n

'.' Eet. S.'= -%'= lIr,'=I{ 15
"!r* 

=ffi ..(8)

= Mean square within first stage units in the AI{OVA of
the sample

Algo from (6),

Eat. s,r = +, - [_r-]]",'
Wben, rt - M, we have Eat. S., . ar, whictr ia hnown rcrult for one stage
ranpling without aub-aampling. Thug we gee that in two rtage nmpling, the
utinate of Srr ir laer than the correrponding mean rquaro betwcen the firgt
rtage unit nsanr in the sanple,

Now, Y(i",) . (*-#)*'.*(*-*)';,
... Ert. vgr".) . (*-#)*,.r,'.i[*-#)n*, s1,

"' E t' v(|",") r (*-#)-'.*(*-#)*r ...(ro)

At JV -+ -,
Mean equare between 0rlt at{t units

in the Al,IOVAof thoruple
nn

...(9)

d.. ttot
nmnElt., V(i.,) .
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M-m
Again for M large,

". Est. Sl = tr'- *
/1 '.\ ^r, 1=z... Est v(!n^) = [;-"J*" * *^ui,

( '.' M is large)

7,4 N.LOCATION OF SAMPLE TO THE TWO
STAGES : EQUAL FIRST STAGE TJNITS

172 S.lf.Ins'rucaiot'ol Ma,erial

We know that,

v('^^, = (*-#) o,.i(* - #)o, ...(1)

Ttre expression (1) shows that the precision of a two stage srrnple, apart

from the values of Su2 utrd S,' , depends upon the distribution of 1hs sqrnple

between the two stages i.e., onn and rn individually. Thus the cost of surveying
a two stage scynple will depend upon n and m. Here we will consider the
problem of choosi.g n and m so that the variable of the sample mean is
minimized for a given cost. Alternatively, we can droose n and nr go as to
provide an estimate of the desired precision for the minimum cost.

We shall first consider the case in which the cost ofthe survey is proportional
to the size of the savnple, so that

C = cnm ...Q)

where, C is the total cost of the survey and c is a constants. Let the total cost
of the survey be fixed at, say C = Co. Then (2) becames

nL= ...(3)
co

cn

Substituting (3) in (1), we get

v(,^^) = ["r-#); #.# (4)

which is monotonieally decreasing function of o if (Sr' - #) t 0, reachin

its rninimum when z asaumes the maximum. value. na:nelv a=9g W
h=r.



( ^ szllf lS; -+ | < 0, which for large N, is equivalent to stating that if the
\ trt )

intra-class conelation is -ve,then R.H.S of (4) becomes a monotonically
increasing function of n, reaching its minimun when n is minimum given by

fi.=9L o, in other words there is no sub-sampling.
ctn

The alternative approach of minimizing the cost of estimating the population
mean with the desired precision leads to the same solution for rz. For, Iet Vo
be the value of the variable with which it is desired to estimate the populatioi
mean, so that

* = (*-#)o'.(*-*)+
Solving for n, we get

...(5)

...(6)

...(7)

...(8)

...(e)

Substituting (6) in (2), we get

t-, s'l
c = cm )t; -=tL- cs,'.

lv^*ff | ,r^*!r'L " NJ u N

Clearly, If sb'-g- > 0, C atiains a minimum value when rn assumes theM
smallest integral value, namely 1 and if.

Su' --Si: < 0, the miaimum is attained when fr = l\,[."M
We shall now consider a more general case, when the cost of ttre survey i",
represented by

C=crn+c"ntn
where c' c2 are +ve constants.
Using (1) and (8), we obtain

"lu,r.-,.#] = ",[",, -fis,")*",s,,

* ,*,(su" - js,').9Ei
Clearly, the minim 'rn value of (9) will provide the opt.,,l .,,n allocation for
both the cases, when either c or vis fixed is advance and vor c minimized,

T@o Sta9e Sampling
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Now, for
['* 

- s,.r)4l
M)

-(
\."(u,1,-,.$)

> 0, (9) can be written ag

s,'-#s1'

.I
Ibe equation (10) is Einimum when gecond tern on R.H.S ir equatod to
zem

-\3

* J", q,t 
,J

...(10)

t,e,, m= ..,(11)

where p ig the intra+laga corelation within firet stagp units.

s-,'= 
= = 

!%!""t-o'
s,' -# #*#n.u-ue:-fi ffi1s2r1-p)

=F#
M(rV-1)

, for larlp N,

/ c r\
for 

[Srr 
- t ) = 

0, thc qDnorion on RH.S of (10) ir mininun when m ir
nadnun attainable intcgrd vdue. If thc totd oort fi:nd for thc turvry,
naneln Co, exceoda (c, + crlfi, thir ir givrn by fi - ra aad n ir tbs glcatclt

intagEr not .*"diog Co

"r*"P'.

1-p
N

ffitt*,t-uot-#



If Co ir lerr than (c, + er6), mie greateet integer not exceeding 
Co - tt .rrd

ri ig 1. 
c2

Now, fi ir dependent upon the magnitude of c' c, as well as on p. In
EI

general, if S0' - # > 0, the optimun value for n will be gmall if (D the

tEavel co6t between first stage units and other cost which go to nake up Q
are cheap (di) the cost of collecting sub surplus fron the selected firet stage
unitr ir laqe and (iid) the intraclass correlation ia largs.

7.6 COMPARISON OF TWO STAGE WITH OIYE
STAGE SAIVIPLING

One etage eanpling procedures comparable with two stage sampling will
involve either

(d) Sampling nnz elemente in one stage or

(id) Sampling ff Ar"t etage units as clusters, without further eub-

sanplilg,
The variaace of mean of a aimple random sanple of nrn elements selected
by procedure (i) is given by

...(1)

To examine how thig cornpales with the variance of a two stage sample, it
is convenient to €xpress the latter in ter.ng of the intra-clage correlation
between elements of the first stage units.

Y(i.^) = (r*-#)o

v(!n) = [*-#)*,.*(*-#)",
s; = ffiS it*,r-uol

s," = NffiLs,(l-p)

." vo1- ),*.o,,"p = X# *l - ffir1 * o{##r" - 
" 

- ryl]

Now,

Also,

arrd

...(2t

t1
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When sub snrnpling rate

as

m
M is small d.e., when M is large, (2) can be written

...(3)

Comparing (3) with (1) for large M, $'e see that the relative change in variable
using sub-sampling in given by

v(J-,"-)t,oo"t"c" = #it.41 i--t;1

'(#*--')
relative effrciency is given by

!s'
DD - NNL- 

#['.'{(#+-)-'}]
R.E. of cluster sampling is

R.E. = L+(M-7\o
Comparing (4) and (5), we see that the Relative
compared to unrestricted sampling of elements

that of sampling clusters of size -fp) .

\N-1,/

...(4)

"'(5)

Efficiency o1 
"o6-snrn 

pling
is approximately equal to

7.6 EFFECT OF CIIANGE IN SIZE OF FIRST STAGE
TJNITS ON THE VARIANCE

We know that the variance of mean of two stage gn"'ple consisting of n first
stage units with nr second stage units is

r,,- \ - NM-l Sz 1.,-mfu-ll [(w-trl ^ u-rr-M-*\fv(t^^t = -tr 
"^ Lt-lz<lv-rl*o' lllv-lM" M Jl-...(1)

where, p, represents intra-class correlation within first stage units of
size M.

We now suppose that the first stage units are combined to give N/c new frrst
stage units with CM second stage units each. Ttrus new variance is given by



v,(v- ) = NM-l S2 fr- zr(z-1) *o"r \rnm, _ NM nn L_ M(N _A . ."

{T# *,*"_u_*"ni^lf .(2)

where, p, will uow represent the intra-class correlation within frrst stage
units of size MC.

The difrerence between two variances can be expressed as

ryjs, l^a)c-r. Iv(r,, , - V'(!^) = :-** nn LM(N_t)"_" 
f arpr-ozpzl ...(a)

where

N-n m,,. ., M -rnor = rv_r7\tn-L)--
N-nc m (ru._ 1\ MC-mo"= T4 AC\ML;-I)- MC

* l(c -t)tr-t) (NM - 1)'lDurce' dr-az= ML (N-l)(iv-o l>o
and the first tenn inside the bracket in (3) is non-negativg we conclude that

v(!n) - v,(r,^)> o.

whenever pr > pz provided that p, and p, are +ve.

Irr other words, again in precision is brought about by enlarging frrst stage
units whenever the intra-class correlation (i) is +ve and (ii) decreases as the
size of the first stage unit increases.

It also follows that smaller the value of p' the larger is the gain, so that by
choosing for consolidation those first stage units which are as different as
possible the gain can be increased.

Tuo Stage Sa,mpling

NOTES

7.7 ESTIIUATION OF TIIE POPUII\TION MEAN

Now we give the theory appropriati for first st4ge units of unequal size
when sinple random so"rpling is employed at eaoh stage.

l-e-t,

M, = the number of second stage units in the iih frrst stage units i
i = t,2, ...., N.
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,..(7)

Mo=

fut=

fuon

! U, , ttre totat numb€r of Becond etage unita in the population,
d-!

the number of second stage units to be selected ftom the is
first stage unit, if it is in the sample,

i

!n,, the nunb€r of second stag€ units in the sanple.
i-l

n' = fi,f^'u

r". = $f;r-"

Ilr, f*p,.,..=.ffi=#=*frn'.
j.I

rV

,on = E*t and ut = b

,.,(1)

...Q)

..,(8)

...(6)

where, ...(4)

Several estimatea of the population mean y-.. can be fomed. Ttre simpleaf
is the meaa of the first stage unit meang in the sample given by

.,.(6)

where the aummation runs over the first stag€ units in the sanple and ltrr,l
representr the A.M. of the rn, select€d second stage units in the in firet etage
unit.

A second eetimate to be fomed is baeed on first etage unit totale and ie given
by

y:" = #f*,ru^,, =|fu,tu^,,
A third eEtimate is the ratio egtimate gven by

lM,!u^,t Zu,vu^,,
,rE=---;-=----i-

Zu, 2,,
==-un



More generally, w€ Eay coneider a ratio eatinate of ttre population nean by Two Sto{t genautu

letteing ru be the value of an aurillary variable t correrponding to the value

/u ofy, the variable under study. Let

,..(8)

1ir,, = -lu1fl4^,1 .'.(9)

Ttren the general ratio eatinate of the population nean l* ia defined ar

- 
'L "'(10)Yng. = =t"*at

If ru = 1a i, i ttrea i""=ii,

u= 78. .Now 
"- = #EEl = # vu = ff =u,

1 {\ 1_9r=r
Also, Zu^,, = dhtu=h,-i-,

_ 1*:. tr, = ;Lui = un

rt_:. la=tu,=!.L=ii
M.

Since, u,= #
u"

J( Zu'+ Lut=ft-=N
JV

+!tu,-1) = 0
i-l

+ ui= lt

NOTES
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7.8 TwO STAGE SA!,IPLING : UNEeUAL FrBftT
STAGE TTNITS

Ery€ct€d valusc and varieapcr of the difiorent estinatca
O) Fir* Eetinrte r-.,

f.r o I r. ,wehave, E(7.) = rl-*io,^,1 = r[*iro,,*,r,,]

ft -r, I rv

= tL;Ir,.1 = # Io. = iy. * i., ...(1)

Tbus, X., iE bas€d estimate of y1..

Now, v(y-.,) = ftOr1o].4vgrpr\

= "l*t',.1 
. '[f i nrn,,',, , u]

= (* _ #)*, .,t+ i[+_,il)u,]

= (i-#)*'.rht[*;-#)u' (2)

whce, O'= 
"t*o;-I".faad

",, 
= #t o,-tnl'

rhus, M.s.E o;, = (* - +) *, . # * [* - i) u, + o1v. _ y1), ...(E)

...(4)



lbe bias of the estimate is

i*-i.. = +l *.-ftf.a,t,

r f-l -(N )l
= --+lL M,ro-rlIl. llNM LEi \;i ))

1"
= - 1gM -L1a'-tu)(t,-i*) "'(6)

t=1

An unbiased estimate of the bias is provided by

-N-l 
g

Est. (Bias in r',, 1 = - 
^;;G 

_nl_(Mi - M) (ribi' - j,", "'(7)

E [Est. (Bias io Y-", )

.rv-r-l 1 3-r.--
= - ffitln-r>ElMt-M^)(iut-tr'tt n1

N-, f , = ..l
=-#tl"-tl---------------,-tt'-il")(n'-t".1

1N
= - -:I (Mi-frbgr-tx-)=(tN.-y.-)

NM ,-,

firus it follows that an unbiased estimate of the population mean is given by

-N-l 
1-Lt" * ffif1l(Mi-M)Qtt-,,-fq) "'(8)

The bias arises because the inequality of sizes of the first stage units causes

the probabilities of selectioo of the second stage units to vary from one first
stage unit to another.

(II) Second Estimate li,
This is an unbiased estimate of population mean

f, " I fr-l I:. EIIQ = nl!\u,tu^,,1= ol)l",n\ttu,ti)l
L'L i=r I 1," i=l J

?@o Saog. Sanpling

NOTES
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= a[;''r'] =

The variance of eatinat€ ir given by

*$*o'=r-.' ...(e)

whm,

v(yi ) . v 
[a (t:, 1l)+ a[n(y; t4]
|-lr o I It a ''l

' vl;[,,r,..J. t 
L#,In'vt!,,^,, 

r rf

. . (*_*)*".,f#,t,,,[*_,#;)nl

= (*-#)*,,.##n,(*-#;)u, ..(ro)

t'" = *t @,vn-r")'

and g., = r=l Sr.. -\2' 'J h'tu - tt)-

It ig eeen that firat component,in (10) depends upon the variation betweentlre chxter totala and it is larger trhan ttre copreaponaing component in (2),
provided t'!re correlation betweea the cruster aize aad the cruster neaa is +ve

11d,ft".-b,tT.g-po"lt tylr. -y..1ie negtigible. The s€cond conponent of (10)
l8 arso trk€ly to be larger thaa ttre cor:reaponding compon€nt in (2). firue
unlegs the bias in yl" is therefore Uko.Ur. to be aerious, the eetimat€ 4 -"y
not be preferred to f;,,.

7.9 CONCEPT OF MT'LTISTAGE SAITIPLING

suppoae that each unit in the population caa be divided iato a Rumber of
smaller lnits; or subunits. A,sample on n units has beeu eel€cted. If subunitswithin a selected unit give €i'iilat rcsults, w€ can sel€ct and Eeaau'. a ..
sample of the subunits in any crrosen unit to avoid unecononicauy measur'



tbem all. llrir technique ia called eubsamplittg, sinc€ the unit ir roeasurod

by ita sanpler, ot multi'ctqe eamplittg, rince the oample ia taken in noire

tlran one etep. Ttre frrstly aelected aanple units are called the prdm.cra unite,

and then telect a rample of aubunits from there primary units'

Multistage rampling ir a complex fom of clueter sampling' Using all the

raaple elements in all the aelected cluaterg nay be prohibitively expeneive

o" oot ,r*".."ry. Under these circumetances, multiatage cluster ranpling

becomea useful. Instead of ueing all the elements contained in the gelocted

cluaters, The researcher randomly selects elements from each cluster,

constnrcting ttre clugters ig the firet stage. Deciding what elemente within

the cluster to uee is the second atage. The technique ie used frequently when

a complete liat of all members of the population does not exiet and is

inappropriate,

In aome casee, several levelr of cluster gelection may be applied before the

final aample elenente at.je reached. For example, household eu:veys conducted

by the Australian Bur€au of statietice begin by dMding netropolitan regione

into .collection districte" and aelecting sone of theee collection districts (frrst

stagB), fhe selected collection dietricts are then divided into blocks, and

blocks are chogen frorr within each sel€ct€d collection district (s€cond stagp)'

Next, dwellings are liated within each selected block, and Eome of these

dwenings are selected (thitd etage). Ttris method mean that it is not nece$ary

to create a list of every dwelling in the rogion, only for selected blocks' ln
rsmot€ ar€as, an additional stage of cluatering is used, in order to reduce

travel requirements.

Although cluster sanpling and etratifi€d aampling bear some euperficial

eimilaritiea, they are subatantially difrerent. In gtratified aampling, a random

rample ie drawn fron all the atrata, whers in clulter sampling only t,l.e

mlectsd clurters aru atudied, either in ringle rtage or multi rtage.

Ttre prime rtinulur for nulti.rtage aaopling ir adninirtrative convenisncs,

It b nore lledble than onc rta3e ranplirU' It nducor to one rtage rampling'

unleu thir ir the bert ohoice of emaple rito of sub.amPle. We have shancu

of relectirg rmaller value which aPp€arr moire efficient.

In two-rtaga rarnpling are rampling plan giver frrt method for relecting n

uaitr, Tlren for each rtagBr unit, a method ie given for rclecting the rpecifred

numbor of rubunitr hom it. In finding the aean and varianco of an estimats

avoragp nurt be taLen over all oanplea that can be jeneratad by thir ftnt
ltagp pro68t.

':wo 
8,q. Samplhrg

NOTES
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 1

1. Write a short Dote on trpo-stagp sampling.

lU g'//-l,,dructi.tlal,{o,cria



fi,o StqtG aa||rt itt

STUDENT ACTIVITY 2

1. Sbow tbat t ,, is at usbiared ostioagE of t'he poprlatlon mean t* .

8''f-I|,crabqCw L
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NOTES
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7.10 ILLUSTRATIVE EJXAMPI.ES

Erample l, At an experirnzntal statbn, there uerc IOO ft,eld,s sown with
wlwat, Each ftcld, wae divided into 16 plote of equal size (1,16!r hcctare), Out
of 100 frzldc, 10 wen eehcted by eimple random eamplittg, wor. From each
nlected, fuld, 4 plota werc choeen by rand,om campling, wor, The yi,elde in
hg|plat are giuen belout :

(i) Ectinlote tlu wluat yicld per ructarc for u erperimental stati",n along
with ite standardgrror,

(ii) How can an estimate obtai,Ed, fton a simple wndom aample of at} plots
be comporcd with thc estittlate obtairad aboue, in (i) ?

$ii) Obtain optimum n ard m under coet functbn 100 t 4n + nm,
Solutlon. Here, N - 100, M. 16, n . 10 and rn . 4,

conrider ttre followiry Table :

Selected

fteld

Plott

I 2 3 4

I
2

I
4

6

7

8

I

4.32

1.16

3.06

4.il)
4,12

4.W

6.16

4.tK)

4,20

4.28

4.84

4.36

4.24

1.84

4.68

3.96

4.24

4.72

4,66

4,86

8.96

3.60

4.76

4,82

3.46

3.42

4.56

4,(N

8,4
3.U)

4.04

6.00

3,12

3.72

4.02

3.08

3.84

8.98

6.00

3.62

LNa
a

EYut
jt (Y, -v)'

a

Eri
J.t

,i [f *-u)
I
2

I
{
5

0

17.16

1?.08

16.18

18,88

16.28

la.6tl

{.200

4.266

8.796

rgm
a.0?0

8E36

0,028?

0,0166

0.4,.109

0.(x)87

0.01{g

0.3680

?it,09l

7S.605

69.798

71.925

67.000

68.6t1

18.{&
16.105

l{.()8
7l.EoE

r6.6a5

13.213

0.{?6

t'l{6
2.125

0.69{

0,7{0

0,059



7

d

9

10

18.20

17.t4

17.50

15.16

4.550

4.285

4.476

3.790

0.7794

0.0251

0.0618

o.4l'02

8it.950

73.800

77.605

58.718

20.703

17.361

19.141

t4.364

1.138

0.356

1.(X1

r.262

Total 4t.265 L.4782 693.908 9.6414

(i) An estimate of the average wheat yield, with usual notatiogs, is given by

t=li:n =4t265=4r2BB i'
' n?'' 10

The estimated variance of ! is

(r 1)r 1r1 1),
'(Y, = [;- N )"8*;l;- u)';

On sinplifications, we get

".,= 
1 $(a-l)2 -1'4782 =oJ642o n-t? "" I

and ';= ,n|o? |U;-y,)" =#=o.s21s
( 1 1-)orolz* 1 [l- 1)oszrs

Ttrerefore, r(t) = [10-1oo/ too\4 L6)

= 0.0145

and standard error of t = .,/0.-0'145 = 0-120

(dd) In simple random sampling, the estimate of variance is given by

tl 1\,u-"(r) = 
l_=_, 

_fu)n
The estinate of SP, using two stage so"'pling desigrr, can be written as

- = #-1"(N - 1)s; . {",' - u -,' --)(ry#} "il

= *|1ftu,. ee x 0r6a2 + 
{r00, 

1s - ee; 12} o"rtu]

= 0.4045

(1 1 \rhus, u-''(f) = l;-,uoojnno45 = 0.00ee

(iii) TIre given cost function is of tJre form C = crn + c2 nnr with c, = 4,
cz = 1, and C = 1O0. The optimum value of rn is given by

Two S,og. Sampling

NOTES
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TL 1", s'z, 1

Ir ",,-elL m)

=4

Selected,

tehsil
Number of
uillages in

the tehsil (Mt)

Statiorl.z,ry slvep population in
thc selectcd villages

x 102 266, 890, 311, 46, 174, 31, 17, 186,
224, 31, 102, 46, 31, 109, 275, 128,
125,267, 153, 152,84, 21, 52, 10,0
.18,94, 123,87, 109, 0, gt,, B

Y 105 129, 57, 64, 11, 163, 77,278,50,26,
127, 252, 194,350,0, 572, 149,275,
114, 387, 53,34, 150,224, 185, 157,
2<14, 466, 203, 354, 816, 242, l4t0,
66, 590, 747, 147

z 2N 247, 622, 225, 278, 181, 132, 659,
403, 281, 236, 595, 265, 431, 190,
3118, 232, 88, 1165, 831, 120, 9BZ,
938, 197, 614, 187, 896, 330, ,tt85,

60, ffi, 1051, 651,1 552, 968, 987

T 88 347, 362, 34, 1r, 133, 36, 34, 61,
249, 170, 112, 42, 161, 75, 68, O,

247, 186, 473, 0, 1.43, 198, 65, O,

308, 122, 345, 0, 223, 3A, 2l9,
120, 199, 35, O, O

l+
= t-x

L1

0.s215 1'"
m4r-ioarlb/4|

Substituting the value of rn in the given cost function, the optimum value of
n is given by

100n.ot=f=125
f,xqrnple 2. For stud.y of feeding and. rearing practices of sheep and yictd of
wal in the Rajasthan State, during the year lgg0-g1, two stage sampling
dzsign with tehsils as first stage units and u rages in thp tehs as second
stage units was adopted. The d.ato given belnw are the stationary sheep
populatinn in the selected, uillages in each of 4 tehsils selectcd fum 12 tehsils
of a certain Diuision, as counted, in the suruqt along with tlw number of
uillages in the teshil.



Solution. Estimate the mean stationary sheep population in the Division

during tlre year 1980-81, together with its standard error when M = P .

Here we have

Two S,age Satupling

NOTESilt = 124, Mr = L02, M, = LO|, M" = 200, M, = 88

n = 4, mt= 34, nz- 36, m, = 35, rzr = 36

J-r. = 135, !2. = 225, !s. = 471, !t. = l4l
^1si, = fr (L427522 -619650)=2448L

^lii,, = 6 62L9435 - 1822500) = 39912

^1si,, = Ef 
(11451530 - 776443il = 105346

^land i',, = gS 1 J274076 - 715716) = 15953

(I) First Estimate. An unbiased estimate of the mean of the sheep population
is given by

- 1gt = fr\ u't.

. n - (102 ; 13b)+ (10b x z2B) + (zoox 471)+ (88 x 141)

+, LA

144003=-=290496

Ilre estimate of V (y) is given by

(7 1' f ' ' \
uly, = l---1"^'++=t W,LlJ--+lJ\n w )'b -- zz "t l^,- 

^4 
f-'

where, "; = -Li (w,y,.-y)'n-l?
On simpliSing,

1

s,' = .- fi0.67 x (135)'+ 0.72 x (225)2- 4-L

+ 2.ffi x (471Y + 0.50 x (141)rl - 4 x (290)rl

169054.?9 
= 5.ri}s1.6o=g

Self-I nstructional *aterial l8O
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and *t*,rfr-*1,;,d?'[-, M,)

= *l(i#)' " n".(lH)' ."'.(ffi)',.'nee.(fr)' " ze']

= ry =rs4y7

thus,

,F) = 91gf{q +15487 = e2r'.47

.'. Standard crror of j = JffiE = 94.94

(II) Secoud Estinate. Another estimate of the mean stationar5r sheep
population is

O, =:+r,
= il#.!:p.#.u::nl = Y = z+s

An estimate of the variance of j1 is given by

u(v,) = (i *)q.#i[*. #)u
where. *, = -i-$ fua-!,)'' -wt tui -l t'

and "; = *i 0, -t,),

... s: = ! <atostz- 2s61e6) = 247e2

and sfi,,sfi,sfi u"d 
":,,, 

are as given above

lbus,

u(r,) = (i *) ^247s2*Ll(# #) x24481

. (* - #), assrz. ($ -fi),. rosrno

.(!-: \ 1

\36 
"Jx 

15e53j

= 42L4

.'. Standard enor of it = JdE = 6aS2



OII) Third Estimate. we have !2 , also an estimate of population mean, Tuo stase Samplitts

which is

fu,
\iye calculate, t = #= | to.sz + 0.85 + 1.61 + 0.71)

= 0.ggg

Hence, y"= !=29L
u

Also, estimate of V (tr) is

u(r,) = (*-#)"r'.#i ",(+-+)r,

^,|:. s!2 = , ^ : {0.67(135-291)'?+O.12(€25-29D2.. -o (4_1).

+ 2.60 G1l - 291)' + 0.05 (141 - 29L)21

= 38401.87

and the second part of the variance is as in (i).

,.1--- -./--\ - 38401'82+ts+sz'lnua, u\!z) = 6

= 6555.19

.'. Standard error i2 = J655615 = 80.86

NOTES

7.11 SUMIVIARY

o A sampling in which clusterg are selected first and then a specified number
from the selected cluster is known as sub-sampling or two stag€ sampling.

Setf.InE ructioodl Ma,erial 191
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7.12 GLOSSARY

. 5u$-eqrnpling. The procedures of first selecting cluster, and there choosrng
a specified number of elements from selected cluster is known as sub-
sampling or two stage sampling,

7.13 REVIEW QIIESTIONS

1. In two-stage sampling, n fsu's are selected with pps, wr. If the l.s fsu
occurs r times in the sample, one of the following procedures may be
adopted for second stage senpling:

(i) r, m, ssu's are selected with simple random sample, wor;
(ii) r, independent samples of rz- ssu's (drawn with simple random

gample, wor) are taken: and
(iii) zl units are selected without replacement and observations are

weighted by r,.

Obtain unbiased estimators of the population total y and their sampling
variances for all these cases. If Vr, V" and V. are the variances of the
estimators, show that, for the same expected sample size,

vr<v2<vs
2. The following sampling schemes for estimating the population mean of

a characteristic were considered. :

(d) The population is divided into JV clusters of M units each and
two-stage saqrpling is adopted where n clusters and rn units from
each sampled cluster are selected with simple random sampling,
u,rr. and

(ii) The population is divided into clusters of rn, units each and a
s""''ple of n' such clusters is selected with simple random sempling,
ur.

Show that, in both the cases, the sample mean is an unbiased estimator
of the population mean and derive the variances in both cases. Derive
the condition that the efficiencies of these two schemes be the same
when nnr = n' m'. (Singh. D., 1956)

3. In a sample survey for estimating the number of standards of pepper
in a Tehsil with 72 villages, a sample of 12 villages was selected with
srs, rvor, and from each selected village 5 clusters of 20 fields each
were drawn with srs, wor, Data on the number of clusters in the sample



villages and on the number of standards in the sample clusters are Tuo stdse sanptitts

given below :

Sample

uillage

No. of

clusters

Nurnber of stand,ards in sample clusters

2 3 4

I
2

3

4

o

6

6

I
10

11

t2

27

24

L4

116

25

118

t47
36

91

1?i
tttt

88

430

586

1164

693

191

1036

lcco
910

340

159

a4

402

t234
546

2r8
270

1333

254

4i52

0

59

45

462

363

100

3060

836

4502

1179

950

r29
92

0

242

t47

975

368

L724

1218

4184

728

382

L22

28

0

1075

16

389

344

t274
D/D

243

1957

355

243

340

2L

539

10

Egtinate unbiasedly the total number of standards in tlle Tehsil and

also obtain its standard error.

4. Raw wool contains var5ring "tt'ounts of gtease, dirt and other impurities

and its quality is neasured by the percentagB by weight of clean wool,

termed clean content. To estirmate the clean content, an electrical core-

boring machine is used which takes cores of about U4 1b from a bale'

which are then subjected to laboratory analysis. In an experiment, 6

bales were drawn from a large lot with equal probability anil from each

bale 4 cores were taken at random and the clean contents determined.

The results of this experiment are given on next Page.

(i) Egtimate the average clean content of wool for the lot and also

obtain an estimate of its standard error'

(ii) Obtain the efficiency of sampling 12 bales and 2 cores from each

bale as compared to that of the above scheme.

Core Sample bales

I 2 a 4 c 6

I

2

3

4

#.3
56.2

58.9

55.5

57 .O

54.7

58.2

57.1

54.6

tr,o
59.3

o r.o

54.9

60.1

58.7

DO.b

59.9

57.8

60.9

cr.c

57.8

59.7

59.6

58.1

NOTES
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5. To estimate the total yield of paddy in a district, a stratified two_stage
sampliug desigrr was adopted where 4 villagea were selected from each

"1"utr 'rn, with pps, wr, size being geographical area. From each sanple
village 4 plots were drawn circular systematically for ascertaining the
yield of paddy. The following data give the yield of paddy for the
sample plots :

Eetimate the total yield of paddy and obtain an estimate of its standard
errror.

6. A crop cutting survey by the method of stratifred multi-stage random
sampling was carried out in one district, on jute crop, for estinating
the average yield of green weight ofjute for the district, with its three
administrative sub-divisions constituting the strata. In each
sdinirrigfl'fiyg sub-division, a specifred number ofvillages was selected
at random within each selected village. Three fields under jute were
choosen at random out of the total number of fields under jute in the
village. In each field, a plot of U16Orh acnes was located, harvested and
the green weight of jute recorded in kg. llhe data obtained are shown
below :

Stmtum Sample

uillage

Inuerse

of prc-
bability

Total

number
of plots

Yield of paddy (ks)

I 2 3 4

1 I
2

3

4

440.21

660.43

31.50

113.38

28

84

240

76

104

108

100

346

182

64

115

350

148

I32

50

r57

87

156

L72

119

2 I
,
3

4

21.00

16.80

24.76

49.99

256

288

222

69

tzl
L23

264

300

tll
t77

I6

r14

135

106

144

68

216

138

oa

111

3 I
.,

3

4

67.68

339.14

100.00

68.07

189

42

134

161

110

80

L2l
24A

231

61

212

116

r20

118

t74

314

114

tzl
106

L29



Sub-divisian Totdl area
under jute
in acres

Yicld.s of green weight of jute
in hg per plat fur villqee

and field,s selected,

5089

4133

3007

86, 86, 57, 8t, 71, 92, 72, 87,

51, 81, 50, 43,78,7L,79
86, 45, 81, 66, 56, 66, 91, 70,

64, t9,62,41

81, 8, 43, 67, 48, 47, 35, 34, S?

Estimate the average yield of green weight of jute in kg per acre for
the district and calculate its standard ertor.

7. Show that the relative efficiency o1"o5-sqrnpling (for unrestric'ted case)

is approximately equal to that of sampling cluster of "t* -[H)

8. What is the efrect of ctrangp in size of first stage units on the variable.

9. Obtain difrerent estimates of the population mean in two stage sampling
with unequal first stage units.

7.14 FT'RTIIER NEAI)INGS

. Sampling Techni4ucs, William G. Coduan, Wiley India Rrt. Ltd.

. Elzmpnts of Sompling Tleory and Methds, Z. Govindarqiulu, Prentice
Hall.

o Probabilitt & Statisti.cs for Scicrairr'.,s ottd Engircers, Pearson Education.

BAtr
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CHAPTER 8 RATIO METHOD OF
ESTIITIATION

oBJECTTVES

After goittg through this chapter, we should. be abte n :
. compute expected value and variance of the ratio estimate
. compute estimate of the variance of the ratio estimate
o know optim pn property and efflciency of tJre ratio eotimat€

STRUCTURE

8.1 Introduction

8.2 Notations

8.3 Bias in the Ratio Estimator

8.4 Comparison of the Ratio Estimated

8.5 Estimate of the Variance of the Ratio Eetimate

8.6 Conditions for Optimum Ratio Estimate

8.7 Efficiency of the Ratio Estimate

8.8 Unbiased Ratio $pe Estimate

8.9 Ratio Estimate in Stratified Sampling

8.10 Illustrative Examples

8.11 Summary

8.12 Glossary

8.13 Review Questions

8.14 Further Readings

8.1 IIVTRODUCTION

In the ratio method, we obtain an auxilialry variate r, correlated with y,,
when the population total X of the .t. is known. But in practice, r, is oftenly



taLen as the value ofyi at some precious tine when 6 ss'nplete census wa!;
taken.

In developing the theory of simple random sarnpling, we have considered
only estimates based on simple arithmetic meatur of the observed values in
the sample. In ratio method of estimation, we make use of the ancillary
infromation which under certain conditions, give more reliable estimates of
the population values than those based upon the simple averages. We shall
first deal with the theory for sampling with equal probability of selection.

Rdtio Me,hod of
Esaimaliarr

NOTES

8.2 NOTATIONS

Let us denote by

Ji = the value of the characteristic under study for the dth unit of the
population.

ri = the value of the ancillary characteristic on the same unit.
Y = the total ofy values in the population.
X = the total of r values in the population.

" = L t the ratio of y to x for the is unit.'ri
lJl

F* = F hrt 
: the simple A.M. of the ratios for the units in the

population.
.t ,r

,^ = _!Zn : the simple A.M. of tJ:e ratios for the units in the sarnple." n;i'
nv

R" = * = i : the ratio of the population mean ofy to the population"tNI
mean of r,

$",
- LJi

n" = I = +- : the corresponding ratio for the sample." x^ i-L'i
i=l

Ratio Estimate

.R, provides an estimate of the population ratio.Rrv and the product of ,R" and

trv given by yn = ft"-" gives an estimate of the mean value !" in the
population. This estimate is known as the ratio estinate of the population
mean.

Self- Ine/ructional Motedo.l lS7
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8.8 BIAS OF TIIE RATIO ESTIMATOR

l8 S.lf-Iasttucti.nalMdtcfial

We first show that R,, is biased estimate of .B*

Sincc /, and r" are unbiased estimates of tlv
TVe may write

and r,, respectively.

ft"= ,n -E(Y^\ -E(R"?")tN E4J-.) E(i,) ...(1)

,..(4)

...(5)

...(6)

...(7)

_ _ Cov(R,,i^)
...Q)

fire above result enables us to obtain as upper bound to the bias in the ratio
estirnate. We see that

('D.6"
lBias inE"l < --

&N

Bias in n. = E(R^) - RN= E(R.) W

=o& ...(3)

': v(i) =

Q
where c_ = $ is the coefficient of variation of r.' &N

Equation (3) implies that if n is sufficiently large, the bias in ratio estinat€
.8" is negligible as compared ie S.D.

In order to obtain various approximations to the bias, we proceed as follows.

Let

li = ltt +ei

so that y^ = j* +E^

where, EG,) = O and E(e"2) = #+
Similarly, let t, = i.+e; so that

in = ir +Ei

where E(ei) = 0 and E(E:\ = ";o ""Nn

trv

Cou (R^,i") = ro&or, <o&or.

S2N-z
JV

EG")



Now,

r^.l1+Ll
n-=4='"! t{l" un ;,lr*&l

L tivl

It ig understood that tr+QF,u+0 and }iv +0. We now assume that

lEilTNl<L so that we may expand 
[t-*) 

ae a series in powers of Ei.

Expandiag and multiplying, we get

/ - \r -. 1-l
n,, = n"[r+I-,JLt.,t_"1

= r'fr.})f,-a.f$l' -fll'.lal' - .l^\ tu)l t,v \trv,i \t,v,/ \xN) I

=""|-,.*-*.# #.-#-#.
c;t_e,c;t- lil-r;#-'l

Taking expectations tern by term, we get

E(R^) =8" + 8.. tlt-- 3^! * '-''.f' "x - lv*2 lNin ' -ynir,

-:f---{-- e"c;' - Ir"=-il- t"il'"]
Various appmximation to the bias in the ratio estimate \ can now be
obtained. First we shall assume that the contribution of terns involving

powers in e" and Ei higher than second to the value of E(8,) is negligible,

1

being of the order of i , , , t.

Denoting to a firgt approximate the expected value of R, by .8r, (8,,),

We may write

E,(R^) =R, + 8," l.4d..-ry'] ...rru" L i*" j"in )

...(8)

...(r0)

R4tia M.tL.d of
Estirnoaion

NOTES
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Now, E(E Ei) = #'[[t.,)[1.')]

#'lt-,'.,1.*,]

# l#*',','.#*"t:",J
t[f",",J = !r,,",,)p. = fi i",",,

wh"* fr is the prrobaHlity tnat the apecified 'nit i€ iDcluded ir ttre aample.

Areo, we rnow tu1 ,ih tltrr,)= ffi,$-,nr,
;. E(€.Ei) = $$.,o,.ffi[[*",)[*,,J-*,*,J

=##[*",",J
Jr = 7l +8t

IVr|

= Ir, = Nix*Ir, .
'vJv.'. y, - l,rl" + ),e,i=l i=l

:.Vx=ln

i-l

.- +I",* $i', = o

+ !q= g Al"o !",,=o
lV-n I

= ;.i.esA
wbere p is tbe corrclation coefficient betrveen y aad r, given by

o=&:&:a)t' 
ls(t,-ynl2 E(x,-z*12

...$2)



E(erei )p=_3-
iV+ psrp, = E(e,e,')=it",",').p = ifr,",'1fri-t i-l

'.' probability of selecting aay unit from the available units at the second
1

draw is I;J as *, is ancillar5r characterstic aud is selected in IInd draw.

Substituting from (7) and (12) in (11), we get

E,(ft^)=ol'.#[# #)]
= ." [r*#(c'_oc,c)]

where, C, = * 
."U 

""= *

...(14)

...(15)

Now, '.' j^ =&& is the ratio estimate of the population mean, it follows
that if Er(ya) denotes a first approximate to the expected value of the ratio
estimate of the population nean, then

4(y-") = o" [t.F(c,, -oc,c,))

Alternatively, Koop has shown that

...(16)

"=4__N &p

- Lt, Ir'? _ Nyr_(N_n)jx_^n"= ? = +!-" in 
f", i',-it, 

- NrN-(N-n)i'-n
i=l i-1 i,l

=*[,-##)[,I#+)' ...(17)

when all the *,' are of the so"'e "t*, l# # < l and the expnnsiel ef
IInd term on RIIS is valid, Taking exbectationierm by term, we reach the
same expression as that of (14).

Denoting to a first approximate the relative bias in a ratio estinate by Br,
We have

...(18)",= ftb = #*,*, -pc,c,)

s.lf-It srructi.nal Matcriat nl

na o M.thod of
EstimatbL
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When C, = C, = C, the expression for B, simplifies and we gpt for

large N,
f2

B, = 
:-(1 -p) ...(19)'n

Ttre bias decreases as n increases and it will be seen t,Lat the ratio estimate
is consistent.

For n large and p suIficiently high, the bias will usually be negligible.

The bias vanishes altogether when

cl = p c,C"

i.e.,y*=o**
...(20)

...Q7)

In other words, the biae to a first approximate vnnishsg shsr the regression
ofy on r is a straight line through the origin. lhis result is in fact more
general. For, let the regression ofy on r be represented by

E(yh) = fu
y=$r+e

where E(t.lx) = 0
Sumning both sides of(23) overall the units in the population, we obtain

Niviv
Ir' =p I', * I",

...Q2)

...(23)

...Q4)

Yrv = F irv

9=8ru

.'. y-rv = O;" * $frr, = prrv + E(g) = p trv +0

Again summing both sides of (23) overall the units io thg sernple,

We get

where,

lhus, we have

P.r-" + Eo

!.i,,
n ?i'

!n

co

E(R^) = EtE@!x,)t= r jr[*r",)]

= rlr[!€t",",)]

= zl'[0.+)r,,]



I r;t I
= z l rtPr + El?lr x,l= r [P + o]= P

L \f,/ I
-RN

thus, E(R,) = Rn

Rdtio Method of
Estination

NOTES

SclfJnsttuc,bnat t'ld,erial 2og

8.4 COMPARISON OF TIIE RATIO ESTIMATED

By difrerent

Y(.B,) = E[8, - E@^)l' ..'(1)

From equation (9), we write to a first 4pproximation

8, = 
R" . 

" [*-*) 
. 
"" [;-**) 

rz,

.: E(9,) = Rrv

^ | /= =, \ | z ' 
.'2

:. ElR,-E(.e,)1'? = rln" * 
^.lA--!'1.R" I i;; - -15-l-8" I

' 

--'n --n [Jrv *" J --' lir" v*i* ) ^ ]

= o"(*-*)' , 
ffi:T,ffi"i:#j

= n, nlE4*-t,-ry&l .(3)- lt*' z*' v-"t" 1

= n:,lv(t:)* v(z) 
-zcov 

rv^."^tf
= **197-i7- -t,-., )

lo = lu +an

e,' = (v,-r*)'
= j^' * ln' - 2y^ tn

nfe,"l = nll,"! * iN2 -zi"E(y.)
= E(j"2) +t,2 _2y,2

= E(!,\-to2 = xp"'l-w<!)2 --v(t,)

- o, N-nf sr' * s,'-2PEs'l
= ** r,r" li?-;J- -t,-", l
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\rhere, yr denote the variance of a ratio estinat€ to a first apprrcimation.

... v,@") = ni#t[c,2+c,2-2pcrc.] ..{1)

or Relative variance is given by

.. l-a) N-

" [E"J = #["r"*""-zPc'c,f
When, C, = C,= C, equation (6) becoueg

,, l.n,'l N-
' fB"./ = ---:L2cz1-'1

For large JV,

" f-a) zcz

"t |.n" J = -(1 
- p) = 2 (relative bias in Br) ...(7)

Now, to obtain the variance of the eetimate of the mean i.e., i.n,
we have

jn = R,, i,
r. yl(jil = vNzv(RN)

= *" a*, N..o{ 
lcrz +c,2 -zpcrc,l (fron(4)

,. vr(!) = gy2 #1"r" +c,2 -24erc,] ...tel

= ff[s"'*n"'s,'-zpa"sp,] ...<r,

c,=* "* ",=*"'

...(6)

...(6)

inB* =7n

...(11)

= ff1sr'*a,"'s,'-zn"s-] ...(10)

whe, S- = cllu. (jo,i).
Also, we have

a,= \{1c,,-pcF,)



Comparing (8) with (11), we see that both the bias and the variance of a ratio
I

estimate are of the order l. Hence for n sufficiently large, the bias is

negligible as compared with S.D which is of the order | .

in
Also, it can be seen that

s"'= * s"= - 2sr' 
= -l-- $rn, -n.,".r,jn' i*' fivirv (N -DrN' fr -'

... R.H.s = tr-irT 1tr,-R",,)'

= *+, i[,* - o"' + (!" - Rpr,)]2

= 1ivim | t,,-r-"r'.*jr;u i (Y, -n"',)'

. *k i (* -0")(0" -8,u',)

- sr'. 1
- g*' ' (N - 1)trv2

/v2\-
J-- /' (N-l)Yrv' E

= #.ioio #E*'-ii'-

...(12)

i l"[' *
tr, - I"ll"[r - ------t

iw)

) (!. - yy) (x1 -ip)
(N - 1)yivirv

= *.*-Y+ =L.H.s.!N- r - lnxN
It follows from (4) that

%(s") = #:++f,tr, -Ro',)'

v{R) = #,:++zE ,-Rpx)2

...(13)

If the population is regarded as divided into & classes with the N, units in
the is class having the value *, each, the variance grven by (13) becomes

...(14)

Obviously, the term under the summation sign is proportional to tJre varianoe
of y for a fired value of .r when the regreesioo of y on r is linear and the
regression line passes thrcugh the origin.

Ratio Metl.od of
EsliDntion

NOTES
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n-l

.'l E(yu/x1) = R*x, E(y I r) =9r=.Rrvr
'.' F = 8ru

...(16)

+ ftv,,-R**,)'= ih, -E(y,,/x,)]2 =N,v(yrtx,tj=t 
f=r,

Ttrus,

v,(R,,) = H*++; N,v(y,,fr,)

v,(rRt = ;ffi5;" iv(vut ri)

. N-o r\r) vr\y|) = N_l.;

/ji\ rz,- ' Y-n | ;\LL) yr(ya, = FJ;",

...(15)

Thus, we see that variance ofa ratio estimate depends upon the relationship
between the variance of y for a fixed r and the value of r.
In usual practice, we take

O V( ilx) = constant = T
(ii) V(y/x) = W
QiD V(y/x) = yx'z

Thus, the approximate expressions for the variance of ratio estimate becomes

k

Iw, =rv

hh

lN,vtyr d=lv,vr,
j=l i=1

l-
= VW. iV)1V,",

=W. ir(iiD v.(t) = ffi;ir,",' I

8.5 ESTIIUATE OF fiIE VARIANCE OF TIIE RATIO
ESTIITIATE

We know that j,,i^,sr2,s,2 are unbiased estimates of t,Le corresponding
populatiou values.

Sinilarly,

s=
IrJ,-t){",-2,)



is an unbiased estimate of the corresponding population value

sr" = P srs".

Ttre consistant estimate of the relative variable of ratio estimate in given by

- t,n) "-lf"l*",'_2",".lE.t. v,lffj = ilr*. _o,"_ii)

- N-n 1- 1 i(u' -R-t,)'Nn y"'n-l!''
Thus, the estimate of the variances of R" and !" are

Est. v,(R") = #+*i{y,-n^x;'
and

N-n 1 +. h \,
Est. VlOa) = -Fn n _t L\yi - tqxir respectively

Th6se are biased estimates but the bias will be negligible if the coellicient

of variation of y and of r are small i.e., 1""a 9 are small.
lo xn

Particular Case . It is the case of a weighted mean in which the weights
are in the nature of ancillary information, varying from one sanrlpling unit
to another, with y, of the form ar,rli and *. = a'

t ,r,
... R^ = tr, __ ___;_

L*'
T'he sarnple estimate of the variance for this case is given by

N_n | 1 + 2, _\z
Est. V,tr1,,) = - 

*;fi "^fwih1'-r1,)'
^I-n 1 ir,'(n. - n. ltand Est. Vt (y") = :Nn 

n _17=, ,

8.6 CONDITIONS FOR OPTIMI.]M RATIO ESTIMATE

We assume that (l) the population of size N can be regarded as divided into
& classes with N, units in the itb class having the value r, each with

nafio Method of
Estinatio4

NOTES
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f. fli = N and that in repeated sirnples of ai?E n drawn fmm the population
i-l

with equal probability and without replacement, the number of units having
the value r, is fixed, aay nr i = L, 2, ..., k.

(il) N, are suffrciently large so thut N:.-1 
= 1 and & -?t 

= t.lV' r, -1
(iii) E Qulr,\ = Sr. and

riu)V\yulx,)=yx

Now, Iet us conaider a gubclasg of linear eEtiEates of the tJ,pe T = fXrnr4,,
where all the y observationg in the i h clase are asgumed to have lle same
weight \.
We shall prove that the ratio egtimate in this subclase is optimum i.e., it ia
unbiased and has rninirnrrrn variance.

Since, the estimate is to be unbiased, we have

rr 'l
E[T/n,, nr, . . ., nrl = ZllX,n,9^l\,n2...,n11

L,-r J

la
= 2xp,4l.^l=2Lp,j*r.l i-t

hs^
= f1,; n1 E(yi1 I x;)

t.l
Isr

= flt; ni$xi
i.1

= Iiv (... ? is unbiaged

= z<v^t=fex,o=i*y",
i=l i-l 't

r lr.
= I#p", ...e)

,.t
From (1) and (2), we have

gr N,\Lln,t"-;i1", = 0 ...(3)
i=l \ tr 'l

Now, the variance of T for fixed values of n, n",..., n is givea by

V(Tln, n2, ... nn) = fLrz nr'Vtg, t nr)

('.'EO,)=t,)

...(1)

:. E(T) = Ix)



= fl,'o,ffirr,
h

= fl}lr"nr", ...(4)
j=l

JV, - n, 52
v (';) = --:- -N -L ni

where ,f = population variable.

_ N,-n, V(Yu)
- N-1 n,

Isr(': n = 2n,'1

We sball nos detemine the \ ao that the variance given by (4) ig rninirnrrrn

subject to the condition (3)

Congider

q = 1 fr,,o,,, --f[*^, -*)-]
where p is eome constant

r f .. '12

or 0 = l,n,.r,ll,"[ - #) 
- (terms independent of \)

=r 
...(b)

Ib€n0,isminimumwben\ =fi ;i=1,2,..,,k t ...(6)

fr =zlo,,,l^,t-*]t

=0+\=fr

Arso 49 ' o.
d^i

To erraluate go we bave from (8),

EN
1t = 2ry.r4 ...(7)

*7r"" = *+,,
L

.. Eo,", r r+ h"T = *[+",
,.1

lr-+ 
6n.tr = lcN

+ o= q#n

t
1..' l& = rvt

i-l

naaio ld.tw, of
Esti'''atbr.
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Thus, from (6), we have

- i^,
4 = := ...(8). nx^

Usiug the optimum value of \ given by (8), we see that the estimate ?
reduces to the usual ratio estinate, namely,

j* = \-xxr^
with ninimum variance grven by

v(tR t nt, nz, ..., n*) = yf[,'n,r, = r*# "o,t=

L

='#+*
=,++o^ 1'.' 11 = lz;)

i2
= T+ ...(e)Dro

showing that the ratio egtimate uader consideration is unbiased and has
minimum variance,

8.7 EFFICIENCY OF TIIE RATIO ESTIMAIE

We know that variance of estimate of population mean based ou AM is given
by

rrl-- \ - N-t Sr'
vllt | = /Vn

Also, we know that variance to the first approximation of the eetimate of
population mean based on the ratio method is /

v(y*) = #[t"' *8"'s,' - 2R., ps, s.]

Norv, the relative effrciency of an estimate B compared to that of another
estimate A based on a sample of equal size is defined as ratio of the inverse
of their variances.

1.r.. g = v(A). v(B)



Thus, Efficiency =

1

'.[g)-,[a)
crt = sr'l tr'
c,t = s,2 l iN2)

It follows that, in large samples, the ratio estimate will be more efficient

than the corresponding sample estimate based on the simple A.M if the

denominator is less than 1.

. (c,\' ^ fq)i.e., l.4l . rp lc,J
cr1

i.e., pCr,,.

In case C, = C, then P >

!n
xfiRu=

1

2

Ratio Method of
EBtimatian

NOTES

8.8 TJNBIASED RATIO TTPE ESTIMATE

Another ratio-type estimate of the population mean may be defined as

Yh = v"in

_ r$"," = nft,,

E$h\ = fNE(v")

...( 1)

...(2\where

Now,

t iy,= nu *,

= i*V* +!*

4rvriv - /w
r f N 'l

- #LI'' -lYa'"1

' f iv I
- *lI",r,-NFNtN IrY Li=r I

+ the estimate yi is biased.

Its bias is given by

Bias in y-i =

",= 
&))

'xi
('.'

Self-Instructiondl Material 2ll
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N(}IES

,lt 8'''-It'.trutbt0lUotcrrtl

v6i.") = |{s,' *;"' s,' - zF,o s*} ...(6)

.;:

= - tFt"- . : _ ...(8)

r .!L
S- = N_1 I(r, -F1y) (r, -i,y)

1 9.,= Fl zt,4ti- rN r,-xvri+ryry)l

= #ll*, -*(*"')-*[]')."* *l
= I t" I

lv-r ll'i"' -r" JV E'' --'"JV Fl" +t+ *l
JVr. (N - 1) S- = !r:r, -iV Fx ,"
i.l

Since, so = *i * - F) (r, - i) is an unbiased estimate of S*, it folowg

that an unbiased ratietype eetimate of the population rnea! ie given by

jn, = v,vy.#* =4,r".#*fi,-r,z^1 ...(4)

' f n 1+=;;lIT xi-nF^i,l

arr ln I

=;!fI* -nF,i,f = frFt,-r^z,y
which is the result given by Hartley and Rogs.

Now we know that the variance of y-" is givea by

i\t.
v(iat = #{"; *8,"' 4' -znrv sr"}

Tbug for largp lV, we have

1,
vtyx) = i{sr'*R"'q'-zR" s,"} ...(6)

Similarly, we can prpve that the variance of y1" for large sample, is



Thus,

where,

Thus,

v(yR\-v(rR") = #[,t" -p)'z-tr" -pl'z]

B = 3 is the regression coefficient ofy on *.

...(7)

...(10)

...(11)

...(12)

From equation (7) we see that for large sample, J-n" will be more efficient
then !"if the regression co-effrcient p is nearer to F" them to F".

In that case V@)-V(|R")>0 = V(yn") <V(tR)

If f" = 8" , ttren the two variances are equal.

Now we give a method for reducing the bias in ratio estimate.

Let a random sample of size (2n) be split at random into two sub-classes

each of size z. Denote by y- (r), J- 
(2) and 5i"(3) the usual ratio estimates

based on the sub-classes of size rr, and the entire sample of size (2n)

respectively. Consider the weigbted estimate

!, = wr! ni' + w"!r('t + (1 - rar - ,r) f"t') ...(8)

Since, 5i"(1) uod y-"t" are based on the sane sample size, it follows that

wl=w2=w

!. = .!*"' +*!n(u + (L -2w) IaB) ...(e)

!rtoNow we shall determine the weight trr so that the bias in the estimate

the Ist degree of approxinate is zero,

Now we know tlaat Er(y r\ i.e, first approximate, to the expected value of the

ratio estimate of the population mean is

E,(y *) = t"[t.#(",' - p c,c.)]

rhus, r,[t""'] = E,[t""'] = o"[t.#p"'-oc,c,)f

and E,F,'"] = ,,Ir.#(c," -oc,c,\f

Thus, ELtt,) = w E(1ro)) +w E{yrtD) +lL-w2)E{y;(3))

= y;,v +rrv (ci -pc,c,)lr#=.Offi--l

natio Method of
Estimation

NOTES
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sampling lheory ltre bias in the estimate !, , to the first degree of approximation will be zero
rl

2w(N -n) 0-2d(N -2d ^
N-" - -- 2Nn - ='

N -2n- -=--zF-
Hence an almost unbiased ratio type estimate, to the Ist degree of
approxination is given by

=., - (2N-2n)_ 6., (N-22)_ 111 (N-2n)_ etY,= N -YR- --Yn"'---nF-tR-
It finite correction factors can be considered to be negligible, then

!, = 2in'', -ir^"' -i,ro", ...(14)

Now, we obtain M.S.E. of the estimate !,, :

M.S.E(! ) = Efr,-rNlz

= E 
f2or,', 

-, *\ -t(j",,, - l; -!<l |,, - :,",;,l'

= 4 E(ynts) -yi2 +l, {y*,r'-y*f +ln{yrt", -t;,

- 2 E lg J3' - y-" ) (f""' - r; l) - | r {tr;(') - y-r ) (j r,", - ! n)

- 2El@R$t -rN)(rRtD _tNrI.

Now, we have to the I"i degree of approximation,

ElyE-yNl2 = v(ii = 
N;{ 

t*'tcrz+c,2-2pcyc,)

Thus,

Elt*"t --!*lt = El!r'"' -i*1" = 
*i: r;,"r' +c,2 -2pcp") .,(L6)

and

--- r"r -." N -2nElt*,", -j*1, = ffi!*r{Cr2 +C,2 _2pCrC,)

Now, we will show tlat, to the same degree of approximation,

E IQaG) -y")(y"tt'-y;x) = E (j"tt' - y") (y"(2) - t")
N-2nn 2 

-

= ;t;G,z +c,2 -2pc,C,)

...(13)

...(15)

...(17)

...(18)



and

E('ro-vl,)(IJ"-tr) = --vifcr'+c,"-zpc,cr) ...(r9)

For thie purpose, let

Iot" - I" *"t
i,"' = vn+ei , i=1,2-
izr' = ltt +es

f'2'" = Xiy *8s

where !o(r) , !n(D are the merns of the y obsertations based on the two sub-

samples and ,- (l),r-r(a the correeponding means of the .r observation, aud

...(20)

...(21)

E(q)=E(e)=E(es)=0
E(q1 =E(g)=E(e')=0

Now, io(r = !n-", = ,"[t-*)

and Vr"\ = in."r' = r"[r.*-)

- -r-(', +fr.+l[.4]-':. n" = fr = r," r, rivl( ,n )

l'.' r" = n"';

,. i,,',-r" = r"(r*9)[t-*f' - "r^'\
Assuming l* l. t , i = 1,2,3, ... we get

\'r{ /
t,2,1

,,,n_ jn = ,,"1+_:L++_i+_*...1 ...e2,Jn -"Lt" -N in" ixix I
Ueilrg @2) and igDoriDg t€trma i! e of order higher rhnn two, we have on
tafing erpectation,

,. tnro = E",rv = "[r.*)[r."+)-'

Rdio N*hd of
E tirnotbrr

NOlES

8df-ht*u{otulUerbl 2lI
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NOIES

,L Bdf-tiffiY@ht

tr ax

tt',t"t')l

--l

tNl

a[O"tu -y")(y"")-Ir)]

='i*{* +.# *} ,"{*-*.# ffi. }]

=r;,1#.###"]
=r;l*#o.*#u
-*''*:r"^' -*u'g,,Lrilf ; i = r, z.

Now, cou. lgoo,gzn) = Ef!^"' I.r-l-Eg,t")E(rl,,>

EIE (t,"' t"^ t 2dl-!^2

Ell", tr^l-i,'
E 6irn') -{Elg";)'

v<,;r=[f -])s;

Similarly,

au.(t;",r,,) = (#-*)r., ; i = 1., 2.

"ou.(t;,,.i,^l = [#-#).. ; i = t, 2.

av.(x,('\.v,"1 = [*-*)" ; i = r, 2.

...(24)

, n*,=[*-#)",,
i = I,2.

...(25)

Usilg (24), (25) in (28), we get (18).

hooeedins in a sirnilar s6y and ignoring t,he terms in e of order higler than
two, we have, on teking erpectation,

n[er"' - y; (Jr'"'- Irr)] = *"lY''tgt#-. #
_ ant.(ji,[',i o'D ) _ -u.Cr

lv tn



Now cou.(!,{r),rn'zt1 = Eflo\D,int"] - E[y-,"']E[r,''']

| '- - 'r'r1
= zlt,,, ]4Jzt! J"-l 

I - r-" r"L I n J.l ""

---r,t - 1$-- -t'\ 1+ - 7 2"

*n - o?r*,, t^'" = i}r,Sr" =;n*'
2nn

.. Ir, - Z*, = 2ni",, - n3;ll
j=l t.l

+ f,, = ,*r^ - f,in"' - in''' = ryd-l

... cov.(y,\D,i^,"r'1 = zElt,lt'zr,l- Elt,\",^" ']- o"t"

= zn ll ^"t 
zu]' z x *v * - E [I"(t)"-,") ] 

* ;"v"

- zrou.lllt'rr^l-cou.(lo"',2^"t) .'(27)

Using (25), (27) gives

cou.(eno),ine\) = r(#-*)o,-(i-*)t =- #"," "'(28)

Similarly,

cou.{inl',9,Q') = - *"-
Putting t = y in (29), we have

"ou.<intt',!nQJ) 
= - *"r'

cov.tio\",!n'")=-f+'

Using (28), (29)' (30) in (26)' are get (19).

Finally using (16)' (1D, (18), (19)' in (15)' we get

' 
t --l)y"' lc,z *c,' -zpc, c,f ...(31)U.S.B. (f,) = |.Iz N )-.. ! J

Also, to sane degree of approxination

M.s.E. (iir(3)) = [#-*)"'lc,'+c," -zpc,c,! ...(32)

Since, the estimate y., is atmost unbiased to the I' degree of approximation'

while 5i"(3) is not, the foroer may be preferred to t'he later'

...(29)

...(30)
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8.9 RATIO ESTIMATE IN STRATIFIED SAMPLING

Let N. denote the number of uuits in the f-th stratum and n- be the sample
size to be selected therefrom, so that

ir, =r u,,a i,,, =n
t=1 t=l

Let us denote by R,,,, the estimate of the population ratio given by

R*=*L

and by yo,, the ratio estimate of the population mean /-ry, for the t-th strat,,rn.

Then the ratio estimate of the population mean

...( 1)

...(2)

...(3)

...(4)

...(o,

_.\r*_3
YN = AN !n' = LPtiN'

is given by

_*lrr_3
YR" = AN !n, = LPtjn

At
where pt = it t = 1,2, ..., h

Now, we know that the ratio estimate to the first approximation is given by

E,(r"") = f.n, t * {r, T; O, - p,c,.c,)}
l=l

where c,-=g and c=So- rNt ' j*,

It follows that f", is a biased but consistent estimate of the population mean
Y", To obtain an idea of how the bias dirninishss with the somple size, we
assume that the finite multiplier in each stratum approximates to unity,n
n, = 6 and tlrat Co, Co and p, are the same over all strata, say, C,, C, atd,
p reepectively. Thus, the relative bias in the estimate yo is given by

Bias = :p:-pc,c,) ...(6)

Now, in order that yo should provide a satisfactory estimate of the
population mean, the 5arnple size in each stratum should be eufficiently
large.



We know that the variance of ratio estimate to the first approximation is
given by

%(t") = #t"; +nfis,'? -zpn"s"s,) ...Q)

Using equation (7), the variance of i* to the frrst approxination is given by

4(v;") = + i" ?t"; + nfl,s,l - 2^R",p,soso] ...(s)

The equation (8) can be rewritten as

4(v;) = #I#3 t {v,, - a", ",,}'
...(e)

the above results have been proved under the assumption that the sample

size n, is large. Of course, this cannot be always true. Taking into consideration

this difficulty, Hansen, Hurwitz and Gurney (1946) suggested another

estimate kuown as combined ratio estimate, given by the following
fomula:

*

\n,!*
- t =1
YRc = --F- xN

ln',*
t =,

Ttre above estimate (10) is consistent estimate of the population mean. To

obtain its expected value and variance we proceed as follows :

st
Let, )-Pt!nt = Y;N + el

h

\P,i", = 
',n+Ez

8(er)=E(er)=0

E19 = i+;jlpisfr ana r(ei)-'-r' ?=, N,n, "

where,

...(10)

...(11)

...(13)

=ZW'r'z
...(12)

Proceeding as done in the case of ratio estimate, the first approximation
grves the following result :

_ t- n(r) a(e,e,)l
E (yr") = r-rv jr + jz-' - ='+=";[ *r *t'trN 

)
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and the relative bias in !"" is given by

B'""=i*#,'{t H*} ...(14)

...(15)

...(17)

Next, to show that this bias diminishes with the increase in sample size 2,,

we shall assume that n, o. N, and also rnu, 9, I una pr are same over

all strata, say C,,q and p respectively. rN

Thus the relative bias in the combined ratio estimate is given by

Bias @^.) = Y*t": -pc,c,)
Thus it follows that even if the sample size in each stratum is small, a
combined ratio estimate gives a satisfactory estimate of the population mean
provided that the total sample size is sufficiently large.
Similarly, to the first approximation, we have

v, oo"r = rK lt--],',ry -zE("+",)Ilr;, ift y*i, 
l

= #,1r, o;Pa+Rflsfl -zR"p,soso] ...(16)

Comparing (8) and (16), we see that the variance of the combined ratio
estimate has the same form as that ratio estimate based on separate strata.
The difference between two sampling variance is given by

%o,"r - v, o*r = #i4+"1[sf{a" -a",},

+ z(R" - R", ){R",si - o,sosr}]
FYom equation (17), it is obvious that the difference in the two variances
depend upon two factors :

(d) the magrritude of variation between the strata ratios and
(ii) the value of {Ev, Sr,, - pr S,y Sk}

the II'd function is usually small and even it vanishes when the regression
ofy on * is a straight line passing through the origin within each stratlm.
Thus it follows that the combined estimate will have a lower precision thanthat based upon separate strata, On the other hand side, the bias in the
former case will be smaller than the later case. Thus, it is concluded that
unless the population ratios in the different strata var;r considerably, the
conbined estimate will provide an estimate with negligible bias and wi[ give
a precision as high as that of the estimate based upon separate ratios.



Edtio Method of
Eatinr4,b,r

STUDENT ACTIVITY 1

1. Show that R,r is not an unbiased estimate of 8ry.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 2

1. What is optinum property of ratio estimate ? Discuss the efrciency of the ratio estimate.
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8.TO ILUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

E-nrnple L. For studying milh yizld, feeding and rnd'nagetnent Prdctices of
tnilch onimals in tlu year 1977'78, the whole of Panjab State wos diuided.

I irn 4 ro*" accord.ing to agro-climatic conditions. Tttc totol number of milch

animals in 17 randomly selected uillages 6n 1977'78) of zone A, along with

thcir liuestock census data in 1976' ore shown below :

S. No, of vilbge
Number of milch
aninwle in suroey (Y)

1234567
1129 1144 1125 1138 1137 1127 1163

Number of milch
animale in census (X)

1141 1144 1127 1153 1117 1140 1153

S. No. of village
Number of milch
animal* in suntey (Y)

Number of mil.ch

animals in census (X)

I910 11 12 13 14

1153 ll* 1130 1153 1125 1116 1115

1146 1189 1137 1170 1115 1130 1118

S. No. of village

Number of milch
animab in suruey (Y)

Number of milch

animals in cevsus (X)

15 16 17

1112 1112 1123

1122 1113 1166

Estinate thl total number of milch anirnols in 117 uillages of zonn A

(i) by Rntio Method and.

(ii) by sirnple rneon per unit nlethod

Also compare its precision, giuen thz totol number of milch onimals in the

census = 143968

Solution.

Given N=117, n=17, X=143968,

f r, = 19381, lt, = rczaa

t=1140.06, v=1133.29

iQ = 0'99a

s,2 = 287.85' s,'? = 458'56, s,, = 262'86

(D Batio Estinate. The total number of milch animals by the ratio method

of estimation is given by

t, = h5 = 0.994 x 143968 = 143120
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sdmPli^8 Th'ory and an estimate of the varianoe of f" is given as

"(r") = tr*{t'; +nzs!-zBsol

100 x 1l'
= ? 1287.85 + 459.6r _ 522.62,1

= 150,304

(II) Mean Per unit Estimate. The total number of milch animare by mean
per unit estimate is given by

f = Ny =Ll7x 11Bg.Z9=182b9b

and a:r estimate of variance of i is grven by

, (v) = 
(1 - 1)N' 

": - 
1oo.':117 x 28785

= 198,108

Hence, the relative precision of ratio estimate is given as

"." ='(f),,'(f")x1oo = s2

'(r"J
B-arnple 2. Thc following data were cohected. in a pilot surtey for estimathtg
tlw extent of cultiuation and. production of fresh fruits in three dtstricts iy
Uttar Pradesh in tle year 1976-27.

Stmtum
number

Total rc. of
villages

(N^)

Total qred
(in hecr.)

undcr orchqrd.
x)

No. of villagee
in nmpla

tu^)

Area under
orchards
in lw.
(t^)

Total w, of
t zeS
(y 

^)

f

9

985

2196

1020

11253

25115

18470

10.63, 9.90,

1.45, 3.38,
5.17, 10.36

14.66, 2.61,

4.35, 9.87

2.42, 5.60,

4.70, 36.75

11.60, 5.29,

7.94, 7.29,

8.00, 1.20,

11.50,7.96,

23.15, 1.70,

2.01

747,719,

78, 20t,
311, 448

680, 103,

316, 739

196; 235,

212, 1646

/,€8, 227,

374,491,
499, 50,

455,47,

879, 116,

tto



Estimate thc total number of trces in the three districts by vorinus method's -"'i7!#:i*
and, cornpare their precision.

Solution. the calculations are shown in the table given below :

Strutum w
(t r)
l"r N,n,l t^ W^ i^ w^ Y^ ^2 ^2

2

2

0.2316

0.6227

o.u2a

0.16665

o.L2151

0.08992

6.81

10.12

417.33

503.98

3,10.00

61.28

49.74

42.ffi

1.60

5.29

1.94

9?.86

263.t2

82.65

t6.n
192.66

38.44

74175.47

259113.40

65886.60

r007.05

5709.16

1404.71

Here € = t w^t^l>w^i^ =443'53/8'80=50'40

(I)CombinedRatioEstimate.Theestimateofthetotalnurrberoftrees
is given by

i = Zw^t!- x = 43j1s 
x bb2g8 = 27BBss5'Rc Lw^z^ 8.80

^(' ' \
u(v^"1 = ).N;l t -+l('i-*i"i,-2Rs,",)- \-r(c,t L/ ", \n^ N^ ), "^

= (985)2 (0.16598) 174778.80 + (50.40)'? x 16.03

- 2 x 50.40 x 1008.751 + (2196)' x (0'L2454) [259107'90

+ (50.40)? x 129.64- 2 x 50.40 x 5643.811

+ (1020)'?x 0.08902 [65885.60 + (50.40P x 38'39

-2x5O.4O x 1403.811

= 16105?.35 x 13815.57 + 602802.00 x 19518'23

+ 92595.60 x 21910.39 = 6019519627'34

(II) Separate Ratio Estimate. Another estimate of the total number of

trees is given by

^sAtt*" = / R^X^

= 61.28 x 11253 + 49.99 x 25115 + 42.66 x 18870

= 2750076.89 = 2750077

lEsti-ut"d variance of f", is given by

,(v*) = I N3 [*-#){"i- .u:":- -zh^s,^)

= (985)'z x (0.16598) 174778.80 + (61.28)'? x 16'03

-2x(61.28\ x 1008.751

NOTES
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+ (2t96)2 x (0.t2454) [259102.90 + (49.99), x 16.08
_ 2 x 49.99 x 5648.811 + (1020p x (0.08902 x [65885.60
+ (42.66)2 x 88.89 _ 2 x 42.66 x 1408.691

= 161052.85 x 11842.88 + 602802.00 x 18810.18
+ 92595.60 x 15987.29 = 2447187855.48

The effrciency of separate ratio estimate (f",) o.,e" the combined ratio
estimate (t"") * given by

R,P. =
6019519627.34

2447137855.48

= 246.58%.

8.r1 SUMII{ARY

8.12 GLOSSARY

o The ratioi estimate of the population mean is given by 1,1" = .B"I" whereB" is the population ratio.
o The relative efficiency of an estimate B compared to that of another.

estimate 4 based on a sample of equal size is defined as ratio of theinverse of their variances.
o In large sampling, the ratio estimate is moire efficient than thecorresponding sample estimate based on A.M. If the denoninator is lessthan one.

00

o E_xp,ected value. A predicted value of a variable, calculated as the sum
of all possible values each multiplied by the probability of its occurrence.

' variance. A quantity equal to the square of the standard deviation.
o Ratio' The quantitative relation between two amounts showing rhg nrrrnbel

of times one value contains or is contained within the other.

8.r3 REVTEW QrrEsTroNs
1. Ify andr are unbiased estirnators of the population totals yandXof

the main variate and the auxiliary variate, iespectively, based on any
sample design, show that the ratio of the exact bias of the ratio estimator.



Z X to it, standard error is not greater than t,Le relative standard
t
#or of the estimator r' Derive an approximate expression for the bias

and the mean square error stating clearly the assumptions involved'

2. Ify, and r, are unbiased estimators of the population totals YandXof
the'main variate and the auxiliary variate, respectively' based on the

dd sample selected with probabilitY P,, show that the ratio estimator

&X *iU be unbiased for the population total Y if the sample i is

selected with probability proportional to r' p,' Derive an expression for

its samPling variance.

3. Ify and r are unbiased estimators of the population totals Y and X'

respectively, based on the same set of sample units drawn according to

urry ."-pl" d".ign, derive the expressions correct to the second deg1ee

of approximation for bias and mean square error of the ratio estimator

I X for estimating the population total Y. State clearly the underlying

assunptions and the degree of the approximations taken' Also state

under what conditions the above ratio estimator is more efficient than

the estimator Y for large samPles ?

4. (o) Defrne ratio estimator for estimating the population total of a

character y and derive an expression for the standard error of the

estimator. State the conditions under which the ratio estimator is

'blue' (best linear unbiased estimator)'

(b) If the coefficient of variation of the auxiliary variate r is more than

twice the coeffrcient of variation of the character y' show that' in

large sanples with sinple random sampling, the ratio estimator is

less precise than the mean per unit estimator' Is the converse

true ?

5. In simple random sampling, wor, the ratio estimator of R = YIX is

given by y/*. Obtain an exact expression for the varianc e of yli'

6. lf y,, x,(i = 1, ..', nr) are unbiased estinators of Y and X respectively'

basld on rn interpenetrating sub-samples of the same size' prove that

VX + n(, -Vr)l(n - 1) is an unbiased estimator of Y,

r$ l,r]m? \x')where
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7. Values of y and r are measured for each unit in a simple random
snyhple to estimate the population ratio, .A = V lX . Which of the
following estimators would you recommend. to estimate .B ?

(i) Always use y/X.
(ii) Always use !/r .

(iii) Either yy ,17 or y/i, depending upon the conclitions (Given
that x is known).

Give reasons for your chorce.

8. Suppose a finite population ofiV indivlduals has Np, individuals sasagriculturists, of which Np, individuals are literates. In order toestimate the population tatio prlpr, a random sarnple, wor, is drawnwherep, andp, are the sample proiortions 
"or""poldirrg to { and p'

respectively.

(i) Show that tJ:e estimator prlp, is more effrcient than prlpr, when
P, is known.

(r'l) Derive the condition for p"lprtobe more efficient than prlp, when
P, is known. @hin, 19i3)

9. a so"'ple survey for the study of yield and cultivation practices ofguava was conducted in District dlahabad during 1971-?2. Out of atotal of 146 guava-grow.ing villages in phulpur-Saral Tehsil, 18 villages
were selected by the method of simple random sampling. The data for
_the 

total number of guava trees and a"ea u.rde" guaia orchards for the13 selected villages are given below :

S. N. of villages 1 2 g

Total N. of guava trees 492 1O0g 7L4
Area under guava 4.90 E.gg 4.27
orchards (in acres)

4567
L265 1889 784 294
8.43 14.39 6.53 1.88

S. N. of villages g 9
Total N. of guava trees 7gg Zg0
Area uader guava 6.A5 6.bg
orchards (in acres)

10 11 12 13

619 403 467 L97

9.18 2.00 2.20 t.oo

Given that the total area under gu.ava orchards of 146 villages is B54.Zg
. acres, estimate the total number of guava trees in the tehsil along withits standard error, using the area under guava orchards as the auxiliary
variate. Discuss the effrciency of your estimate with the one which doesnot make any use of the information on the auxiliary variate.



10. firenumberofcowsinmilkenumerated(y)fromarandomsarnpleof
ZO uiU"go from a tehsil having 84 villages' as also the corresponding

""rrro. 
ig*"" (r) in the previous year, are given below :

Given that the census estimate of the number of cows in milk in the

tehsil was ?4488, estimate the number of cows in milk in the current

year with and without o"i"g 
'h" 

census information and compare the

efficiencies of the estimates'

11. A sample of 34 villages was selected from a population of 170 villages'

with pps wr for estimating the area under wheatjn the region during

19?4. Ttre cultivated -"u-*u" 78000 acres in 19?1' Later it was found

that the frgures for area under wheat (21288 acres) in 1973 were also

available for all villages in the region' The relevant data are given

below:

r55

583

205

738

526

284

758

681

143

111

oro

576

540

2?/t2

940

387

675

220

654

1787

257

1060

405

1085

666

542

133?

1166

399

228

813

666

681

2743

t228

472

643

180

583

1195

1

I

3

4

o

o

8

I
10

rl

L2

13

14

15

IO

18

19

20
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Ano, unfur wltat (h urcs)

I
I

l0
ll
t2

l3
14

l6
16

t7

l8
19

20

2l
22

23

24

26

26

27

28

29

80

8l
82

88

84

I
2

3

4

c

6

401

680

1194

u70
1065

827

t797

r060

360

946

4170

1626

827

96

1304

377

259

186

1767

604

700

5

57!

2

107

7t6

846

l016

184

282

t9t
439

854

820

70

163

s20

440

260

726

669

2ei

101

869

109

481

t26

o

427

78

lo

45

664

288

92

7

134

181

t29

190

868

286

7A

62

7l
137

196

266

60

149

2U

88r

278

rll
634

278

t72

356

99

498

lll
tt

s39

80

106

27

616

I
.'0

221

183

t44

r03

175

8S6

2t9

62

79

60

100

t47

263



(i) Estinate the area under wheat in 19?4' by the method of ratio

estimation, usrng the information on wheat area for 1973 and

estimate its standard error'

(ii) Determine the efficiency of the ratio estimate as compared to that

of the usual unbiased egtimate'

12. What do you mean by unbiased ratio type estimate'
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CHAPTER 9 REGRESSION
METHOD OF
ESTIIT{ATION

2gZ Self-It s,rucriandl Material

oBJECTTVES

After going through this chapter, we should. be able to :
. know simple regression estimate.
. conpute expected value of simple regression estimaEe.
r know variance of simple regression estinate.
o know optimum conditions.
. compute regression estimate in stratified sn_pling.

STRUCTURE

9.1 Simple Regression Estimate

9.2 Expected Value of Simple Regression Estimate
9.3 Variance of the Simple Regression Estimate
9.4 Estimate of the Variance of the Simple Regression Estimate
9.5 Conditions Under which the Simple Regression Estimate isOptimum

9.6 Comparison of Simple Regression Estimate with the Ratio Estimateand the Simple Unbiased Estimate
9.7 Comparison of Simple Regression with Stratified Sampling
9.8 Regression Estimates in Stratified gsrnpling
9.9 Illustrative Examples

9.10 Summary

9.11 Glossary

9.12 Review Questions

9.13 Further Readings
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NOTES

9.1 SIMPI,E REGRESSION ESTIIUATE

The simple regxession estimate can be obtained by considering difference

estimator defrned bY

la = in+ P (i" - i") "'(1)

where P is frxed constant

Now, p(ja\ = [21n)+p;" -E(t^)] =tN +p(tN -i,) = tn

+ The difference estimator td is an unbiased estimate of population

mean frv .

To obtain the optimum value for the constant p' we minimize the variance

of the estimate w 'r.t, P'

Now, v(Ia) = v(y,)+B'zv(r')'zpcou'(t,'i,)

d rtr- t o - 
cou'(%, r-' ) - 

sr' 
...(g):. @v\!a)=0 :+ P= {tf--sa

+ the optimum value of p is the regression coeffrcient of y on *'

Since the regression coefficient p is generally not known' we take consistent

estimate of P given bY

^ 
Stt

r s:

1 +, 1 s', -\2
where, s. = *I(t,-I')("'-i") and si = na)-\xi-r^)

Thus, simple *rr","4" estimate is given by

jr = j,*p(r"-q)

...(2)

9.2 EXPECTED VALIJE OF SIMPLE REGRESSION

ESTIIUATE

To find the exPected value, we write

i, -- i*+et
s,o = So+e,
sl = S,2 +e,

...(1)

Setf-InsaLctia^al Moaerial 2gg
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where E(er)=E(er)=E(eo)=O 
...(2)

lfren,

vr = i^*ffit-.,)

= ],t -FE, [.:.][,.:*l-''L s,JL- s,'.1

where p is regression coefficient ofy on *. Assuming that iil.r,*p'"ai"g
and igaoring terms in e ofthe order higher than two and
we obtain

Etyl=""-efry +:P]

= v; -B | 
-" g^'"') 

- "" k;=' +')l
' L s{y E -l ...(3)

rlqing the method of symmetric functions and neglecting terms of the order1-; where u > 1, it can be proved that

cou.(;,,s,n) 
=

,ou.(l,,tj) 
=

s,

taking expectation,

...(4)

N-n I
Nn '21 IN-n I-M-P'l

$", = EL@-vl.,)'(r-r;)] aod pso = E[r_i,]" ...(5)
Thus, to ttre first degree of approximation

E[v] = r;-{+pfg-r+lNz 'lS,' s,r_j ...(6)

+ simple regression estimate y-, is a biased estimate. The bias will be
negligible if the sample size z is sufficiently large.

'.'h = jn+p(tiv-t,)

:. E(y,) = jy +iy e (O)_z(Ol")

= r" - [r (6 ";) - a (o) a 1";y]



= y" -cor.(0,r,)

which again shows that !, is biased by an amount - "o''(F' 
t-")'

9.S VARIANCE OF TIIE SIMPLE REGRESSION
ESTIIUATE

By definition

v(v-r) = nll,-n(!,)l'

Now, lt = in-*,-ulff-F].

Arso E(i,) =" #tlfr p]
UsinC (3) and (2) in (1), we get

...(1)

...Q)

...(3)

v(L) = z[(1, -lru)-P",]'

E (r, - t r)" + P' t (e,'z\ - zP z[t'(Y" - Y")]

= v(v,)+g' v(i^)-2Tcov.(t''t') | " 
= z" *t'

= ff - *)[""' * p's,' - 2ps",]
\z N/'

u(n)=[*-+)',

= (i_f)s;o_o,r

sj+p'sl-2psry = sl+p'zsl -2F's1

= sr" -9"s"'

= sr'-o'#s,'

= sr'z(1-p')

...(4)

l.u=i?

,o=S=of

where p is the coeffisient of correlation between y and r in tJre population'

Regreseion Method of
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Sclf.Iut rutional llaterizt

v(6) = o(0-F)' = o(fi')*p' -20 B(p)=f(p, )*s, -n, = 4i,,)-s"

sampling Theory For large N,

vo) = orr(1:P') ...(5)

To have the idea about the accuracy of the large so,,,ple formula for the
variance of the simple regression estimate, or" *itt now aasume that thepopulation is large and the joint distinction ofr and y ie bivariate noroal.
Now using the result that in sarnples from a bivarial nomal population,
the sample means are distributed independently of the regression coefrcients,
we have

v(y,) = r[v (r,ro)].v[Eplo)]

= r[v(rrr0)] [. r(r,r0)=a1r,)=rrv ...v(r")=o)

='l*.o,*-ru?]

rc) = (* - #) (s,' * p's,' - 2Fs,,)

= *.#'(o1-zlr(F) ...(6)

Now, t(0) =p ...(7)
t^
I P is consistent ... it is unbiased. Even if p is biased, the bias will be ze,o
for large population.

Also variance of consistent estimate p is given by

Using (7) ald (8) irr (6), we get

v(i,,) = C+4fr.*r]
(.; v(i,) = *.*[u@.p,]-z?p

.,.(8)

...(e)



S"t ott
For large population F = 

": 
= ;:

ol *4foi(r-e').oi:".l-, g* 9+... v(t,) =;*;1.11"--E"41.; e
= l.$P-"\*.;?-'+#

(( '.' o,, = po, e))

= 
yl.yLn-o"1 1 - *p'o" -2P'o" = "" fr*Lt1-o'l;,n n \ ' tn-! n n n L n-'l J

Thue, we see that unless n is very srnall, the large eample formula for the

variance of the simple regression estimate may be considered adequate.

Again, we have

s,'*F'&'-2FS,, = 

"-i 
(y,-ri'*P' N= i, (", -0")'

-*F- i (v, -v,,X', -t,)

= # i [(r, -1")']*F'1', -vn)"

2P (y, - !")(r' - i")
I A''

= Fit [(Y, -r")-P(", -t")]' ...(10)

lfrus from equatiou (4), we have

v(ir) = (* +)#'I [(v, -vn)-p(", -";)]' ..'(11)

If tlre population is regarded as divided ioto & classes with the I/ rrnifs ln
the ith class having t'he value r, each, the variable can be writteo as

11 1\ 1 , xr r, \ .12
v(!,1 = l;-ij*-I,I,[t"'-";)-F(r'-r")J "'(12)

Now, when tlre regression of y on r is linear, we have

...(13)E(yulr.,)=c+Fr.

S.lf.Inttnrctior.4l Uqt tu AI
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san,linE Theory where o = rrv - Frrv

Thus, (12) can be written as

v(r)=(L r\ t K N'

\' - #J t-,} l[ta - z (tu r *')]'

tt': (ry - r") - F (r, - ;") = (t u - r r) -fn(pu / r, 
) - o] + (y" - c)

= lii -iw - E\tu I x;)+ a+y; - c))

= (*-*)* f N,v(yur,,)

...(14)
E\yulx,)=a+Fr,

f,vl v
" zllr"rr,l=Na+ol*,

tN., I

= El:+l=a+Fr"
L ''J

+ E(Yr)=c+P;,"

ie.'!,u =caS4

...(15)

In particular if variance ofy for fixed r is constant i.e., it V\yulx,) _ 
1, then

vO,) = H:
9.4 ESTIIT{AIE OF TIIE VARIANCE OF TIIE SIMPLE

REGRESSION ESTIIUATE

Sinc-e sy1 s,2 and s' are unbiased estimates of S"r, S,, and S* respectivelv, a
consistent estimate of the variance of the regression estimate is given by

Est. (v1) = [*-#)t";*e'".'-2p",)
. 11 t \ -or Est. (y-1) = l;-Nj'",(t-l)

where 
" = '"

", ; 
it the sample correlation coefficient



9.6 CONDITIONS UNDER WIIICH THE SIMPLE Esti'tt",'b''

R^EGRESSION ESTIIT{ATE IS OPTIMT]M

We shall assune that
(i) lbe population of size JV can be regarded as divided into &-classes with

the N, units in the it}r class having the value r, each with it, =t
i=1

and that in repe.L6 sq"nples of eizn n, drawn from the population with
equal probability and without replacement, the number of units having
the value r, is fixed, aay n,; i = L,2, ... k.

(rd) TtreN,aresufficientlylargesothat(N.-1)/4= I and *:? = t

Gii) EQulx,) = cr + fui and (du) V$rulx,) = 7,

Consider the subclass of linear estimates of the type

Fr-
7 = /L1n; !n, ...(1)

i=l

where for all the y observations in the ith class are assumed to have the

same weight \ which may depend on the r, but not on the y observations'

We shall choose \ so that tJ:e estimate is optimum in the sense that it is
unbiased and has minimum variance.

Since the estimate is to be unbiased, we have

lr 1'r'r ^ |

E(Tlnu nr, ..., nr) = ElLL,nitn,ln.''nz,...,nrl
Lt=1 J

h t, ' .r\
= ! r,n,(c+Br,) [f.' El!",)=tu,=npjx)))

Lh

= riu = i_n,!*, = in(.,*r",) ((,1"=r(1")))
i=l i=l

ff,wherre p, = F.
t

Sr/lhus, ) (f,rr, - P,) (cr + Brr)= 0 ...(2)
t'l

a"
Now, V(?/nr, n2, ..., nL) = I lr' n,'v(!,,1*,)

i=1

Self-I,,.strttctiono'l Materia, Zgg
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llt,t.pL.a throry

r'K'|I!S

* s.lf-lnttructbtwt,'o,|lrfut

= | t,n,''!
ili ' ni

L
I u,*, = #* .'. v(v,) = ? P ='f

.. v(Ttn,,no...n,) = f ^:4 ...(s)tlt wi

...(4)
'4iWndle Ut. = -'li

Ste ahall now deterniae the constants \, c aad p eo that the variance given
by (3) is minimun subjec to the condiiion (2).

Consider tbe funstion

I r t_t I
0= I f,'-ul1r,o,-a)(c*Fa,) ...(E)

wherre p is 6red constant.

Difrerentiate g w.r.t. L,, a and p and equating to zero, we gst

# = ff-*,(o*F ,) = o ,'i = r,2, ... h

4r
5. = -pI (r,2,-p,) = g

i.1

qL
uP = -uI x'(L'n'-P,) = g

j-l

From(6), f, = {9(c+pr,)' 2n,

Substituting \ Aom (9) in (?) and (8) and puttiag o, - Fa
get-2

wo'+wi,p, = |
(t \

w i, a' +12rp,' 
I F' = ;,

\d=r )
ar rrrwDere w= ).Wt4

i-l

L

a\cl Lw.xi = wiu

":(6)

...(7)

...(8)

...(e)

, p,= $, *"

...(10)

...(11)

...(12)



Solving (10) and (11) for o' and p', we get

p, = , iN -v,

lwl@i-z*)2
t.l

d _ | _ _:,(vN-i.)u 
iw,(x,-x,)z

...(13)

...(14)

...(16)

...(1?)

...(18)

,-l

Subetituting the optim""' valuee ofo and p'in (9)' we get

fl'l.__.1
L. = 1glr +\xr!-r.)lxi-xu) | ...trsl' '' l* fw'1','-x)' IL ,=r I

UEing (15) nr (1), we see that the estimate T reduces to the weigtrted regleseion

estinate, namely

r'l
" l- t-- -- \/..- -'rl

v,, = 2,, ll.g+r-lrylv",i=r !''(t' -r')' IL;=rl

where

and

= y, +$,(tn - x.)

tu = lfr,,t.,
t
\w,j,,(xr-i.)

i'' = !-^*;
t=1

Ihe minimun variance is given by equation (3) i.e.,

IT
ttl

v(y,,1n,n2,.....,'n) = I,a | 
1 *(tt -l'X;'-;*t 

Ii'l l* ir,(", -t-...)' II fi"' I| ., i +(", -",)l 
I= ,*-,1#.ffiff.3e, ,tfu) 
|L 

t- "' '') t 

,rrr-Lrs,,ructbaat Nd,.t,ol 2ttl
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N(yIES

*, &V.Lr.tra.rb.rl Yerk t

8otaplilrSTt@q *
But I wr(r, -i,l - 0 beiDg atgsb,raic sum of th€ values fiom their AM

i-l

L,

:. V (y,1n", n",....., 2r ) = j * 1;," - r;f =E' 
t@' -' )' 

-u

lI",,k, -r.l'J

- 1 (r* -i,)"- ; - fo''--.)'
d-t

Perticular Caseg

Caee I. when V (lu lr,) = p,

,=L= ,Di ,=nt =w!' li Vltu I t,) Vt f

where wi = k'ri
LIL.and w=lw,=f tw!=L.,:i' r!:i' T-

Using therc values in (*)r we get

| 
.o '1

. r1* (trv _t,)- 
Iv\!wttnt,nz,.....,u) = 'llw 

|r^,,_il, l, 
whie"h depends upon the

unknown nurnbere ar, and the constant I oDly.

CaeeIL VQulx)=y ...(l)

tLttn tbu case ., = T aDd tbe weight€d regr.earion eetiraate X],,

reduces to well known simple rcgreesion estimate, namely

jr = go+$1"-"_f";

t
L",Y1,(", -4)

wbse p ='=i =?' fo,(xr-z;l' ""
i=1

...(*)

...(2)



v ln(y,1n, nr,......,n rl)

Since E [t lq, n2,.......,

Y(Ir) =

...(3)

(...v(r.,,)=*.;#

v(i,1n,.,.,4) = *-ffi 
.: ,-i;l,-'*2,,

f1 
* to"--')' I= 'lL" >k,-""F1

.. 2r4!,tn,, o",.,,'.)r =, 

[*., {f;g,", 
_,",,}]

| (;"-t;f I
To find the value t rlgk,_"1f 

1, 

." "* of avmmetric

functions. It con bc th*" tbt t Url t"n-" of o,rder 4', ." u"r,"

fl
,l?t* -'f, I = f:-+;1,.*-*.*.*4*-+)l .(4)

l;t"'-arl 
\n

where P, = 15'z/qr "od F, = tt4h'

Arso, r =v{ttit";l.' +E f-,bu-oQrt,,1l"

Rettt,c.''@,' U.thd ol
Edimdion

g alf- l n t ractbnal U dtarilrl
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= "l(lp') (t.*) " 
the tan-e ororasr 4.

= +},{lvu-o-tr1'

, = +i ,{ b, -*t-u(,, -";)l'

. = o"2 (1 - p2)

tr=a+Fr,

#,I', =a+Fi,ri

.'. tw =o+ptl'

((...r = +l to,-r"f .o,f,; i t,-*F

"'o'=ffi= or. + pt orz - 242 o"z

= or' (l - p')

fus, 
we seo that gos""'ing JV to be large, the variaace to ths t€lmt d cdc

v"
v(r,) = 44(,.*)
vF) = ",'(r-p')L***(i-+){'.*-*.*.*,(i-#)}]

= o,,(t-0,)[*.4(t.9.r0,])] ...rvis rary€

= ";(!-p') [r.*.*.*,]



9.6 COMPARISON OF SIMPLE REGRESSION E''imation

ESTIMATE WITH TIIE RATIO ESTIMATE AI\D
THE SIMPLE TJNBIASED ESTIMATE

Ihe sampling variance of the sinple regression estimate of the population

mean is grven by

N-"i v(t) = ffs,'(l-P') "'(1)

i Ttre sampling variance of the ratio estimate of the same order of approximation

is given by
N:-11sr, 

-2RN ps, s, +8"2 s,r) ...(2)v\!n) = _iv. . -

while that of simple unbiased estimate is
ff-:i1.s ,

V(r^) = N" o" '..(3)

Comparing (1) and (3), we see that regression estimate is always better or

more effrcient than the simple unbiased estimate.

Comparing (1) and (2), we observe that simple regression estimate is more

efficient than ratio estimate if
v(t) < v(tr)

d.e., if Sr'?-2Rnp 4S, * nlS,'z> S,'(1 - P'z)

i.e., if (pS, - RrS,)' > 0, which is always true, unless

s
E" = p; when equality holds.

Hence the regression estimate is always more effrcient than the ratio estinate
unless the regression ofy on.r is a straight line passing through the origin,
in which case the two estimates will have equal variance.

9.7 COMPARISON OF SIMPLE REGNESSION WITII
STRATIFIED SAMPLING

We know that sampling variance of the estimated mean in stratified sarnpling
is given by

* 
" N.-n, s,2v(y-.) = ,1r: 
tk:t

,N.
where p,= Af

...(1)

Regression Meahod of
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The variance (1) is however, not the appropriate variance to compare with
the variance of the 8i.ple regre'sion estimate. The appropriate variance for
comparison would be the variance of the estimate obtained by classifying the
gelected random eample by the strata aad treating it as if it weFe a stratified
sanple. lbis is obtained by

We have seen that the simple regression estimate is optimun when the
regression ofy on r is linear and V(y/r) is constant. If the o,2 ane appmrimately
constant say equal to o,,2, then (2) becomes

' ,-, fl* I _ rl = sih.t_!l ...,r,v(r,)=;o_L n n) nl nl
This is the riariance which is comparable with tlre variance of the simple
regression estioate to the eame order of approximation j.e.,

v(j,t = (*-*),I,,u' .#2(1-a)s,,

'.' N is large.

v(r,) = lf e,of*4i,(t-a)o,,

= *l;o,.,' .*fi",-*i*t]

v(i,) = #tt-r,l;t.t1

...Q)

...(4)

Now, since or2 (1 - p2) represents residual variance about the regtession
straight line and hence it catt never be less than o.,2. firus stratifred sample
is more efficient than simple regreesion estimat€.

9.8 REGRESSION ESTIMATES IN STRATIFIED
SATVTPLING

We shall consider two difference estimates, the separate difference estimate
and the combined difference estimate.

The separate difference estimate is defined as

io" = fr,p", +0,(;,", -;,,)]

where p, = #, l, = f;; i = I,2,..., it are assumed to be known.

...(1)



h

Norr, E(i*) = l, [I,r, *FF,u, -9,;,o,]
i=1

k

= >p,t4 = E(t4) = tx

Ttrus j* is an unbiased estinate of the population mean !". Its variance

is given by

v(ia") = in!lv(1"). e," v(*^,1-zp,-,.(r-",, +,)]

= Zoi(i - ri;) t"; + Pd2 si" - 2o's-l
i=l \''t " i,l

= Z.':[i-ti;)t"; -P" so'] "(2)
i=' \'-, ".,/ 

l/ a \\

['u'= #,lj
Now, we construct a combined difference estinate.
Consider

*(*\
Yo" = lPi!',*Flr"-EP'r", I

i=l \ j=l )

ha
Now, E(i*J = L r'r(1")+Pr;-01 r,r(;n)

i=l i=l

I

= y" +pI" -F I p,r",
i=l

= y"+pr"-FE(t",) = yJ+Pi"-0& = y-rv

Hence ir" is unbiaeed estimate of 5i" .

To determine the optimum value of p, we minimize the variance of the

egtimate ja, w.r.t. P

Now,

v (i a,t = u 
I 
i *r"' 

) 
. o'u (f=,ol ̂ ,)- 

ro -,.[i ar^,, i o,r, 
) 

...,u,

...(3)
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h,r*,

hh

\n,!,,,1p,2,,
i=l t=l=0+F= ...(5)

Ihus, v(ja")

Now, from (5)

= "[i,,* )-u "[i,,",)
= L o? v(i 

^,) 
- F"ip,, v(e, 

)

= fo:(*-#)t";-e'so'l

I*[;-*;)"'
E;F+E

fmm (4)

...(6)

p-
hsr

LwiPi
...(7)

sr
Lwi

where w, = pi2[+-+)""'

lhen from (2) and (6), we get
h

v(y*) -v(y*) = lr,(F, -9)'

y," = f,o,fr^,*P,(t", -o",)j

...(e)

which is always +ue. Thus unless, the reglession coelficient is the same from
stratuu to stratum, the separate difference estimate will be more effrcient
than the combined difrerence estimate.

When the regressions coelficient p. are not known, we estimate them from
the sample and we obtain the separate regression estimate

...(8)

...(10)

whe'e a - st
P, - S.2'

Clearly the estimate yr, is biased but the bias vanishes when the sample size
sithin each strat "r' is sufficiently large.

('.' In that case p, -r fl))
Now, variance of the estimate to the 1st degree of app'roximation is

v(i) = i" (*-#)(so, *a, so2 -zp, s-)



((.'. In case of simple regression estimate -yt = j^+i(i,tt-F,,), variance is ot*";;:J|y*

v(i,) = (*- #)t"; * p, s,, - 2psry) ))

.. v(y,r = ip,'[*-+)""'('-0,')
where p, is t,Le croefficient of correlation between y and r for the ith stratum,
The estimate of the variance is given by

Esr. v(y-,") = io,' [*-rV!;)t"; 
*p,' 

"o, -2F, "-)

= Lo!t+ +)#,{[(,,-r",)-0,(,u-;",)]' ..o2)

In case of the combined difference estimate, when p the pooled regression

coefficient is not known, we replace it by its estimate g, giving the combined

regression estimate
r(l\

tu = \n,t^,*01 r" - \0,4,1i=l \ r=r )

...(11)

...(13)

...(14)

...(16)

" i,,'(+-+)"-'=r;f=lF
If the z, are large and proportional to lV, and the frnite correction factors can
be ignored, p reduces to the usual pooled estimate of the regression coefrcient,
namely,

...(15)

It can be shown that the variation of jrto the 1st degree of approximate is

i I (',-";)'

v(y,) = k rt (* - i) {"o, * u,"o, - 2F s-)

and its estimate ie

Est. v(i,) =zrre +)l"a.r"t-z$s-]
=f ,it+ +)#;[t*-r.t-o (,u-o^,)f" ...(,7)

i,lt"' -z^,)(vu-t^,)

NOTES

&lf ttt ructbnnl ,4ahdol le



Sampling Theory

NOTES

9.9 II..LUSTRATTVE EKAMPLES

Erample L. Using thz data giuen in Table I, estinlate tfu total nunber of
mi.lch animals in 117 uillages of zone A b! the t uthd. of tcgression estimatian
Nso, comparc its prccision with tlu ratin estinrnte ond, mcan per unit estimate.

Table I
S. No. of village 2 4 o o

Number of mi.lch

onimals in suruey (y)

Number of m ch

animnls in cetwus (x)

1129

1141

11,U 1125 1138 1137 1127 1163

1144 1127 1153 It17 1140 1153

8. No. of villoge I I 10 11 12 t4

Number of milch

animds in surue! (!)

Number of milch
dnirndls ,n census (x)

1153 1164 lBA 1,53 1125 1116 1ll5

1146 1189 1137 1170 1115 1130 lttE

S.No. of village 15 t6

Number of milch
anin als in suruef O)
Number of milch

animah in ceusus (r)

1112 1112 1123

1122 1113 1166

Solution.
Here, iV=117, n=17, X=143968

I rr = 193al, I r, = rszoo

t=1140.06, y=1133.29

s,2 = 458.56, sr' = 281.85, so = 262.86

Hence, b=snls!=0.5782, r = so/s,1 = 0.7235

Regression estimate of the total numbr of milch aninals ig obtained as

f'r=Nl.t=iv[l+a(x-r)]

= 11? t11302e - 0.5792 (1140.06 - 1230.49)l

= 139263

and an eetimate of the variance of f, is given as

n WJt .ttucaiorrol Xat ri4l

,(&) = 0-0N'(r-*)";



1oox117 
150.6?5? = 1,3o,zoo=17

From Example 6.1,

,(r") = 118,8e0 and ,(l;) = rzs,zas

Hence, the relative precision of the regression estimate over the mean per
unit estinate is

f ,(f)l
E.P. = {-+:+}x100 = LL4.64%

['(Y')J
$irnil6ly, the relative precision of the regression estimate over the ratio
estimate is given by

[,{f")l
B.P. = l-+;+l x100 = 124.67%

['(&)J
Example 2. Consider tlte dzto giuen in Tabh. II, estirnate the total nutnber
of trees in tlu d.i,stricts by thc regression mzthod of estimation ond compare
its przcisian.

Estimnte tlw total nurnber of trees in thc thrce distrbts by uarinus method.s
ond comparc tlwir precision. Thz caLculations lwve been shown in tfu tabte
given below :

Table II
Stmtum
number

Total no. of
uillages
N)

Total qreo
(in hect.)

under orchard
6)

No. of uillages
in vmple

(n^)

Arca under
orchards

in hs.
(xn)

Total no. of
trees

v^.t

985

2196

1020

11253

25115

18870 11

10.63, 9.90,

1.45,3.38,

5.17, 10.35

14.66,2.61,

4.35, 9.87,

2-42, 5.60,

4.70, 36.75

11-60,5.29,

7.94, 7.29,

8.00, 1.20,

I l,ou,
7-96, 23.15,

1.70, 2.01

747, 719,

78,201,

311, 448

580, 103,

316,739,

196, 235,

212, 1M6

488,227,

374,491,

499, 50,

455,47,
879, 115,

115

Regreosion Method of
Esti\.ation

NOTES
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Stratun w
(t ,l
l"^-fr;) !m W^'i^ W^'jm "2

1 o.2445

0.5227

0.2428

0.16565

o.12154

0.08992

6.81

10.12

7.97

417.33

603.38

340.00

61.28

49.74

42.ffi

1.60

6.29

1.94

97.86

263.12

82.66

15.97

132.66

38.,14

74775.47

269113.40

65886.60

rm7.06

6709.16

L104.7L

Solution.

br = 62.93, b"= 43.53, b, = 36.56
(i) Separate Regression Estimate. The estimate of the total number of treeg
is given by

^ar^ = > N^fy^+b^(7^-o^)l=2,672,e1r

and ,(r^) = 1.A+Gi^-a"^,,,)
k (r r \

= * *'^ l; - r;l(';. - bi 
'", )

= 1,870,633,332

Therefore, effrciency over ratio estimate is given by

f 3'ill'Hig)x1oo = r'o5o
\1,87q633,332/

(ii) Combircd. Regressinn Estirnate. An estimate of the total number of trees
is given by

t, = Ni," =NF",.o(t-a)l =2,648,e4e

* vrz (l-a) {c r, \ rr2and u(y,"t = t =*i+t l(r"_y^)_t"(x*_z^)l'\ ^, 7 o^(.-^ ',
= 2,02O,917,64O

lherefore, efficiency over ratio estimate

= 9'91'g-'t19'9?1 x 1oo = 2e?86
2,O20,9r7,640

$irnilarly, the efficiengr of the separate regression estimate (fn) over tle
combined regression estinatc (%) *

*=ffix1oo=1o8.oa
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9.10 ST'MMARY

Sinple regression estimate is -y, = 9n+fi(t' -r,).

fr is consistent .'. it is unbiased. Even if p is biased, the bias will be zero

for large population.

. vaiiance of consistent estimate 0 i" v(p) = "iJ:-'.')o;(z-t

. (i) Ttre population of-size N can be regarded as divided into &-classes with

K
the N, units in the ith clhss having the value ,r, each with )N, = lf utra

that in repeated srmples of size n, drawn from the population with. equal
probability and without replacement, the number of units having tJ:e

value.r, ig fixed, say n,; i = l,2, ... k.

(ii) Tfre N, are suffrciently large so that (.{ - 1) / Nr = 1 and *;? = t

(iii) E@ulx,) = a + Fr, and (iu) V(yulx,) = y

r Estimated mean in stratifred sampling is v(y-. ) = io,, 
N,.;"t {,?

.:t" Ni ni

9.11 GLOSSARY

Regression. A measure of the relation between the mean value of one
variable and corresponding values of other variables.

Estinate. Roughly calculate or judge the value.

9.12 REVIEW QITESTTONS

1. An eye estimate of the fruit weights (r,) on each tree in an orchard
having 100 trees was made. The total weight (X) was found to be
12,600 kg. A random sample of 10 trees was taken and the actual
weights of fruits (f) along with the eye estimates were as below :

Actual weight (y,) 51 42 46 39 7L 61 58 57 58 67

Eye est weight (r,) 56 47 48 40 78 59 52 58 55 67
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DtrO

(i) Estimate the total actual fruit reeight y by taking the estimator

t, = N[t.(x-o)]
and frnd ils sq"'pling variance.

(ii) Estimate the total actual fruit weight Y by taking the linear
regression estimator

r, = r[r-.a(X-;)]
Also find the sampling variance and compare the results.

2. For estimating the total cattle population, a raadom sanple; wr, of 24
villages was selected from the total1238 villages. The number of cattle
obtained in the survey is given below for each sample village, together
with the corresponding census figure relating to a previous period :

Compare the effrciency of the regression estimator with the ratio
estimator. It is given that the number of cattle for the previow period
of 1238 villages is 680,900.

9.13 FI'RTTIER READINGS

Sampling Techniques, William G. Cochran, Wiley India Rrt. Ltd.
Ekments of Sampling Thcory and. Methods, Z. Govindarqjulu, Prentice
Hall.

c Probability & Statisti.cs for Scizntists and. Engircers, Pearson Education.

a

s.M

of vill-
dSes

Number of cattle s. N.

of uill-
a8e8

Nwnber of cattlc s. N.

of vill-
aSes

Number d cattla

Census auraql Census sunq! Census auruey

1

2

4

6

7

I

623

690

534

293

69

842

475

87r

654

696

680

315

78

640

692

292

o

10

11

72

13

15

16

161

298

2045

1069

?06

1406

118

2ro

ooo

2110

592

707

1890

ttzg
ll5

t7

t8

l9
20

2l
22

23

21

380

218

160

210

262

204

185

674

n ro

2t2
t47

297

401

252

199

w
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APPENDD( : CASE STT]DIES

CHAPTER T

1. Draw a schedule for enquiry into the state of employment, under-

employment in the rural sectors of India. Justify the definitions and

concepts and also elaborate a set of instructions to the freld workers'

2. PIan a sample suwey to study the problen of indebtedness among the

rural agricultural population in India. Suggest a suitable survey plan

on the following Points:

(i) Sampling units (li) Sampling frame

(ifl) Method of sampling (iu) Method of data collection'

Dreft a suitable questionnaire that may be used in this regard'

CIIAPTER 2

1. For a realistic comparison between wtr and wr sanpling schemes in
which the effective sample size or total cort is same is both cases, study

the following exanPle:

Example 1. In order to estimate the mean of a finite population a

5omple of size r is selected with replacement and the number z of

distinct units determined. Let the estimator used be

ls.t' =:f @1, xo=Ef(u)- x,^ aL

Show that y' is unbaised with variance given by

r"'|\tu 1.l, (^, s')Yf(u)
V H\ = tlr- \X)t - -ts- +r y- --:= t------;--L n( NJ I N) n'o

Compare it with the without replacement sampling scheme in which a

senple of size E (u) is selected and the estimator used is

I = SY|E @\

AIso show that the variance u (y) is always smaller than u (y') provided

t'li' . N.
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Srs'nple 2. If sampling with replacenent is continued till grg 5ri,,ple
contains n distinct units, two estimators may be forned, one based on
the distinct units only and the other based on all selections. For the
comparison of two estimators, study the following exoersise:
In order to estimate the mean of a finite population, sarr pling w.ith
replacement with equal probabilities is continued till the sample
contains z distinct units. Let u be the fql6t nrrrhls1 ef selections made,
h, (2k, = u) being the frequency of appearaace of the r"r distinct unit
t t5" 

"a"'ple. 
Defining j, = Sk,y,/v andy^ = Slln, prove that

(i) Y, and y are unbiased

Qi) v0,.) = ELZ' uy

eii) Eb)= Nfl. . 1-*....* 1 )
\N N-1 N -n+t)

Qo E! ' 
j..= 

' (N - n) ln(N - r;;-ru E lu)

Hence or otherwise show tJ:at u (y) > u (y,).

CIIAPTtsR 3

l. For an extension of stratification problems to two d,imcnsions, study ttn
following problent:

Example 1. There is a symmetric continuoue bivariate distribution
with frequency function

f@,i,a<x<b,c<y3d.
ltre problem is to divide the population into four strata by drawing
lines parallel to the axes through the point (ro, yol 11gn,nple allocation
is proportional, show that the double dichotony point (r"//, for which

the generalized variance
v (i) cov (t, t)

cov (i, /) v (j)
lg A Uurumum, Is

the center of gravity of the distribution.
2. The stud.y of thc following problem shows that modcrate departures of

thc actual allocation fnim the optitnutn do nat tcad, to any apprecia,ble
increase in thc uariance:



^r 
Append,a : Case Studiee

Example 2. A population is divided into two strata with # = d,

s
* = d.. L*:t U asr,otq ln,ln)llnr'lnJ, where nr,n, is a general allocation
5"

of the total sample size n, and nr',nr' is the optinum allocation for
purposes of estimating the population mean in stratified sinple random

sampling. Show that the relative precision s of a general allocation to

the optimum allocation is given bY

o = p(ld + 1)'?(1. trtd' + l)a (M + Pf'
By tabulating o against M for different values of ll, show that the

optimum is flat in the sense that there is no appreciable loss of precision

<M<2.-1tot2

NOTES

CIIAPTER 4

Er"'ple 1. Let a systematic sample of every hundiedth household be taken

with random start j between 1 and 100 from a population

containing 100 h + & households, where ft and fr are integers

with 0 3 ft < 99. The nunber of households i1 thg sarnple will

be &, with a hance of I-L and ft + 1, with a chance of klt00.
100

Show that the expected sa"'ple size will be ft + ft/100' the

variance of sample size being (L - kIIOO) hll00.

If the distribution of & can be taken to be uniform over the

range 0 to 99, show that the average variance would be very

nearly V6.

tr'.rarnple 2. A population contains N = z& units where ,b is odd. Denote the
mean of systematic sample based on the random start is taken

between 1 and & byy,. Ihe centered systematic sample estimate

will be obtained by taking the mean of the central units

' k +r
(numbered ;, k + (k + LV2,....) from each of n strata formed

when a random, start systematic sample is selected. If the
population is monotonic increasing, the centered systematic

sample mean y" will be the rnedian of the ft random'start
systenatic sarnFle means !, < !, < ',.. < ly The mean square

Scrf-lrtttructianal Mdterial %7
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error ofyc wiU b€ (t" - j)' while the variance of y, would be

ZtY' - lf ln.use the result,

(mean - median)2 < variance
to prove that centered systematic sampling is nore efficient than
random start systematic sampling in the case of monotone populations.

CIIAPIER 5

1. The study of following exercise will give the optimum size of the cluster
with specified cort and variance.

A population consists of N clusters each containing M elements. A
simple random sarnple ofz clusters is selected to estimate the population
mean per element. An unbiased estimator would be ,gy/z with a variance
of S uzl(nrnl where Sr2 =2Mlqi-fl2terl - 1), and the finite population
correction is ignored. Assuming Sr2, the variance within clusters to be

given by a Ms, E > o, and the cort function to be c = c, Mn + c" Ji,
find the optim'rn size of the cluster for which the variance of the
estimator is a minimum, given the total cort of the survey. Show that
the optimum value of M will be smaller if c, increases or decreases.

2. A useful way of forming clusters of two elements each is expressed in
the following exercise:

Consider a population of four units with the variate values !1, !2, ls
and yn arranged in ascending order of magrritude. If the pop"tutioo i"
to be divided into clusters of two units each, there will be three ways
of forming the clusters, one of the clusters being (yr, !) or 1y r, rr.1 o
Or,./n) in the three situations. The object is to estim;te the population
total by selecting one cluster at random. If the absolute errors are
denoted by e, e2, er, show that e, < e, S er. Hence show tJrat, for loss
functions which are monotonically increasing with e, the risk is a
minimum for the third method of forming clusters. Generalize this
result to populations containing an even number of units by proving
that the best way of forming clusters of two units is to take units
equidistant from each end.
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CIIAPIER 6

1. Ttre comparison of unstratifred pps sarnpling with stratified sinple
random sampling is well explained in the following example:

Example. A population is divided into < strate, the size of a unit in
the ith stratun being r,. Assume that

Yia=a+Px,+e,^
w}oete E(enlr,) = O, V(ei,lx,) =a xf.

Denoting by Vo, V, and Vo" for variances of stratifred proportionate,

stratified optimum and unstratifred with replacement pps estimates of
the population mean, show that

E(vo)=#L.f-#rZ,f

E$") = ffi(Z.f,')'-#L,l
E(voo") = ftlx>.fj -lrf]c = o

Hence prove that the stratified optimum estimator is superior to the
pps estimator. Further prove that the condition for the pps estimator
to be superior to stratifred proportionate estimator is p (*, fa) > 0,

provided that (z - 1)/N is negligible relative-to unity.

CIIAPTER 7

For the understanding of better estimator based on distinct subunits, solve

the following exercise:

Example 1. A population contains N psu's (primary sampling units), M,
being the number of subunits in the ith psu. A sample of n
psu's is selected with replacement with pubabilities p,,

Ipr = f. If the dth psu occurs in the sample \ tines, \
iridependent subsamples of rz subunits each are selected from
it, sampling being wtr simple random for each subsample.
Consider the following estimators of the population total Y:

1 $M'Y,
nii Pi

J- ", _ l. $ r, .,v, .y,r

' t-n?u 
Pi
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Example 2.

In the first case y-, is the rnean per subunit based on a sernple

of rn- subunits. [n the latter case the nean tir is based on the
distinct subunits in the sarnple of rn, L subunits. Show that j,,
gives a smaller variance thatr j.
In a multistage design the psu's are selected without
replacement and sampling is done independently in the psu,s.
Let E (21il = Z , where zi is an estimate made from the subsample
drawn in the lth psu. Then show that f = s z, is an unbiased

estimate of |t; 
Zi witin a variance of

v<t) = v(2\+lr, of where
i

2 = S 2,, ol = EIQ,- Z,),/il
And an unbiased estimate of V(t) is provided by

r,vt = l;(z)l +sr,6f
L \ tJz_z

whete , (2) is an unbiased estimated of v (2\ in one-stage

sampling and 6f is an unbiased estimate of o? based on

sampling at the second and subsequent stages.

CHAPTER 8

1. The suffrcient condition that the first approximation to the true variance
be an understatement is refemed in the following example:

Example 1. In wtr simple random s""'fling it is usual to use !/i as

an estimate of R = YlX, Obtaining the exact expression for the variance

of j/r, show that a sufficient condition for the usual approximation

V\-nx)ftz to be an understatement for V(yli) is that

o [!, 1, - n ry,1
Lf J

2gO Self-It structior.dl Ma,elio.l

) 0 where p stands for the correlation coefficient.



Exarnple 2. The following exercise gives an alternative method of
reducing the bias of the ratio estirnator:

For estimating the population 
".tio 

R = E {$lE G), a random ser''ple

of size n is split into two halves to give r, = yrlr, and r, = y/r, while
the estimator based on the complete sample is r = ylx =

1 [1 .l
,0t - il f l2{x, 

+ rr) lt (The y, and *, are the actual sample means)'

We shall assume that the *, are normally distributed with variance 2h,

which 0 (nr) and that

!, = a + bx, + u,where E fulx,) = 0, E (u,zlr,) = b6'

Theny = a + btc + u, where .t = (u, + ur)12.'

We shall choose the units of measurement such that E (r) = 1 and let
x = ! - z. Neglecting terms of order r{ or lower, show that

E11-t) = | + h + 3h2 + 15h3,

E@2\ = 1 + 3h + l5h2 + 105h3.

Use these results to prove that the bias of r for estimating .R is

a(h + Bh2 + 18ft3), which is 0 (n-1) and

VG) = a2(h + 8h2 + 68h3) + 8(1 + 3h + l5h2 + 105ft3).

On the other hand. if the estimator

I
t = 2r - i t., + rr) is used, then its bias is o (6i2 + 90i.3), which is

0 J'-2).

Further

V(il=a2(h+4h2+l2hs)+6(1 + 2h+8l* + 108i3), which is smaller

than V (r).

CHAPIER 9

1. fire following excercise studies that when regression of y on .* is linear,
then the usual ratio estimator is better than the ratio type estimator.

Example 1. If the regression of y on r' is linear, that ie, E Qlx) = ax

+ b, show that in simple random sampling the estimator y/i will give

a smaller large sample variance than the ratio-type estimator given by

F + (N - r) " 
(y -r t)[N (n - Ut]-'

where 7 = n-r S (ylr,)

Appendix : Case Studies

NOTES

Self-Instnntiotr4lMaterial I
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Erample l. The following exercise gives an alteraative derivatlon of
the variance of the regession estimator:

Define the difrerence estimator ag

. t, = t+P(X-t) and the r€gr.essioD eetimator as

tz = tr+ (6 --P) (X-t) and hence

MSE(t2) = V0r)+ Eb-F)' (x-t)'+

2E 
[(a - p) (x - r) t', - 

"-11.
Show that

tltu-uF (r-o)'] = o(n-,) and

a [a - p) (X - ;) ttt - O] is of otder lower thao z-t, whereas V (tr) is of

order z-r. Heuce prove that for suftci,antly large z,

MSE(t2, = Y(tr) = ol (l - pzYn.

ooo


